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Microfluidics is a burgeoning research area with applications ranging from 
microfluidic cooling to biomolecule synthesis. Here we study two problems to 
gain an improved understanding of two-phase flow and heat transfer in 
microfluidic devices. We also study a third problem on boundary layer flow out of 
theoretical interest.  
In the first problem, we study the heat and mass transfer in polygonal 
micro heat pipes under small imposed temperature differences. A micro heat 
pipe, used in electronics cooling, consists of a closed polygonal microchannel 
filled with a wetting liquid and a long vapor bubble. We model the evaporation, 
fluid flow, and heat transfer in these devices to derive an analytic solution that 
captures their performance in terms of two dimensionless parameters. The 
solution explains the reason behind their poor performance, and the 
dimensionless parameters provide a design criterion for the development of more 
efficient micro heat pipes. We compare our model with four published micro-heat-
pipe experiments, and find encouraging support for our design criteria. We have 
obtained solutions for square, triangular, hexagonal, and rectangular micro heat 
pipes.!
In the second problem, we study the motion of long drops in rectangular 
microchannels at low capillary numbers. As the drop moves it deposits a thin 
liquid film on the sidewalls of the microchannel. The drag on the drop comes 
mainly from the shear force exerted by the wall on the thin films surrounding the 
drop. The drag is balanced by a liquid pressure difference across the drop. We 
 xv 
solve for the drag in the limit of zero capillary number and derive a pressure-flow 
rate relation. We find encouraging comparison between our model and published 
experimental results. We have obtained solutions for rectangular microchannels 
with aspect ratios 1, 1.2, 1.5 and 2, each for different drop to carrier liquid 
viscosity ratios ranging from 0.001 to 100. 
In the third problem, we study the boundary layer over a semi-infinite flat 
plate under forced uniform flow at the leading edge. We derive self-similar 
solutions, to leading order, for the velocity and pressure fields near the leading 






CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW 
During the last two decades the concepts of miniaturization have been 
applied to the fields of aerospace, bioengineering, electronics, food processing 
and medicine. Recent advancements in fabrication technology where 
microchannels on the order of tens and hundreds of microns and smaller can be 
manufactured has led to the development and application of microfluidic 
technology. The high surface-to-volume ratio, small size and low cost of 
manufacturing of these devices promise significant advantages in using them 
over conventional macro scale systems. Previous fluid flow and heat transfer 
models and correlations developed for macrochannels fail to provide a 
satisfactory description of the flow in microchannels because the forces which 
dominate at this scale are different, e.g. surface tension. This has given birth to a 
new and exciting research area of fluid flow and heat transfer in microchannels. 
Two-phase microfluidic cooling systems have received significant attention 
in thermal management. The continual growth and development of the 
semiconductor industry rely primarily on the increase in density of transistors on 
solid-state integrated circuits. Reducing the size of the transistor improves the 
performance of the integrated circuit and reduces the cost of the manufactured 
product. However, the high transistor density generates high heat fluxes that 
affect the performance and reliability of microchips. These hot microchips and 
printed circuit boards fail faster as their delicate interconnects develop cracks 
and stress voids due to the rigors of cyclic heating and cooling with large 
temperature gradients (Sandia 2012). Therefore, thermal management in such 
 2 
devices has become an important research topic (Park & Lee 2003). 
Conventional methods of heat removal cannot handle the increased heat 
generation in chips. Conduction and heat sink technologies are heavy and bulky 
and they lead to unacceptable thermal gradients at high power densities. 
Although the use of high thermal conductivity material such as diamond shows 
promise, implementation on a large scale is not feasible (Darabi & Ekula 2003). 
Micro heat pipes based on microscale heat transfer and two-phase flow use 
phase change for heat transfer and have become one of the most promising 
devices in cooling of hot spots (Peterson & Wu 1990; Savino 2006; Suman 
2006). 
 
Figure 1.1. Triangular micro heat pipe (Micro Systems Lab). 
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A triangular micro heat pipe is shown in figure 1.1. It consists of a vapor 
bubble in a polygonal microchannel with liquid filling the corner channels. The 
microchannel is sealed at both ends. Heat addition at the hot end is transferred 
to the cold end by evaporation and vapor flow in the bubble. The cross-sectional 
area of the bubble decreases away from the hot end as seen in figure 1.1. Micro 
heat pipes have a high surface area to volume ratio. They can operate in micro 
gravity conditions and their design and construction is simple and reliable. 
Despite their compelling advantages these devices do not operate satisfactorily 
in practice the reasons for which have not been clearly understood.  
In biomedical engineering and in the pharmaceutical industry, the 
screening of large molecular ensembles is limited by the throughput of the 
experiments. The bottleneck in all high-throughput screening technologies is 
compartmentalization (Huebner, Sharma et al. 2008). Utilization of droplets as 
individual compartments solves this problem. Thus, droplet based microfluidics 
which studies the motion of droplets in microchannels filled with an immiscible 
carrier liquid is gaining popularity. Unlike continuous flow systems, droplet-based 
systems produce highly monodisperse droplets in the nanometer to micrometer 
diameter range, at rates of up to twenty thousand droplets per second. It uses 
slugs of liquids to isolate and confine a material or a mixture of materials 
(Huebner, Sharma et al. 2008). Furthermore, in nature, chemical and biological 
operations are carried out in micron-sized spaces such as in cells and their 
organelles. Droplet microfluidics offers the capability to form femto to pico liter 
sized droplets and to compartmentalize and mimic reactions and molecular 
 4 
processes within individual droplets (Teh, Lin et al. 2008). Droplet-based 
microfluidic platforms also have the ability to split and sort droplets as shown in 
figure 1.2. The ability to transport, mix, split, and sort droplets is being applied to 
particle synthesis for therapeutic delivery, biomedical imaging, drug discovery, 
biomolecule synthesis and diagnostics. Recent discoveries have demonstrated 
that droplet microfluidic systems can perform simple Boolean logic functions, a 
critical step towards the realization of a microfluidic computer chip. 
 
Figure 1.2. Bifurcating channel geometry used to halve droplets at each junction 
(Teh, Lin et al. 2008). 
 
Mixing is an important tool required for carrying out and studying the 
kinetics of biological and chemical reactions. Unlike in continuous-flow systems, 
droplet-based microfluidics allows for independent control of each droplet, thus 
generating micromixers and microreactors that can be individually transported 
and analyzed (Teh, Lin et al. 2008). Figure 1.3 shows the flow pattern inside a 
moving drop, which is crucial to the mixing process. When a droplet moves 
 5 
through a straight channel, an equal recirculating flow is generated in each half of 
the droplet that touches the channel wall (Ma, Sherwood et al. 2014). Therefore, 
this confinement to a small convecting volume with confined streamlines results 
in faster mixing of the contents than by diffusion alone. Fluids within each half of 
the droplet are mixed, but the halves remain unmixed requiring diffusion for 
mixing, which occurs at a larger time scale. The bottom and top halves can be 
forced to mix by passing these droplets through winding channels as shown in 
figure 1.4 where the asymmetry in the flow pattern inside the drop as it rounds a 
corner results in mixing (Teh, Lin et al. 2008). Mixing within droplets is a function 




Figure 1.3. Velocity field in a moving drop. The drop flow field is disturbed by the 
shear stress at the interface with the surrounding liquid (Ma, Sherwood et al. 
2014). 
 
The transport of droplets is accomplished without axial dispersion of one 
fluid into the other (Teh, Lin et al. 2008). Thus, reaction times can be predicted 
as a function of the distance moved by the drop in the microchannel, which can 
be visualized as seen in figure 1.5 (Teh, Lin et al. 2008). It shows a Bromination 
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reaction performed in droplet microreactors. Change in color indicates 
completion of the reaction. 
 
Figure 1.4. Passive mixing within droplets moving in a winding channel. The flow 




Figure 1.5. Bromination reaction performed in droplet microreactors (Teh, Lin et 
al. 2008). 
 
Therefore, droplet microfluidics has the ability to perform a large number 
of reactions without increasing device size or complexity. Due to high surface 
area to volume ratios at the microscale, heat and mass transfer times and 
diffusion distances are shorter thus facilitating faster reaction times. This method 
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conserves expensive and precious reagents, reduces exposure to hazardous 
chemicals, and allows multiple reactions to be carried out in highly parallelized 
experiments. Besides the many applications of droplet microfluidics listed above, 
they are also being used to tailor the properties of emulsions through precise 
control of the drop size and distribution of sizes. The microchannel geometry, 
presence of surfactants and wetting characteristics are seen to significantly 
influence the emulsion formation process.  
Despite the compelling advantages of droplet-based microfluidics, 
fundamental challenges remain to transform current droplet-based devices to 
next generation fluidic processors that are capable of characterizing large-scale 
complexity inherent in biological and chemical systems. Ideally, these next 
generation fluidic processors need to be capable of transporting millions of 
droplets and routing them through a network of channels to different parts of the 
processor for further analysis. A key challenge that exists in the realization of 
such an integrated two-phase fluidic processor is that the transport of a large 
number of confined droplets in microfluidic channels leads to prohibitively large 
pressure drops and sometimes even uncontrollable pressure fluctuations that 
could result in non-uniform drop size and residence time distribution (Huebner, 
Sharma et al. 2008). Thus, there is a critical need to quantitatively measure and 
model pressure drop due to confined droplet transport, so that large-scale two-
phase fluidic processors with minimum energy dissipation can be designed. 
  In summary, research in the area of microfluidics is still in its infancy and 
new research efforts are needed to develop a fundamental understanding of fluid 
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flow and heat transfer in these devices. This will yield accurate predictive tools 
that are essential for the design of microfluidic devices. In this dissertation we 
attempt to gain an improved understanding of two-phase flow and heat transfer in 
microfluidic devices by studying two problems. In Chapter 2 we model the heat 
and mass transfer in polygonal micro heat pipes operating under a small 
temperature difference. This helps to bring out, the operation physics of micro 
heat pipes, which has been lacking so far. In Chapter 3, we study the motion of 
long drops in rectangular microchannels at low capillary numbers. This study 
helps us understand the fluid mechanics of two-phase slug flows in 
microchannels. We derive a pressure-flow rate relation, which is useful in the 
design of microfluidic processors. 
Out of theoretical interest, we also study the boundary layer flow over a 
semi-infinite flat plate with a uniform stream imposed at the leading edge. An 
accurate representation of the flow field at the leading edge is important in 
correctly predicting the development of the boundary layer. The classical 
boundary layer solution derived by Blasius does not apply as the leading edge is 
approached. We employ a self-similar approach to derive the velocity and 







CHAPTER 2. HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER IN POLYGONAL MICRO HEAT 
PIPES UNDER SMALL IMPOSED TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES 
 
2.1. Introduction 
A micro heat pipe consists of a long and narrow microchannel of polygonal 
cross section filled with a liquid and a long vapor bubble. The microchannel is 
sealed at both ends and is made of a highly heat conducting material. Figure 2.1 
shows a static bubble in a square pipe filled with a perfectly wetting liquid (Wong, 
Radke & Morris 1995). A cross section reveals that the corners are occupied by 
liquid menisci and the center by the vapor bubble. The length of the bubble is 
comparable to the length 2! of the pipe and is much longer than the width 2! of 
the pipe. When a temperature difference is applied across a micro heat pipe, the 
equilibrium vapor pressure at the hot end is higher than that at the cold end. The 
difference drives a vapor flow along the pipe. The condensed liquid at the cold 
end flows back to the hot end along the corner channels driven by a capillary 
pressure gradient to complete the operating cycle. In this work, we model 
regular-polygonal micro heat pipes and rectangular micro heat pipes of different 
aspect ratios. Since the square pipe is common to both categories we use it to 
describe our work. 
 
Significant portions of this chapter previously appeared as “Rao, S.S. and 
H. Wong, Heat and mass transfer in polygonal micro heat pipes under 
small imposed temperature differences. International Journal of Heat and 
Mass Transfer, 2015. 89(0): p. 1369-1385”. It is reprinted by permission of 
Elsevier Limited—see the permission letter (Appendix I) for proper 
acknowledgment phrase. 
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Micro heat pipes are high aspect ratio devices with length of about 10-20 
mm and diameter of 100-1000 µm (Peterson & Wu 1990). Their small size and 
ability to transfer heat with small temperature differences across the ends make 
them well suited as heat sinks and spreaders for various miniature equipment 
and localized heat generating devices (Sobhan, Rag & Peterson, 2007). They 
have been proposed as heat dissipating devices in removing heat from laser 
diodes and photovoltaic cells, in the localized cooling of aircraft structures, such 
as the leading edge of hypersonic aircraft and of stator vanes in turbines, and in 
biomedical applications, such as in the non-surgical treatment of carcinoma and 
the control of epileptic seizures (Sobhan et al. 2007; Suman & Kumar 2005). 
Micro heat pipes are passive devices with no moving parts. They are light weight, 
durable, simple in design, and cheap to manufacture and maintain. They are also 
capable of operating in micro gravity (Peterson & Wu 1990). Despite the high 
potential of polygonal micro heat pipes they perform poorly in practice with an 
effective thermal conductivity of only about 300 W!m!!!K!! (Peterson, Duncan & 
Weichold 1993; Mallik & Peterson 1995; Badran et al. 1997; Lee, Wong & Zohar 
2003) while those of conventional heat pipes is about 13200 W!m!!!K!! 
(Peterson 1994). The total heat rate through a charged micro heat pipe array is 
only about double that through the uncharged array and they exhibit an almost 
linear temperature profile along the pipe (Mallik & Peterson 1995; Badran et al. 
1997; Lee et al. 2003; Le Berre et al. 2003). This work investigates heat and 
mass transfer in polygonal micro heat pipes with a small temperature difference 
imposed across the ends. The goal is to reveal the underlying heat-transfer 
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physics in polygonal micro heat pipes and the reason for their poor thermal 
performance. 
Mathematical models of micro heat pipes have been developed to predict 
their steady and transient operational and performance characteristics. The 
steady-state operation of a micro heat pipe was first modeled by Cotter (1984), 
who developed a differential equation for the curvature of the liquid-vapor 

















Figure 2.1. Half of a static bubble in a square micro heat pipe before heating 
surrounded by a perfectly wetting liquid. The half-length of the pipe (or bubble) is 
!. The width of the pipe is 2! and the height is 2!. The length of the pipe wall 
not wetted by the liquid is represented by 2!! and 2!!. For regular-polygonal 
pipes, ! =! and !! = !!, and for rectangular pipes, ! ≥! and !! ≥ !!. The 
liquid-vapor interface far from the bubble end is circular with radius !!. A 
Cartesian coordinate system is defined at the tip of the bubble with the z-axis 
pointing towards the cold end. 
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The solution yields the maximum heat flux through the pipe. The model 
assumed a fixed evaporator length and could not account for the intrusion of the 
evaporator section into the adiabatic section due to conduction in the pipe wall 
and liquid under high heat load. Ha and Peterson (1998) modified Cotter’s model 
to extend the evaporator section into the adiabatic section due to conduction in 
the pipe wall. Their predicted maximum heat flux agreed better with the 
experimental results. Babin, Peterson & Wu (1990) included the effect of gravity 
and expressed the capillary pressure difference as a sum of the pressure 
differences due to hydrostatic and viscous effects. Longtin, Badran & Gerner 
(1994) developed a one-dimensional model of a micro heat pipe operating at 
steady state. The vapor and liquid cross-sectional areas vary along the pipe. The 
equations for mass and momentum conservations are coupled to the interfacial 
curvature along the pipe. The coupled system is solved numerically to obtain the 
vapor and liquid velocities and pressure, and curvature variation along the pipe. 
Since the condenser section is neglected in their model they could calculate the 
maximum heat rate through the pipe. The above models did not incorporate the 
energy equation, and therefore could not describe the temperature distribution 
along the pipe. Later, Sobhan, Huang & Liu (2000) and Sobhan & Peterson 
(2004) extended the model of Longtin et al. (2000) to include the condenser 
section and to calculate the temperature distribution in the working fluid by 
including the energy equation. 
Markos & Ajaev (2006) developed a lubrication-type model of an 
evaporating liquid in a groove of triangular cross section with a temperature 
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difference imposed across its ends. The liquid mass evaporated at the hot end is 
supplied by capillarity pumped liquid flow from the cold end. Solutions to the 
liquid flow rate are obtained for grooves of different geometries and wetting 
properties. The total heat rate is then determined from the total flow rate and is 
compared with experiments. It shows good agreement for groove sizes below 
0.6mm. This work is of interest in micro heat pipe design because heat removal 
depends on the liquid flow rate that can be pumped from the cold end to the hot 
end. The authors also study the phenomenon of dry-out and the location of the 
dry out point as a function of the evaporation rate by solving the energy equation. 
They also include the effect of Marangoni stresses in their model. The Marangoni 
effects on dry-out and heat pipe performance were further investigated by Savino 
& Paterna (2006). They found that binary mixtures lead to inverse Marangoni 
effects which can delay the occurrence of dry-out and improve thermal 
performance. Extensive studies on heat pipe dry-out are present in the literature. 
However, we do not list the details here since it is beyond the scope of the 
present study. More recently, Serin, Mederic & Lavieille (2008) developed a one 
dimensional steady state model to study the heat and mass transfer in 
evaporating liquid filled channels applicable to square mini heat pipes. The model 
assumes constant vapor pressure and includes the presence of a vapor phase 
through a void fraction. A solution is obtained for the radius of curvature of the 
interface along the pipe in terms of two dimensionless groups. Once the radius of 
curvature is known, the temperature field in the cross-sectional plane is solved 
numerically using the wall temperatures and saturation temperature at the 
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interface. The temperature field is used to determine the mean heat transfer 
coefficient at a given location along the pipe. 
Several models divide the micro heat pipe into three distinct regions: an 
evaporating region at the hot end, a condensing region at the cold end, and an 
adiabatic region in between. Wu & Peterson (1991) examined the transient 
characteristics of a trapezoidal heat pipe. Evaporation and condensation are 
taken to obey a constitutive relation. Khrustalev & Faghri (1994) included the 
effects of inertia and gravity. They focused on the vapor temperature and 
neglected conduction in the pipe wall and liquid. They solved for the liquid and 
vapor pressure, interface curvature, and liquid mass flow rate numerically. They 
found that the amount of working fluid and the minimum wetting contact angle 
significantly influence the heat transfer in a micro heat pipe. Suman & Kumar 
(2005), and Hung & Tio (2012) considered axial conduction in the pipe wall. Liu & 
Chen (2013) modeled the transient characteristics of triangular micro heat pipes. 
They focused on the capillary pressure as the driving mechanism behind the 
operation of the pipe and assumed that the vapor pressure remains constant 
along the pipe. More recently Mikaelian, Haut & Colinet (2014) used the 
lubrication type analysis to study the fluid flow and heat transfer in a triangular 
micro heat pipe by splitting it into three distinct regions. The liquid film height and 
slope are assumed to be continuous to match the three regions together. By 
including the energy equation they obtain temperature distribution along the pipe. 
A comprehensive review on the micro heat pipe research prior to 2007 has been 
presented by Sobhan et al. (2007). 
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Although many physical mechanisms involved in heat transfer in polygonal 
micro heat pipes have been studied in literature, there is currently no model that 
captures the evaporation kinetics, fluid flow, and heat transfer in micro heat pipes 
including the complicated bubble geometry. Further, most earlier models 
considered the change in curvature of the liquid-vapor interface as the driving 
mechanism behind the operation of micro heat pipes. However, the flow of vapor 
away from the hot end, which induces evaporation at the interface, is important in 
correctly modeling these devices. Zhang, Watson & Wong (2007) considered the 
vapor flow in their model of a dual-wet micro heat pipe where the interface is 
initially flat and pinned at the pipe wall. Here we extend their work by including 
the bubble geometry to model polygonal micro heat pipes of triangular, square, 
hexagonal and rectangular cross sections. The main assumption of our model is 
the small temperature difference across the ends of the pipe. This assumption 
helps us make analytic progress and arrive at a single equation capturing the 
three regions (evaporating, adiabatic and condensing) of a polygonal micro heat 
pipe without making any prior assumptions of their existence. However, this 
assumption prevents us from studying dry-out which requires significant 
modeling effort and is studied in the literature. The main purpose of this work is 
to understand the heat and mass transfer physics of polygonal micro heat pipe 
with a goal to explain the reason for their poor performance. 
2.2. Evaporation in a Cross-Sectional Plane 
The flow fields inside a micro heat pipe vary slowly in the axial direction 
because of the high aspect ratio !/! . Thus, the evaporative motion at each 
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cross-sectional plane can be taken as two-dimensional. Also, owing to symmetry, 
only a unit cell of the cross-sectional plane need be analyzed. Furthermore, the 
interface is located approximately at the same position as the static bubble 
because the imposed temperature difference across the pipe is assumed small 
so that the system deviates slightly from the equilibrium state. 
2.2.1. Static Bubble Shape 
 
Figure 2.2. A cross section of a static bubble in a square micro heat pipe far from 
the pipe ends (only a quadrant is shown). The dashed lines represent symmetry 
planes and the curved liquid-vapor interface. The unit normal vector ! points 
from the vapor to the liquid. A coordinate system (!,!) is defined in (2.2.10) with 
origin at the top contact line. A common length scale applicable to both regular-
polygonal and rectangular pipes is the radius of the largest inscribed sphere in 
the pipe, which is denoted by !.  
 
Figure 2.2 shows a quadrant of the cross-sectional plane of a static bubble 
in a square micro heat pipe far from the ends. The liquid is assumed to be 
perfectly wetting with the wall material giving zero contact angle. The geometry of 
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a static bubble in regular-polygonal and rectangular microchannels has been 
solved by Wong et al. (1995). It gives, for a regular-polygonal pipe with ! sides, 
 !!








! = 1− !
!!
! tan ! ! , (2.2.1b) 





















! . (2.2.2b) 
These geometric parameters for triangular, square, hexagonal, and rectangular 
micro heat pipes are listed in table 2.1 (section 2.3.4).  
2.2.2. Governing Equations for Evaporation 
Initially, the micro heat pipe is maintained at temperature !!, and the vapor 
is at the corresponding equilibrium pressure !!. One end of the pipe is then 
heated to temperature !! + ∆!, and the other end cooled to !! − ∆!. The 
temperature difference is maintained and the micro heat pipe reaches a steady 
state. The equilibrium vapor pressure at temperature !! + ∆! is higher than the 
equilibrium vapor pressure at temperature !! − ∆!. This results in a vapor 
pressure gradient that drives the vapor from the hot end towards the cold end. As 
the vapor moves away from the hot end, the vapor pressure drops below the 
local equilibrium vapor pressure. This induces continuous evaporation at the hot 
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end. As a result, the liquid volume decreases, and the interface recedes into the 
corners. When the vapor reaches the cold end, it increases the vapor pressure 
above the local equilibrium vapor pressure. This leads to continuous 
condensation at the cold end, which increases the liquid volume and causes the 
interface to rise. The difference in the interfacial curvature between the hot and 
cold ends generates a capillary pressure gradient that drives the liquid from the 
cold end back to the hot end along the corner channels. Our objective in this 
section is to determine the evaporation rate. We begin by studying the 
evaporation kinetics to determine the local evaporative mass flux at the interface. 
The pipe wall temperature at a cross-sectional plane is !!, and the 
equilibrium vapor pressure corresponding to this temperature is !!. As vapor 
flows away from the hot end, the vapor pressure !! drops below !!. This induces 
continuous evaporation at the interface and the evaporative mass flux is given as 
(Plesset & Prosperetti 1976; Wayner 1993; Ajaev & Homsy 2006): 




where !! is the equilibrium vapor pressure corresponding to the local interface 
temperature !! = !!(!,!) (figure 2.2), ! is the accommodation coefficient, and !! 
is the specific gas constant. The parameter ! is inversely proportional to the 
speed of sound in vapor. The local evaporative mass flux ! is positive for 
evaporation and negative for condensation. This equation is derived by a kinetic 
theory and conserves momentum and energy at the interface whereas some 
other commonly used forms do not (Barrett & Clement 1992). Since !! = !!(!!) 
and !! is close to !!, we can expand !! about !!: 
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 !! = !!! + !
!!!
!!!
!! − !!! +⋯, (2.2.4) 
where !! is the saturation temperature at pressure !!. Further, since !! = !!(!!) 
relates the saturation pressure to temperature, the gradient !!!/!!! can be 





where !! is the equilibrium vapor density at temperature !!, and ℎ!" is the latent 
heat of vaporization of the working fluid. Although the gradient should be 
evaluated at temperature !!, we use !! because it is a boundary condition and 
because !! − !!! !≪ !!!. The evaporative mass flux in (2.2.3) then becomes  
 
!! = ! !!!ℎ!" !! − !!!!!
!. (2.2.6) 
Therefore, the local evaporative mass flux ! = ! !! .  
 At the interface, an energy balance gives that the evaporative heat flux at 
the interface is supplied by the conductive heat flux in the liquid: 
 !ℎ!" = !!!!∇! ⋅ !. (2.2.7) 
Here, !! is the thermal conductivity of the liquid, and ! is a unit vector normal to 
the interface pointing from the vapor to the liquid (figure 2.2). 
 Due to the small size of micro heat pipes, surface tension forces dominate 
inertia and gravity forces (Zhang et al. 2007). Therefore, convective currents are 
negligible and so is convective heat transfer. Therefore, the liquid temperature 
obeys 
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 ∇!! = 0, (2.2.8) 
where ∇! is the two-dimensional Laplacian. Solution of this equation yields the 
interface temperature !!. This allows the mass evaporation rate to be calculated 
as, 
 ! = !"#, (2.2.9) 
where ! is the arc-length along the liquid-vapor interface. The main purpose of 
the two-dimensional analysis in the cross-sectional plane is to find !.  
2.2.3. Non-Dimensionalization 
 We define a set of dimensionless variables: 
! = ! − !!!!
,! = !! − !!!
, ! = ! !!!
,! = ! ! − !!!! − !!!
,!  
! = !!!!!!ℎ!" !! − !!! /!!
!. (2.2.10) 
A Cartesian coordinate system (!,!, !) is defined at the end of the bubble (figure 
2.1). The origin of (!,!) is at the top contact line shown in figure 2.2 with ! 
pointing downward. Since the liquid domain sees only !!, it is used as the length 
scale in this section. The governing equation (2.2.8) becomes, 
 ∇!! = 0. (2.2.11) 
At the pipe wall ! = 0, 
 ! = 1. (2.2.12) 
At the interface, 
 ! = 1− (1− !!)!/!, (2.2.13) 
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and (2.2.7) gives 
 !! = !∇! ⋅ !, (2.2.14) 
where 
 




is the Evaporation number which measures the ratio of the evaporative heat flux 
at the interface to the conductive heat flux in the liquid, assuming that both are 
driven by the same temperature difference. The values of ! for four published 
experiments are presented in table 2.3. It shows that ! ≫ 1. 
2.2.4. Solution 
Problem (2.2.11) - (2.2.14) is solved in the limit ! → ∞. In this limit, 
(2.2.14) gives ! → 0 at the interface, which creates a singularity at the contact 
line as ! goes from 1 at the wall to 0 at the interface. This singularity arises 
because the gradient term in (2.2.14) is dropped in the limit ! → ∞, suggesting 
the existence of a boundary layer. To resolve the temperature profile in the 
boundary layer, the variables are re-scaled to retain the gradient term in (2.2.14): 
 ! = !! !,!!!! = !!. (2.2.16) 
To leading order in !!!, the governing equation (2.2.11) becomes 
 !!!
!!! = 0. (2.2.17a) 
At the wall ! = 0, 




At the interface, (2.2.13) and (2.2.14) give 
 ! = !
!
2 !, (2.2.17c) 
 ! = −!!!!!. (2.2.17d) 
Solution of (2.2.17) gives 
 ! = 1− !
1+ 12 !!
!. (2.2.18) 
At the interface, ! = !!/2, 




The interface temperature drops smoothly from 1 at the contact line ! = 0 to 0 far 
from the contact line as ! → ∞. 
 The dimensionless mass evaporation rate is 
 ! = !!!!. (2.2.20) 
The outer solution gives !! = 0 to leading order and hence makes no contribution 
to !. In terms of the inner variables, 
 
! = 1! !!!!
!
!
= !2!!, (2.2.21) 
where !! in (2.2.19) has been substituted. Thus, to leading order, the liquid 
evaporates only in the boundary layer at the contact line. Moosman & Homsy 
(1980) modeled the evaporating menisci of wetting fluids. Their results also 
indicate that maximum evaporation occurs near the contact line region. Morris 
(2003) considered evaporation of a liquid meniscus in a channel for various 
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contact angles. The result in (2.2.21) agrees with his solution in the limit of zero 
contact angle. In the dual-wet micro heat pipe, !~!!! ln!, because the interface 
is perpendicular to the wall (Zhang et al. 2007). 
2.3. Fluid Flow along the Pipe 
The evaporation in a micro heat pipe is induced by vapor moving away 
from the hot end, while the flow of condensate towards the hot end supplies the 
liquid for evaporation. Since the pipe is closed, the opposing vapor and liquid 
flows have the same mass flow rate at every cross-sectional plane. Because the 
cross-sectional area of the vapor and liquid are of the same order, the vapor 
moves at a much higher velocity than the liquid, and it exerts a significant shear 
stress at the interface. The interfacial shear stress influences the fluid flow along 
the pipe thereby affecting its thermal performance. Therefore, the correct 
interfacial conditions are essential in calculating the heat transfer in micro heat 
pipes Sobhan et al. (2007). 
Over the past two decades several models have been developed to treat 
the coupling at the interface. Cotter (1984) assumed that the liquid and vapor 
velocities at the interface are zero. Longtin et al. (1994) and Khrustalev & Faghri 
(1999) solved the vapor-flow problem by assuming the liquid to be stationary 
from the perspective of the vapor. The solution yields the shear stress at the 
interface, which is imposed as a boundary condition for the liquid-flow problem. 
In this work, we solve the coupled fluid-flow problem in micro heat pipes without 
making any prior assumptions of the interfacial velocities.  
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2.3.1. Governing Equations 
Since the bubble is long (! ≫!), the vapor and liquid flow predominently 
in the axial direction along most part of the pipe. Thus, they obey 




!" !, (2.3.1) 




!" !, (2.3.2) 
where !, ! and ! are the viscosity, axial velocity, and pressure, respectively, with 
the subscript referring to either vapor (!) or liquid (!). The fluid flow domains are 
shown in figure 2.2, and the z-axis points from the hot end towards the cold end 
(figure 2.1). In the above equations, the pressure gradients can be treated as 
constant at the cross-sectional plane. At the liquid-vapor interface, the velocities 
are continuous: 
 !! = !!! , (2.3.3) 
and the axial shear stresses on both sides of the interface are balanced: 
 !!∇!! ⋅ ! = !!!∇!! ⋅ !.  (2.3.4) 
This shear stress balance assumes a clean interface. Furthermore, the vapor 
and liquid obey the no-slip condition at the wall and the symmetry condition at the 
symmetry planes. Since the micro heat pipe is a closed system, the total axial 
mass flow rate is zero at each cross-sectional plane along the pipe. This gives 
 !!!! + !!!!! = !0,  (2.3.5) 
where ! and ! denote the volume flow rate and density, respectively, with the 
subscript referring to either vapor (!) or liquid (!). The volume flow rate is 
calculated by integrating the axial velocity over the flow area: 
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 !! = ! !!!"!#, (2.3.6) 
 !! = ! !!!"!#. (2.3.7) 
2.3.2. Non-Dimensionalization 
We define a set of dimensionless variables: 
 !∗ = ! !! !,!!!!
∗ = ! !! !,!!!!!





where a negative sign is introduced to make the scale for !! positive because 
!!!! !" is negative. Substituting (2.3.8) in (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) yields the 
dimensionless governing equations: 
 !∇∗!!!∗ = !−1, (2.3.9) 
   !∇∗!!!∗ = !1,   (2.3.10) 
where ∇∗ is the dimensionless two-dimensional gradient operator. From (2.3.6) 
and (2.3.7), we define the dimensionless volume flow rate of the vapor and liquid 
as 
 !!! = ! !!∗!!∗!!∗, (2.3.11) 
 !!! = !− !!∗!!∗!!∗. (2.3.12) 
A negative sign is introduced into (2.3.12) to make the constant !! positive. 
These dimensionless volume flow rates are needed later in heat-transfer and 




= ! ,! (2.3.13) 
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where ! is the pressure gradient ratio which is constant for a given geometry and 
working fluid. Thus, the liquid pressure gradient is proportional to the vapor 
pressure gradient, but with an opposite sign. The interfacial conditions (2.3.3) 
and (2.3.4) become 
 ! "!∗ = ! !!!!∗ , (2.3.14) 
 ! ∇∗!!∗ ⋅ ! = !∇∗!!∗ ⋅ !, (2.3.15) 
where 
 !! = !!!!!
!. (2.3.16) 
Hence, the dimensionless fluid velocities !!∗  and !!∗ obey (2.3.9) and 
(2.3.10) and are coupled at the interface by (2.3.14) and (2.3.15). These 
interfacial conditions depend on two dimensionless parameters: ! and !. The 
viscosity ratio ! ≪ 1. The pressure gradient ratio ! is an unknown constant 
because !! and !! are not known. These two parameters can be varied 
independently. 
2.3.3. Asymptotic Solution 
We expand the vapor and liquid velocities as asymptotic series in !:  
 !!!∗ = !!! + !!!! +⋯, (2.3.17) 
 !!!∗ = !!! + !!!! +⋯. (2.3.18) 
The asymptotic expansions !!, !!, !!, and !! are coupled at the interface and 
depend on !. We find that we can extract the dependence on ! by the following 
polynomials:  
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 !! = !!! !+ !
1
!!!! , (2.3.19) 
 !! =!!! !+ !!"!! , (2.3.20) 
 !! =!!! !+ !!"!! . (2.3.21) 
The coefficients are independent of ! and obey the following differential 
equations and interfacial conditions: 
 ∇∗!!! = !−1                     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! = 0 (2.3.22) 
 ∇∗!!!! = !0                                              ∇∗!!! ⋅ ! = ∇∗!! ⋅ ! (2.3.23) 
 ∇∗!!!! = !0                                               !!! =!!! (2.3.24) 
 ∇∗!!!! = !0                                              ∇∗!!! ⋅ ! = ∇∗!!! ⋅ ! (2.3.25) 
 ∇∗!!!! = !1                                              ∇∗!!! ⋅ ! = 0 (2.3.26) 
 ∇∗!!!! = !0                                               !!! =!!!  (2.3.27) 
 ∇∗!!!! = !0                                              ∇∗!!! ⋅ ! = ∇∗!!! ⋅ !  (2.3.28) 
Further, the velocity coefficients satisfy no-slip at the wall and zero normal 
gradient at the symmetry boundaries. Equations (2.3.22)-(2.3.28) form two sets 
of coupled equations: (2.3.22)-(2.3.25) and (2.3.26)-(2.3.28). Each set is solved 
sequentially starting with the Poisson equation. 
 The fluid-flow problems are solved by a finite-element method using the 
Matlab Partial Differential Equation Toolbox (MATHWORKS 2013), as detailed in 
Appendix A. The contour plots of the velocity coefficients in a unit cell of a square 






















Figure 2.3. Contour plots of the dimensionless axial velocities !!, !!! and !!! in 
the vapor domain, and !!!, !!!, !!! and !!! in the liquid domain of a square 
micro heat pipe. Dashed lines represent symmetry planes and the curved liquid-








Table 2.1. The meniscus radius !! and the un-wetted wall lengths !! and !! are defined in section 2.1 and shown in figure 
2.2. For all the pipe shapes studied, ! is the radius of the largest inscribed sphere in the pipe. For rectangular pipes, 
!/! is the aspect ratio. The dimensionless volume flow rates !!!, !!!! , !!!!, !!!! , !!!!, !!!! , and !!!! are defined in 





(! = 3) 
Square 
(! = 4) 
Hexagon 










!!/!! 0.5626 0.5302 0.5122 0.5780 0.6346 0.7019 0.8598 
!!/!! 0.7577 0.4698 0.2816 0.4220 0.3654 0.2981 0.1402 
!!/!! 0.7577 0.4698 0.2816 0.6220 0.8654 1.298 4.140 
!!!! 0.7182 0.5348 0.4481 0.7589 1.121 1.754 5.689 
!!!!(×10!!)! 48.40 27.29 13.18 38.14 53.19 73.56 130.7 
!!!!(×10!!)! -12.28 -3.303 -0.6318 -4.643 -6.609 -9.514 -19.05 
!!!!(×10!!)! 6.839 0.7422 0.05138 1.049 1.523 2.280 5.134 
!!!!!!(×10!!)! -12.28 -3.303 -0.6318 -4.643 -6.609 -9.514 -19.05 
!!!!(×10!!)! -1.837 -0.2094 -0.01302 -0.2959 -0.4295 -0.6416 -1.425 
!!!!(×10!!)! 5.004 1.174 0.1784 1.650 2.347 3.369 6.628 
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2.3.4. Dimensionless Volume Flow Rates 
The vapor velocity in (2.3.17) is substituted into (2.3.11) to give the 
dimensionless volume flow rate of the vapor to first-order as, 
!! = !!!! + !! !!!! + !
1
! !!!!  (2.3.29a) 
!!! = ! !!!!∗!!∗, (2.3.29b) 
!!!! = ! !!!!!∗!!∗, (2.3.29c) 
!!!! = ! !!!!!∗!!∗. (2.3.29d) 
Similarly, the dimensionless liquid volume flow rate in (2.3.12) is calculated using 
the liquid velocity in (2.3.18) as 
 !! = !!!! + !!!!! !+ !! !!!! + !!"!!!  (2.3.30a) 
 !!!! = !− !!!!!∗!!∗, (2.3.30b) 
 !!!! = !− !!!!!∗!!∗, (2.3.30c) 
 !!!! = !− !!!!!∗!!∗, (2.3.30d) 
 !!!! = !− !!!!!∗!!∗. (2.3.30e) 
The dimensionless volume flow rates !!!, !!!!, !!!!, !!!!, !!!! , !!!! and !!!! are 
determined numerically as described in Appendix A and are presented in table 
2.1 for triangular, square, hexagonal, and rectangular micro heat pipes. 
Interestingly, !!!! = !!!! for all the pipes studied, the reason for which is 
unknown. We compare our results of !!!! in triangular, square and hexagonal 
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pipes with those published by Patzek & Kristensen (2001) and find that they 
agree to three significant figures. 
The dimensionless fluid-flow problem depends on two dimensionless 
parameters (! and !), as shown by the dimensionless volume flow rates in 
(2.3.29a) and (2.3.30a). However, ! is not known apriori as it depends on !! and 
!!. Thus, !! in (2.3.29a) and !! in (2.3.30a) are substituted into (2.3.13) to give, 
in the limit ! → 0, 
! = !!!!!!!! − !!!!!
+ ! !!!!! − !!!!!!! − !!!!!
− !!!!! !!!! − !!!!!
!!! − !!!!!
! +⋯, (2.3.31) 
where ! = !!!!/!!!! is the ratio of the kinematic viscosity of the vapor to the 
liquid and is taken to be independent of ! (i.e. !!/!!!~!!). Substituting ! into !! 
and !! in (2.3.29a) and (2.3.30a) gives 
!! = !!! + ! !!!! +
!!!!
!!!!!




+ ! !!!!!!! − !!!!!!!!!!! − !!!!!





Thus, !! and !! are found once the viscosity and density ratios are specified.  
We also solve numerically the coupled system of governing equations 
(2.3.9) and (2.3.10) with the interfacial conditions (2.3.14) and (2.3.15). We find 
that the numerical and asymptotic solutions match to four significant digits for ! = 
0.1 and 0.2, and for ! as high as 0.06. The agreement validates both our 
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asymptotic expansions and the numerical scheme. The details are in Appendix 
B. 
The asymptotic expansions show the effects of coupling clearly. Earlier 
models that assume zero vapor velocity at the interface correctly capture the 
vapor flow only for ! = 0. Here, we calculate the vapor and liquid flows including 
the effect of !. 
2.4. Heat Transfer along the Pipe 
We study micro heat pipes operating under small temperature differences 
(i.e., ∆! ≪ !!). This makes the flow fields and temperature distribution along the 
pipe skew-symmetric about the mid-point of the pipe. Thus, only the heated half 
of the micro heat pipe is studied as shown in figure 2.1. 
When the dimensionless vapor volume flow rate !! in (2.3.11) is converted 






The vapor volume flow rate !! varies along the pipe owing to evaporation. A local 






where ! = !(!) is the mass evaporation rate per unit contact line length, 2! is 
the number of contact lines at each cross-sectional plane in an !-sided 
polygonal pipe, and !! is the equilibrium vapor density at !!. Substitution of !! in 







This equation shows how the vapor pressure is related to the mass evaporation 
rate.  
As one end of the pipe is heated, part of the heat is transferred to the cold 
end by conduction in the liquid-wall system. Conduction in the vapor is neglected 
owing to its low thermal conductivity as compared to the liquid and wall materials. 
We take heat conduction to be one-dimensional along the length of the pipe 
because of the high aspect ratio (!/!) of micro heat pipes. Also, at each point 
along the pipe, the liquid temperature is assumed to be the same as the wall 
temperature !!. The outer wall of the pipe is assumed to be insulated. Thus, the 






!"! − !2!ℎ!"! = 0, (2.4.4) 
where ! is the cross-sectional area and ! is the thermal conductivity with their 
subscripts indicating either wall (!) or liquid (!). The heat transfer mechanism in 
a micro heat pipe is revealed by integrating (2.4.4) once after replacing ! using 





!" − !!ℎ!"!! = −!, (2.4.5) 
where the integration constant ! is recognized as the total heat rate along the 
pipe from the hot end towards the cold end and is a constant because the pipe is 
insulated. It is the sum of the conduction heat rate (first term) and the vapor flow 
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heat rate (second term). This equation shows the heat transfer physics in a micro 
heat pipe. 
The liquid mass evaporation rate ! per unit contact line length in (2.2.10) 
can be written as 
 ! = !!!!!(!! − !!!), (2.4.6) 
where ! is given in (2.2.21). The vapor pressure !! drops below the local 
equilibrium vapor pressure !! (because the vapor flows away from the hot end), 
and induces evaporation at the interface. Both !! and !! vary along the pipe. The 
equilibrium vapor pressure !! depends only on the local liquid and pipe 
temperature !!. This dependence can be made explicit by expanding around the 
initial temperature !! (which is also the temperature at the mid-point of the pipe 
owing to symmetry): 
 !! = !!! + !
!!!
!!!
! !! − !!! +⋯, (2.4.7) 
where !! is the saturation pressure at !!, and only the linear term is retained 





This substitution is not made until later to preserve the physical meaning. Thus, 
! becomes 
 ! = !!!!! ! !
!!!
!!!
! !! − !!! − ! !! − !!! , (2.4.9a) 








where only the reference parameters !! and !! are left in ! and ! (see (2.2.3) 
and (2.2.15) for their original definitions). When ! is substituted into (2.4.3) and 
(2.4.4), we obtained a coupled system of equations governing !! and !!.  
The coupled system of equations requires four boundary conditions. At the 
hot end of the pipe ! = 0, 
 !! = !! + ∆!, (2.4.10) 
and !! = 0 because there is no vapor flow. Thus, (2.4.1) gives 
 !!! !! = 0. (2.4.11) 
At the mid-point of the pipe ! = !, 
 !! = !!, (2.4.12) 
 !! = !!. (2.4.13) 
Instead of solving the coupled system of equations for !! and !!, as in Zhang et 
al. (2007), we find it simpler to solve for the evaporation rate !. 
2.5. Evaporation along the Pipe 
The evaporation rate ! in (2.4.9a) is coupled to the local wall 
temperature!!! and vapor pressure !!, both varying along the pipe. It is 











where !!!! !"! and !!!! !"! in (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) have been substituted. 
Thus, the differential equation for ! is decoupled from !! and !!. 
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2.5.1. Non-Dimensionalization 
We define a set of dimensionless variables: 
!∗ = ! !! ! ,!!
∗ = !!! − !!∆! ! ,!!
∗ = ! !! − !!!!!/!!! ∆!
!,!!!  
!∗ = !!"!! ! !!!/!!! ∆!
! .! (2.5.2) 
The pressure scale !!!/!!! ∆! is the equilibrium vapor pressure difference 
between the hot end and the mid-point of the pipe. The scale for ! comes from 








! = 2!"!!! !
!!ℎ!"!




is the dimensionless exponent that controls the evaporation gradient along the 
pipe. 
2.5.2. Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions for !! and !! in section 2.4 are converted into 
boundary conditions for !. For this purpose, (2.4.9a) is made dimensionless: 
 !∗ = !!!∗ − !!!∗.! (2.5.5) 
At the middle of the pipe !∗ = 1, (2.4.12) and (2.4.13) yield 
 !!∗ = 0,! (2.5.6) 
 !!∗ = 0.! (2.5.7) 
Thus, 
 !∗ = 0.! (2.5.8) 
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This gives one boundary condition for !∗.!At the hot end !∗ = 0, (2.4.10) and 
(2.4.11) give 
 !!∗ = 1,! (2.5.9) 
 !!!∗
!!∗ = 0,! (2.5.10) 
To convert these conditions, we need the energy equation (2.4.5), which after !! 














!!!! !!!! + !!!!!
! ,! (2.5.12) 
 
!! = !
!!!! + !!!!! ∆!
! !, 
(2.5.13) 
where ! is a dimensionless heat-pipe number that measures the ratio of 
evaporative heat transfer to conductive heat transfer (Zhang et al. 2007), and !! 
is the conduction heat rate in the liquid and wall in the absence of vapor flow.  
 Equation (2.5.11) is integrated once to give 
 
 
!!∗ + !!!∗ =
!
!!
(1− !∗)!, (2.5.14) 
where the boundary conditions !!∗ = 0 and !!∗ = 0 at !∗ = 1 have been 
imposed. At !∗ = 0, !!∗ = 1, and the above equation together with (2.5.5) gives 
 !∗ = !1− !!!
− 1 1! .! (2.5.15) 
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!!∗ . (2.5.16) 
At !∗ = 0, the boundary condition !!!∗ !!∗ = 0 in (2.5.10), which has not been 













∗ − 1 ! − 1. (2.5.18) 
2.5.3. Solution 
The evaporation rate equation (2.5.3) is solved subject to boundary 
conditions (2.5.8) and (2.5.18) to give 
 !∗ = 1+ ! sinh ! 1− !
∗
! + ! tanh ! cosh ! !. (2.5.19) 
The solution is plotted in figures 2.4(a) and (b) for ! = 1 and 100, respectively. 
When ! = 1, evaporation occurs almost linearly along the heated half of the pipe 
because in the limit ! → 0, !∗ → 1− !∗ +⋯. When ! = 100, all the evaporation 
occurs in a boundary layer near the hot end as shown in figure 2.4(b). This 
follows from the solution in the limit ! → ∞, 
 !∗ → 1+ !! + ! !!
!!!∗ +⋯. (2.5.20) 




Figure 2.4. Dimensionless evaporation rate along the pipe. (a) ! = 1 for various 
!. (b) ! = 100 for various !.  




































2.6. Nusselt Number 
The Nusselt number !", defined as the ratio of the total heat rate to the 
conduction heat rate, is obtained from (2.5.15) after substituting the solution for 
!∗ in (2.5.19): 
 !" = !!!
= 1+ !1+ ! tanh ! /!!! (2.6.1) 
The solution is plotted in figure 2.5.  When ! → 0, heat transfers 
predominantly by conduction in the liquid and pipe wall and !" → 1, independent 
of !. When ! → ∞, heat transfer by vapor flow dominates, and !" → ! coth ! as 
seen in figure 2.5. We note that both ! and ! are independent of ∆! and surface 
tension !. 
 





















Figure 2.6. Dimensionless temperature along the pipe. (a) ! = 1 for various !. 
(b) ! = 100 for various !. 
 



































2.7. Liquid and Wall Temperature along the Pipe 
The vapor pressure !!∗ is eliminated from (2.5.5) and (2.5.14) to give the 
pipe temperature !!∗: 
!!∗ =
!
! + ! tanh ! ! 1− !
∗ + ! sinh ! 1− !
∗
! cosh ! !. (2.7.1) 
This solution is plotted in figures 2.6(a) and (b) for ! = 1 and 100, respectively. 
When ! = 1, conduction heat transfer dominates and an almost linear 
temperature profile is obtained for all values of !. This is because in the limit 
! → 0, (2.7.1) gives !!∗ → 1− !∗ +⋯, independent of !. The pipe temperature 
for ! = 100 is plotted in figure 2.6(b). When ! = 0.1, there is little heat transfer by 
vapor flow, and conduction dominates resulting in a linear temperature profile. At 
high !, vapor-flow heat transfer dominates and removes a large amount of 
thermal energy from the hot end. This decreases the temperature rapidly in a 
boundary layer near the hot end. Outside the boundary layer there is little 
evaporation and heat is transferred mainly by conduction, resulting in a linear 
temperature profile. This is shown by the solution in the limit ! → ∞, 
!!∗ →
!
! + ! ! 1− !
∗ + !! !
!!!∗ +⋯. (2.7.2) 
For ! ≪ !, 
!!∗ → 1− !∗ + ! ! ! . (2.7.3) 
For ! ≫ !, 
!!∗ → !!!!∗ +
!
! 1− !
∗ +⋯. (2.7.4) 
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This shows a thermal boundary layer near !∗ = 0, and a linear profile away from 
the boundary layer. The thickness of the boundary layer is scaled by !!!. The 
boundary layer is the evaporating region of a micro heat pipe. Outside the 
boundary layer, !!∗ = ! ! ! ≪ 1 along the pipe. This is the adiabatic region. 
Since the temperature profile is skew-symmetric about the mid-point of the pipe, 
a similar boundary layer exists at the cold end (the condensing region). This is 
the first time that the three regions of polygonal micro heat pipes have been 
captured by a single solution without making any prior assumptions of their 
existence.  
2.8. Vapor Pressure and Volume Flow Rate along the Pipe 
Substituting !∗ in (2.5.19) and !!∗ in (2.7.1) into (2.5.5) gives the vapor 
pressure !!∗ as 
!!∗ =
!
! + ! tanh ! ! 1− !
∗ − sinh ! 1− !
∗
! cosh ! !. (2.8.1) 
The solution is plotted in figures 2.7(a) and (b) for ! = 1 and 100, respectively. 
They show that the pressure gradient decreases as ! increases for a constant !.  
The vapor volume flow rate !! is made dimensionless using the scale            





This equation is integrated once subject to the boundary condition !!∗ = 0 at 




! ! + ! tanh ! ! 1−
cosh ! 1− !∗
cosh ! !. (2.8.3) 
The solution is plotted in figures 2.8(a) and (b) for ! = 1 and 100, respectively. As 
! → 0, (2.8.3) gives 
!!∗ → !∗ 1−
!∗
2 +⋯. (2.8.4) 
This explains the parabolic growth in figure 2.8(a). As ! → ∞, 
!!∗ =
1+ !
! ! + ! ! 1− !
!!!∗ +⋯!. (2.8.5) 
Thus, !!∗ increases from 0 to a constant level within the thermal boundary layer. 
The constant level approaches (1+ !)/!! for ! ≪ !, and 1/! for ! ≫ !. These 
asymptotic results explain the behavior of !!∗ in figure 2.8(b).  
  The vapor volume flow rate !!∗ is closely related to the vapor pressure !!∗. 
When !!∗ is constant along the pipe in figure 2.8(b), the pressure gradient is 
constant as shown in figure 2.7(b). When !!∗ is increasing along the pipe in figure 
2.8(a), the pressure gradient must also increase (figure 2.7(a)). Although !!∗ 
increases with ! for a given !, !!∗ decreases with !. This is because !!∗ is 
made dimensionless by the equilibrium vapor pressure drop ∆! !!! !!! . As !!∗ 
increases, the equilibrium vapor pressure drop cannot be sustained, and ∆!! 








Figure 2.7. Dimensionless vapor pressure along the pipe. (a) ! = 1 for various !. 
(b) ! = 100 for various !.  
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Figure 2.8. Dimensionless vapor volume flow rate along the pipe. (a) ! = 1 for 
various !. (b) ! = 100 for various !. 
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represents the dimensionless viscous resistance to vapor flow. As ! → 0, !!∗ 
becomes independent of ! and ! to leading order, as shown in (2.8.4). Thus, 
!!!∗ !!∗  for fixed ! ≪ 1  decreases as ! increases as shown in figure 2.7(a). 
As ! → ∞, !!∗ is constant along most part of the pipe (figure 2.8(b)). For ! ≪ !, 
the constant level approaches (1+ !)/!!, so that !!!∗ !!∗ → −1, as observed 
in figure 2.7(b) for ! = 0.1 and 1. For ! ≫ !, the constant level approaches 1/!, 
so that !!!∗ !!∗ → −!/!, as seen in figure 2.7(b) for ! = 10! and 10!. 
2.9. Liquid Flow along the Pipe 
Since the micro heat pipe is a closed system, the mass flow rate of the 
liquid is equal to that of the vapor at each cross-sectional plane. Thus, the 
volume flow rate of the liquid !! is found from (2.3.5) as 




Since both the liquid and vapor flows are taken as uni-directional, the volume 
flow rates are proportional to the pressure gradients:  
 !!!




!" !,! (2.9.2) 
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according to (2.3.13). This gives the liquid pressure gradient required to drive a 
liquid flow that satisfies mass balance at every cross-sectional plane along the 
pipe. At ! = !, !! = !! and the interface is circular with radius !!. Hence, 




where ! is surface tension (Wong et al. 1992a). Thus, integrating (2.9.2) once 
together with boundary condition (2.9.3) gives  
 !! = !!! −
!
!!
− ! 1! ! !! − !!! . (2.9.4) 
Thus, !! is linearly proportional to !!.  
2.10. Interfacial Curvature 
The curvature of the liquid-vapor interface is the last variable required to 
describe completely the fluid flow and heat transfer in a micro heat pipe. It can be 
determined using the Young-Laplace equation (Wong et al. 1992b): 
 !! − !!! = !!", (2.10.1) 
where ! is the curvature of the interface. Substituting (2.9.4) into (2.10.1) we find 
that the interface curvature is proportional to the vapor pressure !!:  
 ! = 1!!
+ 1+ ! 1!
(!! − !!!)
! !. (2.10.2) 
Thus, the curvature behaves like the vapor pressure, which varies almost linearly 
along the pipe for all values of ! and ! as shown in figure 2.7.  
To see that one can have interfacial curvature variation and no liquid flow, 
consider the following set-up. Consider a micro heat pipe like the one shown in 
figure 2.1 at uniform temperature. The bubble takes on the static bubble shape 
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and the corner meniscus has uniform curvature along the middle portion of the 
pipe. Now, imagine that a small needle is inserted into each end of the pipe and 
into the bubble. Saturated vapor flows through these needles, so that there is 
vapor flow along the bubble or the pipe. Because of the vapor flow, the vapor 
pressure is higher at the input end and lower at the exit end.  The liquid pressure 
is uniform because there is no liquid flow. Therefore, the pressure jump across 
the interface varies along the pipe and the interfacial curvature must vary.  
However, this curvature variation does not generate any liquid flow. This 
“thought” experiment also shows the importance of vapor flow, which has been 
neglected in a lot of micro heat pipe models, as discussed in the introduction. By 
not considering vapor flow, those models cannot predict the heat transfer 
correctly, as the vapor pressure difference is the driving force behind the 
operation of micro heat pipes. 
 The curvature result can lead to an upper bound on ∆!. Throughout this 
work, we have assumed small deviation from equilibrium. Thus, the curvature ! 
must deviate infinitesimally from the equilibrium value 1/!! at the hot end, or 
! − 1/!! ≪ 1/!! at the hot end. From (2.10.2), this means 
 1+ 1!
(!! − !!!)!!
! ≪ 1!, (2.10.3) 
where !! = !!(! = 0). When !!∗ !∗ = 0  in (2.8.1) is converted back to 
dimensional form using (2.5.2), (2.10.3) becomes 
 ∆!
!!








This sets an upper bound on ∆! !! for our model to be valid. The upper bound 
defines a ∆!!, which can be calculated for different experiments to check the 
applicability of our model. 
2.11. Optimum Pipe Length 
We find that the evaporative heat rate peaks at a particular pipe length for 
a given pipe cross-sectional shape and size, working fluid, and operating 
temperature. This optimal pipe length for evaporative heat transfer is useful for 
designing efficient micro heat pipes.  
The evaporative heat rate is 
 !! = ! − !! = !" − 1 !! . (2.11.1) 
Both !" and !! depend on pipe length !; !" = !"(!, !) according to (2.6.1), 
where ! defined in (2.5.12) is independent of !, and ! defined in (2.5.4) can be 
written as ! = !/!" in which 
 
 
!" = 2!"!!! !
!!ℎ!"!




is a dimensional length scale independent of !. The conductive heat rate !! is 
defined in (2.5.13) and depends on !. However, we define 
 
!! =
!!!! + !!!!! ∆!
!"  
(2.11.3) 
which is independent of ! and is used to make !! dimensionless: 
  !!∗ =
!!
!!
= ! ! − tanh !! ! + ! tanh ! !, (2.11.4) 
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where ! = !/!" can be viewed as ! made dimensionless by !". In figure 2.9(a), 
we plot !!∗ as a function of ! for various !. It shows that !!∗ peaks at ! = !! that 
depends on !. The point !! is found to obey 
 !! − tanh !! ! − 1+ ! tanh2 !! − !!! sech2 !! = 0. (2.11.5) 
This equation is solved numerically and the solution is plotted in figure 2.9(b). In 
the limit !! → ∞, (2.11.5) is expanded and solved to give 
 !! → 1+ (1+ !)!/! +⋯, (2.11.6) 
which is also plotted in figure 2.9(b) and agrees well with the numerical solution 
over a wide range of !.  
 The physical significance of the dimensionless optimum pipe length Sm 
can be understood through figure 2.9(a). It shows that the normalized 
evaporative heat rate !!∗ approaches zero as ! → 0 and ! → ∞. For short pipes 
(! → 0), conduction dominates because !" → 1 as ! → 0. Thus, !!∗ → 0. For 
very long pipes (! → ∞), the vapor flow viscous resistance ! in (2.8.7) becomes 
excessive and !!∗ → 0. Thus, there is an optimum pipe length ! = !! for a given 
pipe size and working liquid at which maximum benefit from evaporative heat 
transfer can be obtained. This optimum pipe length is determined for the first 
time.  
The Nusselt number !" = 1+ !!/!! increases monotonically with ! and ! 
(figure 2.5), but !!∗ shows a maximum. Although both measure the evaporative 
heat rate, they are made dimensionless differently. The conductive heat rate !! in 
!" decreases as ! increases. Thus, !" can increase even if !! decreases with ! 





Figure 2.9. (a) Dimensionless vapor flow heat rate versus ! for various !. (b) 
Optimum pipe length !! versus !. 
 
 






























Hence, !" is not a good measure of !! if ! is a variable. The modified conductive 
heat rate !! does not depend on !. Thus, !!∗ reflects correctly the behavior of !! 
when ! varies. In fact, as !! → ∞, !!∗ → 1 as shown in figure 2.9(a), indicating 
that !! is a correct scale for !!. 
 The dimensional optimal pipe length is  
 !! = !!!"!. (2.11.7) 
Since !! = !!(!), !! is independent of ∆! and surface tension !. It depends on 
the pipe size, pipe material and shape, and working-fluid, and operating 
temperature. 
2.12. Comparison with Experiments 
Micro heat pipes are usually constructed using polygonal microchannels. 
Mallik & Peterson (1995) investigated arrays of 34 and 66 micro heat pipes of 
triangular cross section (experiments MP1 and MP2). The triangular pipes have a 
base width of 25 µm, height of 55 µm, and length of 20 mm. They were 
fabricated in a silicon wafer 0.378 mm thick and charged with methanol. The 
wafer void fractions in the transverse cross section of the arrays are 0.75% and 
1.45%, respectively. A thin layer of metal was deposited onto the walls of the 
micro heat pipe to prevent migration of the working fluid into the silicon substrate, 
which was observed in an earlier experiment by Peterson et al. (1993). One end 
of the wafer was heated to different temperatures depending on the power input 
provided by thermofoil heaters, while the other end was attached to a copper 
heat sink that was cooled by liquid supplied from a constant temperature bath 
maintained at 10 ℃. The steady-state temperature of the wafer surface was 
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recorded for power inputs of 1.5 W and 3.5 W using an infrared thermal imaging 
system. There is no mention of a dry-out occurring during the experiment. In our 
model the length of the bubble is assumed to be equal to the pipe length. 
Therefore, the length of the micro heat pipe in experiments MP1 and MP2 used 
in our comparison should be the bubble length which is determined as follows. In 
the axial temperature plots presented in experiments MP1 and MP2 the 
temperature remains constant at the condenser end. This suggests the existence 
of a liquid blocking region, the length of which is taken to be the length over 
which the temperature remains constant. During steady operation, the bubble is 
expected to touch the hot end. Hence, the length of the bubble is the total length 
of the pipe minus the length of the liquid blocking region at the condenser end.  
 Lee et al. (2003) developed a micro heat pipe system that included four 
micro heat pipes of triangular cross section (experiment LWZ). The micro heat 
pipes have a hydraulic diameter of 52 µm and length of 20 mm and were 
fabricated in a silicon wafer 525 µm in thickness using a silicon-to-glass bonding 
technology that allowed visualization of the two-phase flow patterns during 
operation. The wafer void fraction for this array is about 0.18%. Details of the 
fabrication procedure were presented in a separate paper (Lee et al. 2003). 
Deionized water was used as the working fluid for the experiment. An adjustable 
voltage supply controlled the power of a heater that was connected to one end of 
the micro heat pipe array. The other end was connected to a constant 
temperature sink kept at 16 ℃ maintained by a cold chuck, which was connected 
to a refrigerator. Temperature microsensors were used to measure temperature 
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while capacitive microsensors were used to measure the void fraction distribution 
along the pipe. The steady state temperature distribution along the axial length of 
the pipe was plotted for input powers of 1.9 W, 3.7 W, and 5.8 W. We take the 
micro heat pipes to be equally spaced when comparing with our model. Flow 
visualization confirm the three distinct regions in the micro heat pipe. A thin liquid 
film at the hot end suggests absence of dry-out for the flow pattern shown in that 
paper. The void fraction distribution along the pipe for different power inputs is 
plotted. We use this to determine the length of the liquid blocking region (where 
the void fraction is zero), and thereby the bubble length, which is used in our 
model.  
Launay, Sartre & Lallemand (2004) fabricated an array of 55 triangular 
micro heat pipes with a hydraulic diameter of 120 µm (experiment LSL). The 
length of each micro heat pipe is 20 mm and the spacing between micro heat 
pipes is 130 µm. The micro heat pipes were micromachined into a 2 inch (100) 
oriented p-type silicon wafer. A similar plain wafer was then used to seal the first 
one hermetically using a direct silicon wafer bonding technique. The total wafer 
void fraction in the cross-sectional plane of the whole array is 8%. Ethanol was 
used as the working fluid. One end of the array is heated using an electric 
resistance heater. The other end is cooled by circulating water in a copper heat 
sink. The inlet temperature of water is maintained at 30 ℃. The temperature and 
flow rate of the water can be adjusted. Temperature is measured along the pipe 
using T-type thermocouples. The paper shows the temperature distribution along 
the pipe for an input power of 3 W and various filling ratios, which is the 
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percentage of the volume inside the micro heat pipe occupied by the liquid. The 
authors concluded that the best performance is obtained for a filling ratio of 24% 
which we use for comparison. The bubble length in this experiment is found from 
the filling ratio as follows. The filling ratio together with the total pipe volume 
gives the total vapor volume. The total vapor volume divided by the cross-
sectional area of the static vapor bubble gives the approximate length of the 
static vapor bubble. This bubble length is used to compare with our model. 
 Moon et al. (2004) fabricated a single triangular micro heat pipe using 
oxygen free copper for the wall material with a wall thickness of about 0.275 mm 
(experiment M). The pipe was manufactured using the drawing process. The 
micro heat pipe has a length of 50 mm and the cross-section of the pipe is an 
equilateral triangle with sides of length 1.5 mm. The sides are slightly curved, but 
are approximated as flat in our comparison. The micro heat pipe was charged 
with pure water. The void fraction in the transverse cross-sectional plane for this 
micro heat pipe is approximately 33%. The filling ratio of the working fluid is 20%. 
One end of the micro heat pipe was heated using an electric resistance heater. 
The other end was cooled by a water jacket supplied with circulating water from a 
constant temperature bath. The steady state temperature distribution along the 
length of the pipe was recorded using K-type thermocouples for input powers of 
0.5 W, 1 W, 2W, 3 W and 4W. The length of the static bubble is computed using 




Table 2.2. Experimental parameters that are invariant with operating 
temperature. 
 
Table 2.2 lists the parameters of the experiment that are invariant with the 
operating temperature. The parameter !! is calculated using the cross-sectional 
area of the corner liquid outside the static bubble, as shown in figure 2.2. In 
addition to the listed parameters, we also take ! = 3 since all pipes are 
triangular, and assume the accommodation coefficient ! = 1 for all the 
experiments. Table 2.3 lists the other geometric parameters and physical 
properties of the working fluid that vary with input power. The temperatures at the 
two ends of the bubble are used to compute ∆! and !! for all experiments. The 
values listed are for a single micro heat pipe. This enables direct comparison with 
our model. The dimensionless volume flow rate !! is calculated assuming an 
equilateral triangle since all the experiments involve triangular channels. In table 
2.4, we compute !, !, !! and the Nusselt number from the model and 
experiments. The experimental Nusselt number is the ratio of the total heat rate 
supplied at the hot end (!!"# in table 2.3) to the conduction heat rate !! in the 
pipe wall and liquid in the absence of vapor flow. The conduction heat rate is 
calculated using (2.5.13) where ! is the half-length of the bubble, and ∆! 
Parameters Experiments 
MP1 MP2 LWZ LSL M 
!!(×10!!!m) 10.0 10.0 26.0 60.0 433 
!!!(×10!!!m) 5.63 5.63 14.6 33.8 244 
!!!(×10!!!m!) 0.0650 0.0650 0.439 2.34 122 
!! !(×10!!!m!) 0.0881 0.0881 1.97 0.217 1.63 
!! !(W!m!!!K!!) 148 148 148 148 401 
!!!(×10!!J!kg!!!K!!) 0.260 0.260 0.462 0.181 0.462 
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represents the temperature difference across this length. The results show that 
when conduction dominates vapor flow heat transfer (! ≪ 1), !"~1 as seen in 
experiments MP1, MP2 and LWZ. This agrees with the linear temperature 
profiles observed in those experiments. When heat transfer by vapor flow 
dominates (! ≫ 1)!and the evaporation gradient along the pipe is high (! ≫ 1), 
our model predicts !" ≫ 1.!This is seen in experiments LSL and M. The 
comparison in table 2.4 shows that the two dimensionless numbers !! and ! are 
indeed important in predicting the performance of micro heat pipes. For our 
model to be strictly valid we need ∆! ≪ !∆!! in (2.10.4). In some experiments, 
∆! < !∆!!, while for the other experiments, ∆! > !∆!! (table 2.3). This suggests 
that the interfacial curvature could vary significantly between the hot and cold 
ends of the pipe. Further, in the experiments, the heating and cooling are applied 
over two end regions of the pipe, whereas in our model the pipe is heated and 
cooled only at the end planes. Despite these differences, our model predicts 
correctly the correlation between ! and !, and !". 
For a given pipe size and working liquid there is an optimal pipe length for 
maximum evaporative heat transfer, as shown in section 2.11. We compare the 
non-dimensionalized pipe length ! for the experiments with the predicted optimal 
pipe length !! in table 2.4. We find that, for experiments MP1, MP2, LWZ and 
LSL ! > !!. This suggests that the viscous resistance to vapor flow is high 
resulting in poor vapor flow heat rate and deteriorated performance. Thus, for the 
given geometry, working fluid and operating temperature in those experiments 
the efficiency of the micro heat pipe can be increased by decreasing the pipe 
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length. In experiment M we find that ! < !!. This suggests that the pipe is too 
short in those experiments and that enhanced vapor flow heat transfer can be 
enhanced by increasing the pipe length for the given geometry, working fluid and 
operating temperature. It is also interesting to note that the dimensionless 
optimal pipe length Sm varies for experiment M. This is because optimal pipe 
length, Sm depends on H as shown in figure 2.9(b). Because H varies 
significantly for the different cases of experiment M the optimal length Sm also 
varies. The main contributor to the change in H is the change in density of the 
vapor (more than 20 times) due to the change in operating temperature as seen 
in table 2.3(b). It would be useful to verify our model’s prediction of an optimum 
pipe length with experiments where all parameters are maintained constant and 
only the length is varied. 
Our model suggests that the main reason for the poor thermal 
performance of micro heat pipes is the low heat pipe number !. This is seen by 
comparing experiments MP1, MP2 and M. Though ! is high for most of these 
experiments, ! is significantly larger for experiment M resulting in high Nusselt 




Table 2.3(a). Experiments MP1 and MP2 from Mallik & Peterson (1995): 34 and 66 triangular micro heat pipes 
respectively charged with methanol for power inputs of 1.5 W and 3.5 W for each array; Experiment LWZ from Lee, Wong 
& Zohar (2003): 4 triangular micro heat pipes charged with water for power inputs of 1.9 W, 3.7 W, and 5.8 W. 
Parameters Exp. MP1 Exp. MP2 Exp. LWZ 
(a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (c) 
!!(×10!!!m)! 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 6.50 8.25 8.25 
!!!(K)! 302 324 302 319 316 338 361 
∆!!(K)! 16.0 34.0 16.0 29.0 7.50 15.0 22.5 
!!(×10!!!N!m!!)! 22.1 20.2 22.1 20.7 69.5 65.3 61.1 
!!!(×10!!!kg!m!!!s!!)! 0.977 1.04 0.977 1.03 1.04 1.11 1.19 
!!!(×10!!!kg!m!!!s!!)! 53.0 39.5 53.0 42.3 61.9 43.3 32.2 
!!!(kg!m!!)! 0.301 0.805 0.301 0.678 0.0598 0.161 0.396 
!!!(kg!m!!)! 783 763 783 768 991 980 966 
ℎ!"!(×10!!J!kg!!)! 1156 1123 1156 1131 2400 2346 2288 
!!!(W!m!!!K!!)! 0.203 0.202 0.203 0.202 0.635 0.659 0.674 
!!(×10!!!s!m!!)! 1.42 1.37 1.42 1.39 1.04 1.01 0.977 
!!"#!(W)!! 0.0441 0.103 0.0227 0.0530 0.475 0.925 1.45 
!! !(W)! 0.0261 0.0554 0.0133 0.0241 0.336 0.530 0.795 
!!! 0.0184 0.0264 0.0184 0.0243 0.0168 0.0256 0.0368 
!!! 0.7182 0.7175 0.7182 0.7177 0.719 0.719 0.719 
!!!(×10!!)! 3.750 4.768 3.750 4.636 1.19 1.87 2.69 
!! 0.251 0.167 0.251 0.178 0.461 0.405 0.337 
!! 52.5 120 52.5 105 26.2 58.9 122 
∆!!! 0.695 0.190 0.695 0.238 3.42 1.21 0.469 
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Table 2.3(b). Experiment LSL from Launay, Sartre & Lallemand (2004): 55 triangular micro heat pipes charged with 
ethanol for a power input of 3 W; Experiment M from Moon et al. (2004): 1 triangular micro heat pipe charged with water 
for power inputs of 0.5 W, 1 W, 2 W, 3 W, and 4 W. 
Parameters Exp. LSL Exp. M 
 
 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
!!(×10!!!m)! 8.69 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 22.9 
!!!(K)! 326 312 327 353 378 394 
∆!!(K)! 4.5 5.00 5.50 4.50 5.50 3.50 
!!(×10!!!N!m!!)! 19.6 69.6 68.1 62.6 57.0 54.8 
!!!(×10!!!kg!m!!!s!!)! 0.960 1.03 1.07 1.16 1.24 1.30 
!!!(×10!!!kg!m!!!s!!)! 67.9 66.6 51.3 35.5 26.9 23.0 
!!!(kg!m!!)! 0.553 0.0489 0.100 0.294 0.712 1.16 
!!!(kg!m!!)! 763.4 992 986 972 954 943 
ℎ!"!(×10!!J!kg!!)! 882.4 2409 2373 2309 2244 2200 
!!!(W!m!!!K!!)! 0.159 0.629 0.648 0.670 0.681 0.683 
!!(×10!!!s!m!!)! 1.64 1.05 1.03 0.988 0.955 0.935 
!!"#!(W)!! 0.0545 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
!! !(W)! 0.0166 0.143 0.157 0.129 0.157 0.100 
!!! 0.0141 0.0154 0.0210 0.0326 0.0463 0.0565 
!!! 0.718 0.7185 0.7186 0.7187 0.7185 0.7181 
!!!(×10!!)! 5.11 1.078 1.514 2.402 3.309 3.811 
!! 0.139 0.470 0.434 0.361 0.286 0.244 
!! 462 370 667 1592 3240 4746 
∆!!! 0.161 4.16 5.99 9.74 13.4 15.6 
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Table 2.4. The two dimensionless numbers ! and ! along with the optimum 
pipe length !!, and the model and experimental Nusselt numbers for the 
various experiments. 




MP1(a) 0.0225 66.1 2.01 1.02 1.69 
MP1(b) 0.133 35.1 2.06 1.13 1.86 
MP2(a) 0.0440 66.8 2.02 1.04 1.71 
MP2(b) 0.193 40.6 2.09 1.19 2.20 
LWZ(a) 0.00706 29.9 2.00 1.01 1.41 
LWZ(b) 0.0429 19.5 2.02  1.04 1.74 
LWZ(c) 0.216 11.4 2.10 1.19 1.82 
LSL 22.1 10.6 5.80 7.47 3.28 
M(a) 167.3 11.4 14.0 10.7 3.50 
M(b) 622.4 13.4 26.0 13.1 6.36 
M(c) 4337.9 16.9 66.9 16.8 15.5 
M(d) 20964.5 20.3 145.8 20.3 19.1 
M(e) 49117.6 22.4 222.6 22.4 40.0 
 
However, !"~1 for all these experiments because ! is low. This suggests that a 
low heat pipe number will lead to poor performance of the micro heat pipe even if 
! is high. Therefore, micro heat pipes must be designed with ! ≫ 1. Although ! 
contains many parameters as shown in (2.5.12), it is most sensitive to ! 
because ! ∝!!. Therefore, a significant change in the heat pipe number can be 
achieved by changing !. This is seen in table 2.2 by comparing experiment M to 
the other three experiments. This suggests that designing very small micro heat 
pipes could lead to low heat pipe numbers and deteriorated thermal performance 
unless other physical parameters in ! are changed significantly. 
One possible way of increasing ! is using rectangular micro heat pipes 
with high aspect ratio !/!. As shown in table 2.1, when !/! is increased from 
1 to 5, !!!" increases by more than 10 times. This will increase ! by 10 times 
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since ! ∝ !! and !! ≈ !!!" (2.3.29a). Recently, flat micro heat pipes have been 
studied experimentally. They are rectangular micro heat pipes with high aspect 
ratios (!/! = 5 to 35). The longer side of the rectangular cross section has 
grooves along the axial direction that serve as capillary channels for liquid flow 
while the rectangular core serves as a passage for the vapor flow. Experiments 
performed by Lin, Ponnappan and Leland (2002), and Lips, Lefèvre and Bonjour 
(2010) amongst others reveal the existence of the evaporating, adiabatic and 
condensing regions along the pipe, suggesting that these devices performed 
well. The improved performance can be attributed partly to the high aspect ratio, 
and partly to the large ! (≈ 1000 µm) in those experiments. Unfortunately, a 
direct comparison to our model is not possible owing to the presence of the 
grooves.  
2.13. Discussion 
In our model, we make some simplifying assumptions to arrive at a 
solution while trying to retain essential physics. The basic assumption is small 
temperature deviation from equilibrium. This means that the bubble will deviate 
slightly from the static bubble shape and hence there will be liquid in the hot end.  
Hence, this assumption prevents us from studying dry-out. 
Micro heat pipes are devices with high aspect ratios (!/!). Thus, the flow 
fields inside them vary slowly in the axial direction and can be treated as two-
dimensional at each cross-sectional plane. The evaporative motion in a cross-
sectional plane induces surface tension variation along the interface. The 
resulting surface tension gradient drives a Marangoni flow. However, the 
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Marangoni flow is decoupled from the evaporation-induced flow and is found to 
have no effect on the evaporation rate (Zhang et al. 2007). Hence, the Marangoni 
flow is neglected here.  
The contact lines are curved at the ends of the bubble as shown in figure 
2.1. The length of the contact line is calculated from the empirical equation given 
by Wong et al. (1995) and is found to be less than the length of the bubble (or 
pipe) by !(!). Since the aspect ratio !/! ≫ 1, to leading order, the length of 
the contact line is taken to be equal to that of the pipe (or bubble) in the one-
dimensional fluid flow and heat transfer analysis. Therefore, the governing 
equations for heat transfer and fluid flow in section 2.4 and the results following 
that section are valid for the entire pipe length to leading order. 
Zhang et al. (2007) derived an analytic expression for !" that depends on 
three dimensionless numbers. In this work we find that only two dimensionless 
numbers are needed to calculate !" to the leading order in !/! → ∞. The 
dimensionless numbers in our model can be related to the two dimensionless 
numbers (! and !) used by Zhang et al. (2007). The vapor flow viscous 
resistance ! is expressed in terms of ! and ! in (2.8.7), whereas ! remains the 
same for both models. We find that ! provides a simpler solution than that 
obtained using !. Further, the model presented in this work is much closer to real 
experiments than the one in Zhang et al. (2007). First, the pipe and bubble 
shapes are almost the same as the ones used in experiments when the 
experiments are conducted under small heat loads. Second, the liquid and vapor 
flows are coupled in this work, whereas in the model by Zhang et al. (2007), only 
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no-slip and zero-stress conditions are considered at the interface for the liquid 
flow.  Third, the evaporation rate is different here because of the zero contact 
angle and curved interface. We note that further improvement need to be made 
to move closer to exactly model experiments operating under high heat loads.  
It is interesting that the two-dimensionless parameters ! and ! are 
independent of surface tension !. This is because the capillary pressure, which 
depends on surface tension, plays a passive role in the heat transfer process in 
polygonal micro heat pipes. It serves only to satisfy a mass balance by 
transporting liquid from the cold end to the hot end. Furthermore, the two 
dimensionless numbers are independent of the temperature difference 2∆! 
between the two ends of the pipe. Thus, driving the pipe at larger temperature 
differences will not increase !". 
The pressure gradient ratio ! in (2.9.2) is calculated for different 
experiments and presented in table 2.3. It shows that !~1 for all experiments, 
suggesting that both the liquid and vapor pressure gradients are of the same 
order. Therefore, the vapor pressure gradient is important and needs to be 
captured in modeling micro heat pipes which was neglected in earlier models. 
Table 2.3 also suggests that ! < 1. This suggests that the liquid pressure 
gradient is higher than the vapor pressure gradient following (2.9.2). Therefore, 
the resistance to the liquid flow is also important. This effect of liquid flow 
resistance is captured in !! which contains information about the liquid flow as 
seen in (2.3.32), and !! appears in ! and !. Therefore, the effect of liquid flow on 
the thermal performance is captured in our model. 
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Heat transfer and fluid flow along the pipe are assumed to be one-
dimensional. This is valid if the axial variation of temperature, pressure, 
evaporation rate, and volume flow rate occurs in a length scale that is large 
compared with !. Thus, it is necessary that the boundary layer thickness 
!!!! ≫! or ! ≪ !/!. This fixes an upper bound on ! for our boundary-layer 
results to be valid.  
The effective thermal conductivity is a good measure of the thermal 




= ! !!!! + !!!!!!!
!", (2.13.1) 
where !! is the total cross-sectional area (liquid, vapor and wall). Equation 
(2.13.1) indicates that !! can be much larger than either !! or !! if the micro 
heat pipe is designed and operated with ! ≫ 1 and ! = !!. Furthermore, these 
two dimensionless numbers are independent of the temperature difference 2∆! 
between the two ends of the pipe. Thus, driving the pipe at larger temperature 
differences will not improve the effective thermal conductivity. An effective heat 




= ! !!2!!. (2.13.2) 
We find that micro heat pipes should be designed keeping an optimum 
pipe length in mind. However, in most applications the pipe length is constrained 
by other design considerations. This leads to the question that if heat is to be 
transported over a given distance larger than the optimal length then would a 
train of micro heat pipes connected in series perform better than a single long 
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micro heat pipe? This question is not answered here but we provide some 
comments. By splitting a micro heat pipe into elemental micro heat pipes, each 
element will have a heat pipe number, !! = !! !! !!! , !! !!! , ℎ!" !!! , !!!  
where !!! is the operating temperature of the elemental pipe. Since !! and ℎ!" 
decrease with temperature, and !! increases with temperature, !! decreases as 
temperature increases. As a result the elemental pipe connected to the hot end 
will have a low !! because !!! will be high. Therefore, the heat transfer by the 
first element will be small leading to poor performance of the entire train. Further, 
the length of each elemental pipe needs to be optimized: !!! = !!!(!!). In 
conclusion, there must be an optimum number of elements, each having an 
optimum length based on its operating temperature to design an efficient train of 
micro heat pipes between two fixed points. 
2.14. Conclusions 
We study heat transfer and fluid flow in regular-polygonal and rectangular 
micro heat pipes. A long vapor bubble resides inside the pipe surrounded by pipe 
walls and liquid-filled corners (figure 2.1). One end of the pipe is maintained at 
!! + ∆!, and the other end at !! − ∆!. The pipe is insulated outside. We find that 
heat can transfer along the pipe by evaporative vapor flow, and by conduction in 
liquid-filled corners and pipe walls. Since the pipe is slender, fluid flow is taken to 
be uni-directional and heat transfer is one-dimensional along the pipe. The 
pressure and temperature profiles are skew-symmetric about the mid-point of the 
pipe because ∆! ≪ !!. Thus, only the heated half of the pipe is studied. 
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The equilibrium vapor pressure at the hot end is higher than that at the 
cold end, and the difference drives a vapor flow. As the vapor moves, the vapor 
pressure !! at a point along the heated half of the pipe drops below the 
equilibrium vapor pressure corresponding to the liquid and wall temperature !! at 
that point. This pressure drop induces continuous evaporation from the liquid-
vapor interface. Because evaporation and condensation kinetics are included in 
our model, phase change is found to occur mainly near the contact-line. An 
analytic solution is found for the mass evaporation rate in (2.2.21). The mass 
evaporation rate depends on vapor pressure !!, and the pipe temperature !! as 
seen in (2.4.9a). When this evaporation rate is combined with the uni-directional 
vapor-flow equation and the thermal energy equation, analytic solutions are 
obtained for the evaporation rate, pipe temperature, and vapor pressure. An 
exact expression is also found for the Nusselt number !", which is defined as 
the ratio of total heat rate to the conduction heat rate along the pipe. The Nusselt 
number depends on two dimensionless numbers: the evaporative exponent ! 
and the heat pipe number ! defined in (2.5.4) and (2.5.12), respectively. 
Maximum evaporative heat transfer is achieved in the limits ! → ∞ and ! → ∞. In 
these limits, !! drops exponentially from the hot end temperature !! = !! + ∆! to 
!! in a distance scaled by !!!!, where ! is half the pipe length. Then, !! = !! for 
the rest of the pipe until a similar thermal boundary is encountered at the cold 
end. These three regions correspond to the evaporating, adiabatic, and 
condensing regions commonly observed in heat pipes. This is the first time that a 
single equation is derived for the pipe temperature in polygonal micro heat pipes 
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that contains all three regions without making any prior assumptions of their 
existence. We also determine for the first time the optimum pipe length !! =
!!(!) for maximum evaporative heat transfer for a micro heat pipe of given 
shape, size and material, working fluid and operating temperature. Thus, we 
propose a design criterion for polygonal micro heat pipes that  ! ≫ 1 and ! = !!! 
to derive maximum benefit from evaporative heat transfer. We compare with four 
published micro-heat-pipe experiments and find that the two dimensionless 

















CHAPTER 3. THE MOTION OF LONG DROPS IN RECTANGULAR 
MICROCHANNELS AT LOW CAPILLARY NUMBERS 
 
3.1. Introduction 
Living organisms often involve large numbers – be it the tens of thousands 
of genes encoding the genome or the plethora of proteins regulating the 
expression of these genes or the millions of cells comprising a tissue 
microenvironment. To analyze such a large number of biomolecules or cells, a 
reliable Lab-on-a-Chip technology based on droplet microfluidics is essential 
(Christopher & Anna 2007; Song, Chen & Ismagilov 2006; The et al. 2008; 
Huebner et al. 2008). Droplets provide a convenient means to isolate single 
biomolecules or cells enabling single entity analysis. Furthermore, nearly 
identical droplets can be generated at rates of 1-10 kHz with volumes as low as 
picoliters allowing millions of droplets to be produced in less than an hour for 
analysis. Microdroplets are also finding applications in the pharmaceutical and 
fine chemicals industries as individual nanovolume batch reactors. These 
devices aid in the quick determination of chemical stoechiokinetics (Sarrazin et 
al. 2007; Song, Tice & Ismagilov 2003), and the mass and heat transfer 
parameters (Dummann et al. 2003; Burns & Ramshaw 2001). Moreover, the 
ease of slug size control allows for levels of mass transfer and reaction control 
otherwise unachievable in stirred batch reactors (Jovanović et al. 2010). 
Microreactors are also a favorable option when the products are toxic and 
expensive due to the small volume of the droplets (Jovanović et al. 2011). 
Furthermore, when the droplet velocity is known, the reaction time inside the 
droplet grows linearly with the distance moved by the drop, making chemical 
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kinetics measurements easier (Sarrazin et al. 2006). Two-phase flows in 
microfluidic devices have also been successfully employed in creating emulsions 
that are commonly used in the chemical, textile and food industries where 
precise control of the drop size and the polydispersity are necessary (Salim et al. 
2008; Tan et al. 2008). 
Despite these compelling advantages of droplet-based microfluidics, 
fundamental challenges remain to transform current droplet-based devices to 
next generation fluidic processors that are capable of characterizing large-scale 
complexity inherent in biological and chemical systems. The transport of a large 
number of confined droplets in microfluidic channels leads to large pressure 
drops and sometimes even uncontrollable pressure fluctuations that could result 
in non-uniform drop size and residence time distribution (Günther & Jensen 
2006). Currently, no predictive capability exists to determine the pressure drop in 
a droplet-based device, implying that if channel dimensions or flow rates are 
changed, the throughput of a device is unknown. Thus, there is a critical need to 
quantitatively model pressure drop in such devices, so that large-scale two-
phase fluidic processors with minimum energy dissipation can be designed.  
Though significant attention has been focused on modeling gas-liquid two-
phase flows in capillaries, there are only a few studies on the flow patterns and 
pressure drop in liquid–liquid flows (Salim et al. 2008; Jovanović et al. 2011; 
Adzima & Velankar 2006; Zhao, Chen & Yuan 2006). The Homogeneous flow 
model treats the two-phase flow as that of a homogenous Newtonain fluid with 
effecteive (weighted) properties of the two-phase flow. The Lockhart-Martinelli 
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model determines the two-phase pressure gradient by multiplying the single 
phase pressure gradient by a factor, which depends on the ratio of the pressure 
gradients required to drive single phase flow of the carrier liquid and drop fluid 
(Chisholm 1967). They above models have been widely employed in predicting 
pressure drops in two-phase systems where the diameter of the spherical drop is 
smaller than the channel width. However, these models do not account for the 
capillary pressure drop which plays an important in the the motion of slugs due to 
the presence of the thin films. Kim et al. (2014) develop a model to predict two-
phase pressure drop for the slug flow regime by combining the Homogenous flow 
model (to capture viscous effects) using the Beattie and Whalley (1982) 
correlation to predict the effective viscosity, and the model by Kreutzer et al. 
(2005) which is based on the model by Bretherton (1961) to capture capillary 
effects. However, Bretherton’s model was developed for gas-liquid two-phase 
flow in a circular pipe which may not be applicable here for the following reasons. 
The flow in circular capillaries is different from flow in rectangular channels where 
the corners serve as channels for the liquid in the capillary to bypass the drop. 
For moderately long drops, the corner flow is an order faster than the drop. This 
leading contribution to fluid flow is missing in circular capillaries. This alters the 
flow characteristics and pressure drop as shown theoretically by Wong et al. 
(1995) in their study of the motion of long bubbles in polygonal capillaries. 
Furthermore, the behavior of droplets is expected to be different from bubbles 
because of the interaction between the flow fields inside and outside the droplet 
due to a finite viscosity ratio. Therefore, the information available for gas-liquid 
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flows may not be strictly applicable to liquid-liquid flows which require a fresh 
modeling effort. Early studies of the immiscible liquid-liquid two-phase flow 
patterns predominantly consisted of flow in circular tubes. Jovanovic et al. (2011) 
studied the hydrodynamics and pressure drop in circular capillaries. They derive 
an analytic solution for the pressure drop as a function of drop length, capillary 
number and viscosity ratio. They obtain good agreement with experiments. Once 
again, these results may not hold for rectangular channels for the reason 
described above. 
A number of numerical simulations of two-phase flow in microchannels 
has been done (Coulliette & Pozrikidis 1998; Hazel & Heil 2002; Harries et al. 
2003; Holdych, Georgiadis & Buckius 2004; Ghidersa, Wörner & Cacuci 2004; 
Kashid et al. 2005; Muradoglu & Stone 2005; Yang & Homsy 2006; Sarrazin et 
al. 2008; Cherlo, Kariveti & Pushpavanam 2009; Yong et al. 2011; Raj, Mathur & 
Buwa 2010). These numerical simulations provide a good means to study the 
motion of drops when the capillary number, !" = !"/!~1, where ! is the 
viscosity of the capillary liquid, ! is the constant drop velocity, and ! is the 
interfacial tension. However, long drops deposit a thin film on the wall as they 
move, the thickness of which decreases with capillary number. Low capillary 
number flows (!" ≪ 1) are relevant in many experimental systems. The 
thickness of the thin film is an order smaller than width of the capillary and 
resolving the physics in this thin film region demands extremely high 
computational effort. Here we are interested in modeling the motion of long drops 
in rectangular capillaries at low capillary numbers. The main objective of this 
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      (b)        (c) 
Figure 3.1(a). Control volume for a non-wetting drop of length !" moving at a 
steady velocity ! through a wetting liquid in a square microchannel. A 
rectangular capillary of width 2! and aspect ratio !(≥ 1) is shown. A Cartesian 
coordinate system (!∗, !∗, !∗) is defined at the nose of the drop with the !∗-axis 
pointed downstream. The carrier liquid pressures acting on the front and back 
ends of the drop are !!∗ and !!∗, respectively. The corners provide a channel for 
the carrier liquid in the microchannel to bypass the drop. (b) Cross-section far 
from the ends of a moving long drop. The thin films are exaggerated for clarity. 
The shaded region represents the carrier liquid in the thin films and corners while 
the unshaded region represents the drop. (c) Cross-section far from the ends of a 
static long drop. The shaded region represents the fluid in the corners while the 
unshaded region represents the long drop. 
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3.2. Problem Definition 
Consider a long Newtonian drop of length !" moving at a constant 
velocity ! in a rectangular microchannel of width 2! and height 2!" as shown 
in figure 3.1(a). The drop length is much longer than the channel width ! ≫ 1 . 
The drop has viscosity !, whereas the surrounding carrier Newtonian liquid has 
viscosity !. We study the drop motion in the limit the capillary number, !" → 0. In 
this limit, the moving drop resembles the static drop shape. The carrier liquid is 
taken to be perfectly wetting so that the moving drop is surrounded by thin liquid 
films on the sidewalls and by liquid menisci in the corners (figure 3.1). As a 
pressure gradient is imposed on the carrier liquid, the liquid can either push the 
drop (plug flow) or bypass the drop through the corner channels (corner flow). 
The main objective of this work is to determine the pressure-flow rate relation. 
3.2.1 Integral Force Balance 
Consider a control volume fixed in space that captures the drop and the 
carrier liquid as they pass through the control volume as shown in figure 3.1(a). 
The surface forces acting on the control volume are the normal force at the end 
planes and the shear force on the capillary sidewalls. The normal force comes 
mainly from the liquid pressure. Under steady motion, a force balance on the 
control volume gives  
 !∇∗!∗ ∙!d!∗
!!∗
= !!∗ − !!∗ !!∗!. (3.2.1) 
A Cartesian coordinate system (!∗, !∗, !∗) is defined at the nose of the drop with 
!∗ pointing downstream (figure 3.1(a)). The streamwise velocity component is 
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denoted by !∗ and ∇∗= ! !!∗ !+ ! !!∗ ! is the two-dimensional gradient 
operator. The unit vector ! is normal to the wall and points out of the control 
volume (figure 3.1(b)). The viscous shear stress is integrated over the sidewall 
area !!∗ = 4 ! + 1 !!! (figure 3.1(a)). The pressure in the carrier liquid is 
denoted by !∗. Because the drop is long ! ≫ 1 , the variation in liquid pressure 
over each end plane is small compared with the pressure difference across the 
drop. Thus, the pressures !!∗ = !∗ !∗ = 0  and !!∗ = !∗ !∗ = !"  are treated as 
constant and !!∗ > !!∗  (figure 3.1(a)). This pressure difference exerts a force on 
the control volume with cross-sectional area !!∗ = 4!!!. For the same reason, 
normal viscous stresses on the end planes are negligible compared with the 
pressure difference in (3.2.1). Body forces such as inertia and gravity are 
neglected owing to the small size of the microchannel.  
The drop is surrounded by thin liquid films and corner menisci. The thin 
films, once deposited by the front end, evolve slowly over a long axial length 
scale because their thickness ~!!"!/!! and are taken to maintain the same 
profile over the length of the drop. The corner menisci are also assumed to 
maintain the same shape along the drop because the radius of interfacial 
curvature varies by !(!"! !!) along the drop. The pressure force drives both 
the drop and the carrier liquid in the corners of the microchannel. There is 
negligible axial flow in the thin films. We divide the control volume into a drop and 
a corner region and study the forces that act on each control volume separately. 
The drop control volume encloses the drop and the thin films surrounding the 
drop. It is taken to be a right cylinder with uniform cross-sectional area !!∗ + !!∗, 
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where !!∗ and !!∗ are the cross-sectional areas of the moving drop and thin 
films, respectively as shown in figure 3.1(b). An integral force balance on the 
drop control volume gives  
 !∇∗!∗ ∙!d!∗ + !∇∗!∗ ∙ !d!∗
!!∗
= !!∗ − !!∗ !!∗ + !!∗
!!∗
. (3.2.2) 
The right hand side is the pressure force driving the drop. The left hand side 
represents the total drag on the drop control volume. The second term 
represents the shear force exerted on the drop by the carrier liquid flowing in the 
corner regions, where !!∗ represents the interfacial area between the drop and 
the corner channels. The unit vector ! is normal to the interface and points from 
the drop to the carrier liquid. The first term represents the drag on the drop due to 
the wall shear stress on the thin films surrounding the drop, where !!∗ represents 
the wall area in contact with the thin films. The wall shear stress peaks at the 
front and back ends of the drop near the curved contact-lines. This occurs 
because the wetting carrier liquid experiences the largest shear stress as it 
squeezes into or out of the thin film regions. These large shear forces at the two 
ends near the curved contact-lines are called the contact-line drag !∗, which was 
described by Wong et al. (1995) in their theoretical study of drag on long 
bubbles. Away from the contact-line regions, the shear stress is uniform across 
the thin films because the film is thin (~!"! !!). Thus, the wall shear stress in 
(3.2.2) can be written as  
 !∇∗!∗ ∙!d!∗
!!∗




where !!∗ represents the interfacial area between the drop and thin films. 
Substituting (3.2.3) into (3.2.2) gives the integral force balance as 
 !∗ + !∇∗!∗ ∙ !d!∗ = !!∗ − !!∗ !!∗ + !!∗
!!∗!!!∗
 (3.2.4) 
Shear forces on the remaining control surface near the end caps are negligible 
compared with the listed drag forces.  
The corner control volume contains the corner channels shown in figure 
3.1(b). Driven by the pressure difference, the carrier liquid flows through the 
corner channels subject to no-slip at the wall and shear-stress balance at the 
interface. The unidirectional corner flow will be studied in the next section. 
 Since the drop is moving at constant speed, the forces on the drop fluid 
must balance. An integral axial force balance on the drop fluid inside the 
interface gives  
 !∇∗!∗ ∙ !d!∗ = !!∗ − !!∗ !!∗
!!∗!!!∗
!. (3.2.5) 
where !!∗  and !!∗  represent, respectively, the pressure inside the drop at the front 
and back ends of the drop. These pressures can be treated as constant because 
! ≫ 1 and the pressure variation within the end region is small compared with 
!!∗ − !!∗ . The left side of (3.2.5) is the shear forces acting on the drop by the 
carrier liquid on the thin-film area !!∗ and corner area !!∗ of the drop (figure 
3.1(b)), where !∗ is the !∗-component of the drop fluid velocity. The shear force 
from the thin films always resists the motion of the drop. The shear force from the 
corner flow will assist the drop motion if the carrier liquid in the corner channels 
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moves to bypass the drop. Consequently, the corner shear force will be negative. 
Hence, when corner flow dominates, the total shear force on the drop may be 
negative. In that case, (3.2.5) gives !!∗ > !!∗  and this pressure difference will drive 
a drop flow in the opposite direction of the drop motion. In the force balance, the 
drop is treated as a right cylinder with cross-sectional area !!∗, as shown in 
figure 3.1(b). This is possible because ! ≫ 1 and the end cap regions are small 
compared with the length of the drop. Further, the contact-line drag does not 
appear because there are no small length scales within the drop.  
At the interface, a shear stress balance in the axial direction gives 
 !∇∗!∗ ∙ ! = !∇∗!∗ ∙ !!. (3.2.6) 
Substituting (3.2.6) into (3.2.5) and subsequent substitution into (3.2.4) yields 
 !∗ + !!∗ − !!∗ !∗ = !!∗ − !!∗ !∗!, (3.2.7) 
where !!∗ and !!∗ + !!∗ are replaced by !∗, which is the cross-sectional area of 
the static drop (see figure 3.1(c)) because !!∗~!!, and !!∗ − !∗ and !!∗ are 
!(!"! !) (Wong et al. 1995). The first term is the contact-line drag. The second 
term represents the drag due to the interfacial shear stress and is written in terms 
of a pressure difference within the drop as shown in (3.2.5). The third term 
represents the pressure difference in the carrier liquid that balances the drag to 
maintain steady drop motion. The objective of this work is to determine the 
relation between the pressure gradient and the flow rate. We begin by studying 




3.3. Contact-Line Drag 
The contact-line drag for long bubbles in polygonal capillaries has been 
determined by Wong et al. (1995). In that work, the authors assumed a zero 
stress interfacial condition in determining the drag. This approximation is 
reasonable when applied to bubbles owing to the small viscosity ratio ! = !/!. 
This approximation is reasonable when applied to bubbles due to the small 
viscosity ratio. However, for drops the viscosity ratio is finite. Therefore, there is a 
need to study the interfacial condition on moving long drops. To do this we 
formulate a simple two-dimensional problem of a moving long drop in a 2D 
microchannel. Our objective is to determine the shear stress interfacial condition 
at the end contact lines. We solve this problem in the reference frame of the 
drop. 
3.3.1 A Long Drop in a 2D Microchannel 
Consider a long drop of length !" in a 2D microchannel of width 2! as 
shown in figure 3.2. A Cartesian coordinate system is fixed at the nose of the 
drop with the !∗ axis pointed downstream. As the drop moves it deposits a thin 
film on the wall, the thickness of which is much less than the channel half-width 
!. In the reference frame of the drop the walls are moving in the !∗ direction with 
constant velocity !. Since the wall velocity is specified we cannot set the 
pressure drop !!∗/!!∗ in the carrier liquid. The film height ℎ∗ varies with !∗ and 
describes the shape of the interface. Our objective is to determine the shear 
stress at the interface of the thin film in the region near the end contact-lines 
where the shear stress is maximum. Because gravity effects are negligible in 
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these small devices the problem is symmetric about the !∗-axis and we analyze 
the bottom half. We derive the interfacial condition near the front end of the 
contact-line marked by a circle in figure 3.2. This is where the liquid is squeezed 
into the thin film region as the drop moves forward. A Cartesian coordinate 
system !"  is defined at the lower wall in the contact-line region. This is used 
later to study the inner problem.  
 
Figure 3.2. A long drop of length !" in a 2D microchannel of half-width !. A 
Cartesian coordinate system !∗,!∗  is defined at the nose of the drop with the !∗ 
axis pointed downstream. The shear stress is maximum in a region near the end 
contact lines. We study the region near the front end of the contact-line marked 
by a circle. Another Cartesian coordinate system !"  is defined in this region 
used to study the inner problem. The thin films surrounding the drop are enlarged 
for illustrative purposes. The interface is located symmetrically at !∗ = ±ℎ∗(!∗). 
The unit tangent and normal vectors to the interface are ! and !, respectively. 
!
! The unit normal vector to the interface is n and the unit tangent vector is t 
as shown in figure 3.2. They are defined as 
 ! = ℎ
∗!∗!+ !
1+ ℎ∗!∗!




where the subscript !∗ refers to the first derivative. The flow is assumed to be 
incompressible and the fluid is Newtonian. Further, gravity and inertia effects are 
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neglected owing to small size of the microchannel. Thus, at steady state the 
carrier liquid and drop are governed by:  
 ∇∗ ∙ !∗ = !0, (3.3.2) 
 ∇∗!∗ = !∇∗!!∗, (3.3.3) 
 ∇∗ ∙ !∗ = !0,! (3.3.4) 
 ∇∗!∗ = !∇∗!!∗,! (3.3.5) 
where !∗ is pressure and !∗ = !∗!+ !∗! is velocity. The overbar denotes 
properties of the drop. The gradient operator, ∇∗= ∂/ ∂x∗!!+ ∂/ ∂y∗!!. At the lower 
wall, !∗ = −!, a no-slip and no penetration condition give 
 !∗ = ! , !∗ = 0. (3.3.6) 
At the interface, !∗ = −ℎ∗(!∗), the velocities are equal 
 !∗ = !!∗, (3.3.7) 
and the kinematic condition at the interface gives 
 ! ∙ !∗ = !0, (3.3.8) 
which can be written as 
 ℎ∗!∗!∗ + !∗ = !0 (3.3.9) 
after substituting ! from (3.3.1). Equation (3.3.9) applies to the carrier liquid. 
Substituting (3.3.7) into (3.3.9) provides the kinematic condition for the drop. The 
tangential stress balance gives 
 ! ∙ !∗ − !∗ ∙ ! = 0. (3.3.10) 
The stress tensor !∗ = −!∗! + 2!!∗, where !∗ = ∇∗!∗ + ∇∗!∗! /2. The surface 
tension gradient term is neglected in (3.3.10) because we assume a clean 
interface. Substituting ! and ! from (3.3.1), (3.3.10) can be written as  
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 ! 2ℎ∗!∗ !!∗∗ − !!∗∗ + 1− ℎ∗!∗! !!∗∗ + !!∗∗ = !0!, (3.3.11) 
where !  denotes !− !. A normal stress balance at the interface gives 
 ! ∙ !∗ − !∗ ∙ ! = !∇∗ ∙ !!, (3.3.12) 
where ! denotes the interfacial tension, and ∇∗ ∙ ! represents the interfacial 
curvature. Substituting ! and ! from (3.3.1), (3.3.12) can be written as  
−!∗ + 2!1+ ℎ!∗∗ !
ℎ!∗∗ !!!∗∗ + ℎ!∗∗ !!∗∗ + !!∗∗ + !!∗∗ = !!
ℎ!∗!∗∗
1+ ℎ!∗∗ !
!/! !. (3.3.13) 
3.3.2 Non-Dimensionalization 
We define a set of dimensionless variables as 
! = !
∗
! ! ,! =
!∗
! ! , ℎ =
ℎ∗
! ! ,! =
!∗
!/! ! ,! =
!∗
!/! ! ,! =
!∗
!/! ! ,! =
!∗
!/!!. (3.3.14) 
In solving a similar problem Park and Homsy (1984) use the drop velocity ! to 
scale all velocities. By doing so they assume !" = ! which may not hold true in 
the thin film region. Also, depending on the ratio of the carrier liquid to drop 
viscosity the scales !!, !! = ! may or may not hold true. We attempt to obtain a 
new scale for the velocity as follows. In the region near the front contact-line 
pressure forces, surface tension forces and viscous forces are all important. 
Therefore, the scale for pressure is obtained by balancing the pressure force with 
the surface tension force in the normal stress balance in (3.3.13) and the scale 
for velocity is obtained by balancing the pressure force with the viscous force in 
the momentum (3.3.3).  Based on the dimensionless variables defined in (3.3.14) 
the governing equations (3.3.2) - (3.3.5) become 
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 ∇ ∙ ! = !0, (3.3.15) 
 ∇! = ∇!!, (3.3.16) 
 ∇ ∙ ! = !0,! (3.3.17) 
 ∇! = !∇!!,! (3.3.18) 
The no-slip and no penetration conditions in (3.3.6) become 
 ! = !!", ! = 0!. (3.3.19) 
Equation (3.3.19) shows that the wall velocity depends on !". In the model by 
Park and Homsy (1984) the wall velocity is independent of !" based on their 
scaling. The implications of this will be seen as we proceed. At the interface, 
! = −ℎ(!), the equal velocity condition in (3.3.7) becomes 
 ! = !!, (3.3.20) 
and the kinematic condition in (3.3.9) becomes 
 ℎ!! + ! = !0!. (3.3.21) 
Further, the tangential stress balance in (3.3.11) is non-dimensionalized as 
2ℎ! !! − !! + 1 − ℎ!2 !! + !!
= ! 2ℎ! !! − !! + 1 − ℎ!2 !! + !! !, 
(3.3.22) 
and the normal stress balance in (3.3.13) becomes 
! − ! +  
2
1 + ℎ!2





The system of equations (3.3.15)-(3.3.23) represent the outer problem. It 
contains a small parameter, !".  
3.3.2.1 Leading-Order Outer Problem 
Setting !" = 0 in (3.3.19) recovers the leading-order outer problem. Since 
the wall velocity goes to zero there is no driving force for fluid flow. This gives 
 ! = !! = 0 (3.3.24) 
everywhere. Thus, the momentum (3.3.16) and (3.3.18) become 
  ∇! = 0, (3.3.25) 
 ∇! = 0.! (3.3.26) 
Therefore, the pressure is constant within the drop and in the capillary liquid. The 
normal stress balance at the interface in (3.3.23) gives  
 ! − ! = ! ℎ!!
1 + ℎ!2
3/2!, (3.3.27) 
which governs the interface shape.  
 The leading-order outer problem recovers a static drop with a hydrostatic 
interface that establishes a contact line at the wall. In modeling the problem we 
fix the location of the nose of the drop and allow the interface to deform about 
this point. Therefore, the location of the contact-line can vary depending on 
operating conditions. Thus, the location of the contact-line, taken at ! = −! is not 
known for the static drop and needs to be determined as part of the solution.  
 The interface shape can be determined by integrating (3.3.27) twice to get 
 ℎ − !! ! = !
1− !∆! − !! !
∆!! !,! (3.3.28) 
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where !! and !! are the constants of integration, and ∆! denotes the pressure 
difference ! − !  which is constant because ! and ! are constant as shown by 
(3.3.25) and (3.3.26). Therefore, the unknown constants are !!, !!, ∆! and the 
location of the contact-line denoted by !. We need four boundary conditions to 
determine the four constants. At the nose of the drop ! = 0 
 ℎ = !0!, (3.3.29) 
 ℎ! → −∞!.! (3.3.30) 
At the lower contact line, ! = −! the interface touches the wall to give  
 ℎ = !−1!, (3.3.31) 
and a zero contact angle between the interface and the wall gives  
 ℎ! = 0!.! (3.3.32) 
Equations (3.3.29), (3.3.30), (3.3.31) and (3.3.32) provide the four boundary 
conditions required to determine the four unknown constants. Imposing the 
boundary condition in (3.3.30) on (3.3.28) gives 
 !! = 0!.! (3.3.33) 
Imposing the boundary condition in (3.3.29) on (3.3.28) gives 
 !! = −1!.! (3.3.34) 
Mathematically, !! = ±1 but we choose !! = −1 because the contact-line is 
located to the left of the origin of the coordinate system (!∗!∗) as shown in figure 
3.3. Now imposing the boundary condition in (3.3.32) on (3.3.28) gives 
 !∆! = 1!.! (3.3.35) 
Finally, imposing the boundary condition in (3.3.31) on (3.3.28) gives 
 ∆!! = !1− 1− !∆! !!. (3.3.36) 
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Substituting (3.3.35) into (3.3.36) gives 
 ∆! = !1!, ! = 1.! (3.3.37) 
Once again, ∆!, ! = ±1 but we choose the positive number because the contact-
line is located at ! = −! where ! is defined positive. Substituting !!, !!, ∆! and ! 
from (3.3.34), (3.3.33) and (3.3.37) into (3.3.28) gives the shape of the interface 
as  
 ℎ! + 1+ ! ! = !1! (3.3.38) 
Equation (3.3.38) shows that the static drop has a circular arc interface with 
center located at (−1,0) and radius equal to 1. 
3.3.2.2 First-Order Outer Problem 
 To first-order in !", the outer problem will recover the motion of the wall as 
seen in (3.3.19). As a result, the liquid between the wall and the interface will be 
set in motion. However, the interface is stationary and pinned at a contact-line 
which will have a new location as compared to the case of the static drop. 
Therefore, there will be a jump in velocity at the contact-line from a finite velocity 
at the wall to zero at the contact-line. This suggests that there is a kinematic 
singularity resulting in infinitely high shear stress at the contact line. The 
singularity suggests the existence of an inner region. 
3.3.3 Inner Problem 
3.3.3.1 Scaling Analysis 
 The variables in the inner region are stretched as follows. We first rescale 
the variables for the thin film and then for the drop.  
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For the thin film, the curvature of the interface 
 !ℎ
!!!~1, (3.3.39) 
where !ℎ and !" are the scales for ℎ and !, respectively. A balance between the 
pressure and surface tension forces in (3.3.23) gives 
 !"~ !ℎ!!!, (3.3.40) 
where !" is the scale for !. Equations (3.3.39) and (3.3.40) give !"~1 which can 
also be seen from (3.3.37). Since viscous forces are as important as surface 
tension forces in the thin film region the viscous term and pressure term in 






















where !" is the scale for !; and  !" and !" are the scales for ! and !, 
respectively, and !"~!". Thus, to leading order, the momentum equations 










Further, balancing both terms in the continuity equation (3.3.15) gives 
 !"~!" !"!" ! .! (3.3.47) 
Substituting !" from (3.3.47) into (3.3.46) and then comparing the pressure scale 
obtained from (3.3.46) with that obtained from (3.3.45) in the lubrication 
approximation suggests that the most dominant viscous term is the one in 
(3.3.45). Therefore, to leading order, (3.3.45) represents a balance between 
viscous forces and pressure forces. This gives a pressure scale as 
 !"~ !"!#!!! ! .! (3.3.48) 




!ℎ ! .! (3.3.49) 
Equations (3.3.47) and (3.3.49) give 
 !ℎ~!"!.! (3.3.50) 
Balancing the viscous and surface tension forces by equating the pressure 
scales in (3.3.40) and (3.3.48) after substituting !ℎ from (3.3.50) into (3.3.40) 
gives  
 !"~!"!"!/!. (3.3.51) 
where !"~!" is substituted. Further, (3.3.39) gives 
 !"~!!!, (3.3.52) 
where !ℎ in (3.3.39) has been replaced with !" using (3.3.50). Equations 
(3.3.50), (3.3.51) and (3.3.52) give 
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 !"~!"!/!, !"~!"!/!, !ℎ~!"!/!!. (3.3.53) 
Substituting !" and !" in (3.3.47) gives 
 !"~!"!/!. (3.3.54) 
This completes the scaling analysis for the thin film region.  
For the drop, the curvature of the interface 
 !ℎ
!!!~1, (3.3.55) 
where !ℎ and !! are the scales for ℎ and !, respectively, with the overbar 
denoting the scales from the perspective of the drop. A balance between the 
pressure and surface tension forces in (3.3.23) gives 
 !"!~ !ℎ!!!, (3.3.56) 
where !! is the scale for !. Equations (3.3.55) and (3.3.56) give !!~1/!~1 since 
! is a constant and not a function of !". Further, balancing both terms in the 
continuity equation (3.3.15) gives 
 !!~!! !!!! ! ,! (3.3.57) 
where !!, !! and !! are the scales for !, ! and !, respectively, with the overbar 
denoting the scales from the perspective of the drop. The kinematic condition for 




!ℎ ! .! (3.3.58) 
Equations (3.3.57) and (3.3.58) give 
 !ℎ~!!!.! (3.3.59) 
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Within the drop, surface tension forces balance pressure forces but they need 
not balance viscous forces. Thus, a balance between the pressure force and 
viscous force from the momentum (3.3.18) cannot be done here as was done in 
the case of the thin film.  
 From the perspective of the drop, !!~!" and the scale for the !-
coordinate in the drop requires no stretching: !!~1. Equations (3.3.55), (3.3.57) 
and (3.3.59) give 
 !!~1, !ℎ~1, !!~!"! (3.3.60) 
This completes the scaling for the drop.  
3.3.3.2 Inner Variables and Governing Equation 
We define the rescaled variables for the carrier liquid and drop as 
! = ! + !!"!/! ! ,! =
! + 1






!"!/! ,! = !  
!! = ! + !!,! = ! + 1,! = 1− ℎ,! = !!" ,! =
!
!" ,! = !!. (3.3.61) 
Thus, the governing equations (3.3.15) - (3.3.18) become 
 ! ∙ ! = !0!,! (3.3.62) 
 !! = !"!/!!!! + !!! ,! (3.3.63) 
 !! = !"!/!!!! + !"!/!!!!!, (3.3.64) 
 ! ∙ ! = !0!,! (3.3.65) 
 !! = !"# !!! + !!! ,! (3.3.66) 
 !! = !"# !!! + !!! ,! (3.3.67) 
where the gradient operator is defined differently in the inner region for the 
capillary liquid and the drop as ! = ∂/ ∂X!!+ ∂/ ∂Y!! and ! = ∂/ ∂X!!+ ∂/ ∂Y!!, 
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respectively . At the wall, ! = 0, the no-slip and no penetration condition in (3.19) 
give  
 ! = !1, ! = 0!. (3.3.68) 
In writing the interface conditions we can choose to study the problem from the 
perspective of the drop or the thin film. For illustrative purposes we write the 
interface conditions from the perspective of the drop. At the interface, ! = !(!), 
the equal velocity condition in (3.3.20) gives  
 ! = !!, !!"!/! = !!, (3.3.69) 
and the kinematic condition for the drop can be obtained by combining (3.3.20) 
and (3.3.21) to give 
 −!!! + ! = !0!. (3.3.70) 
Further, the tangential and normal stress balance conditions in (3.3.22) and 
(3.3.23) give 
−2!!!"! ! !! − !! + !"!/!(1− !!!) !! + !"! !!! =!  
= !"# −2!! !! − !! + 1− !!! !! + !! !, (3.3.71) 
and 
! − ! +!  
2
1+ !!!
!"!/!!!!!! − !! !"! !!! + !"!! + !"! !!!






respectively. The system of equation (3.3.62) – (3.3.72) depend on the viscosity 
ratio ! and the capillary number !". Since we are studying low capillary number 
(!" ≪ 1) flows the above set of equations are solved in the limit of zero capillary 
number by an asymptotic method. 
3.3.3.3 Asymptotic Expansions 
We expand the velocities, pressures and film height as asymptotic series 
in !"!/!: 
 ! = !! !+ !!"!/!!!!, (3.3.73) 
 ! = !! !+ !!"!/!!!!, (3.3.74) 
 ! = !! !+ !!"!/!!!!,! (3.3.75) 
 ! = !! !+ !!"!/!!!!,! (3.3.76) 
 ! = !! !+ !!"!/!!!!,! (3.3.77) 
 ! = !! !+ !!"!/!!!!,! (3.3.78) 
 ! = !! !+ !!"!/!!!!.! (3.3.79) 
To leading order, the governing equations (3.3.62) – (3.3.67) give 
 ! ∙ !! = !0!,! (3.3.80) 
 !!! = !!!!!,! (3.3.81) 
 !!! = 0!, (3.3.82) 
 ! ∙ !! = !0!,! (3.3.83) 
 !!! = !"# !!!! + !!!! !,! (3.3.84) 
 !!! = !"# !!!! + !!!! !.! (3.3.85) 
The conditions at the wall, ! = 0, in (3.3.68) gives 
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 !! = !1, !! = 0!. (3.3.86) 
At the interface, the equal velocity condition in (3.3.69) gives 
 !! = !!!, !! = 0!, (3.3.87) 
and the kinematic condition for the drop in (3.3.70) gives 
 −!!!!! + !! = !0!. (3.3.88) 
Further, the tangential and normal stress balance conditions in (3.3.71) and 
(3.3.72) give 
1− !!!
! !!! = !!"!/! −2!!! !!! − !!! + 1− !!!
! !!! + !!! !, (3.3.89) 
and 









respectively. Equations (3.3.80) – (3.3.90) are the leading order system of 
governing equations and boundary conditions for the inner region. The main 
objective of this work is to determine the shear stress interfacial condition on 
moving long drops. Thus, we need to determine !!! in (3.3.89). 
3.3.4 Interfacial Shear Stress 
When ! ≪ !"!!/!, (3.3.89) gives 
 !!! = 0!. (3.3.91) 
Therefore, to leading order, the shear stress at the interface is zero provided 
! ≪ !"!!/!. Therefore, the drag on long bubbles, as calculated by Wong et al. 
(1995) using the no stress interfacial condition can be used for long drops 
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provided the viscosity ratio, ! ≪ !"!!/!. This upper bound on the viscosity ratio 
does not appear to be very restirctive. For example, if !" = 10!!, our model 
requires that ! ≪ 100. For most practical applications !~1. The problem was 
also studied from the perspective of the thin film and the same result was 
obtained. 
Park and Homsy (1984) model the two-phase flow in a Hele Shaw Cell by 
considering all three dimensions and arrive at the same limit on ! for the zero 
shear stress interfacial condition. However, there are some differences between 
our model and that developed by Park and Homsy (1984). First, by setting 
!" = 0 in our outer problem we recover the static drop where the velocity is zero 
everywhere. Setting !" = 0 in the outer problem of Park and Homsy recovers the 
static drop as well. However, their wall is still moving. This is because they scale 
their velocities with the wall velocity. By doing so, the wall velocity becomes 
independent of !" allowing the wall to move when !" = 0. By scaling velocity 
with !/! we find that the !" of the flow is coupled to the wall motion which is the 
only driving force in the problem. Thus, when !" is set to zero the wall velocity 
also goes to zero providing a cleaner physical representation of the problem. 
Secondly, the tangential stress balance condition as obtained by Park and 
Homsy (1984) for the inner region (Eq. 3.7d in their paper) suggests that to 
leading order 
 !!! = !!!!!. (3.3.92) 
Equation (3.3.92) suggests that the shear stress due to the velocity gradient !!! 
in the capillary liquid balances the shear stress due to the velocity gradient !!! in 
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the drop. We believe that to leading-order, the shear stress due to the velocity 
gradient !!! in the drop along with the shear stress due to other velocity 
gradients within the drop must balance the shear stress !!! in the capillary liquid 
as shown in (3.3.89) in this work.  
3.3.5 Contact-Line Drag 
The total contact-line drag for the front and back ends is determined by 
Wong et al. (1995): 
 !∗ = !"!!!"! ! (3.3.93) 
where !! is a dimensionless constant for a given capillary geometry. The values 
of !!  are listed in table 3.1 which are valid for ! ≪ !"!!. Within this bubble 
length, the deposited film does not rearrange. 
 Substituting !∗ from (3.2.8) into (3.2.7) gives   
 !"!!!"! ! + !!∗ − !!∗ !∗ = !!∗ − !!∗ !∗. (3.3.94) 
The contact-line drag is a positive constant. The thin-film and corner shear 
resistance (second term) is positive when the drop moves faster than the corner 
flow. However, it may become negative if the corner flow moves faster than the 
drop. No matter how negative it becomes, the magnitude can never exceed 
contact-line drag because !!∗ > !!∗  always. 
Table 3.1. Static drop geometric parameters and drag coefficients in 




Capillary(Shape! !!! !!! !!! ! !!!
! = 1.0! 0.5302! 0.4698! 0.4698! 3.759! 13.35!
! = 1.2! 0.5780! 0.4220! 0.6220! 4.513! 14.92!
! = 1.5! 0.6346! 0.3654! 0.8654! 5.654! 17.89!
! = 2.0! 0.7019! 0.2981! 1.298! 7.577! 23.87!
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3.4. Coupled Axial Drop Fluid and Carrier Liquid Flows 
The pressure difference !!∗ − !!∗ in the carrier liquid drives the liquid 
through the corner channels. The pressure difference !!∗ − !!∗ in the drop fluid 
drives an axial flow inside the drop. The drop flow and the corner flow are 
coupled through the boundary conditions at the corner interfaces. This coupling 
yields another relation between !!∗ − !!∗ and !!∗ − !!∗.  
 
Figure 3.3. Unit cell of the cross section of a static long drop. The drop is non-
wetting and the carrier liquid is perfectly wetting resulting in a zero contact angle 
between the interface and capillary walls. The radius of the largest inscribed 
sphere in the pipe is denoted by !. The aspect ratio of the rectangular pipe is !. 
The radius of curvature of the static interface is denoted by !! and the unwetted 
wall lengths are denoted by !! and !!, respectively. These geometric parameters 
have been computed by Wong et al. (1995) and are tabulated in table 3.1 for 
rectangular microchannels of different aspect ratios. The unit vector ! is normal 
to the interface and points out of the drop. 
 
A long drop has an extended middle section where the cross-sectional 
area of the drop is essentially constant as shown in figure 3.1(a). The end 
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regions where the cross-sectional area varies significantly have a length of !(!) 
which is much less than the length of the drop (Wong et al. 1995). Thus, fluid 
flows outside and within the drop are unidirectional along most part of the drop 
and obey 
 ∇∗!!∗ = !1! !!
∗!, (3.4.1) 













are the axial pressure gradients. The fluid flow domains are shown in figure 3.3 
which represent a unit cell of the cross-sectional plane of a static drop. The 
radius of curvature of the static interface is denoted by !! and the unwetted wall 
lengths are denoted by !! and !!, respectively. These geometric parameters 
have been computed by Wong et al. (1995) and are tabulated in table 3.1 for 
rectangular microchannels of different aspect ratios.  
 At the interface, the velocities are continuous: 
 !∗ = !!∗, (3.4.5) 
and the axial shear stresses on both sides of the interface are balanced: 
 !∇∗!∗ ⋅ ! = !!∇∗!∗ ⋅ !. (3.4.6) 
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This shear stress balance assumes a clean interface. The normal stress balance 
yields the static interface shape in the limit of zero capillary number. 
Furthermore, the fluids obey no-slip at the wall 
 !∗ = !!∗ = 0, (3.4.7) 
where the interface velocity in the thin film region is taken to be the wall velocity 
to leading order. Since the immiscible drop is a closed system, the total axial 
mass flow rate at each cross-sectional plane along the drop must equal to the 




= !−!!∗, (3.4.8) 
where !∗ is the volume flow rate within the drop. This integral constraint provides 
another relation between !!∗ and !!∗. The volume flow rate in the corner 





where !∗ = !!∗ − !∗ denotes the cross-sectional area of the corner channels. 
The sum of !∗ and !∗ gives the total flow rate through the microchannel. 
3.5. Scaling Analysis and Non-Dimensionalization 
A long drop in a rectangular microchannel is driven by the carrier liquid, 
which can either push the drop (plug flow) or bypass the drop through the corner 
channels (corner flow). The two flows have different velocity and pressure scales.  
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When plug flow dominates the flow within the drop is driven by the shear 
stress at the interface between the drop and thin film regions. Thus the velocity 
field within the drop should scale with the drop velocity as  
 δ!∗~! (3.5.1) 
The velocity field in the corner channels is determined through the kinematic 
condition (3.4.5):  
 δ!∗~! (3.5.2) 
The scale for pressure in the channel can be obtained from (3.4.1) by balancing it 
against the viscous resistance to give 
 δ!∗~ !! !"# (3.5.3) 
and the scale for pressure within the drop follows from (3.4.2) to give 
 δ!∗~ !! !"# (3.5.4) 
This completes the scaling analysis for the case when plug flow dominates. 
When contact-line drag dominates viscous drag the resistance to drop 
motion is high and corner flow dominates. Thus, the scale for pressure can be 
obtained from (3.3.94) by balancing it against the contact-line drag: 
 δ!∗~ !! !"
!/! (3.5.5) 
where we take !!~!! and the constant !!/! is obtained from Wong et al. 
(1995) is !(1) (refer to table 3.1). The velocity scale for corner flow can be 







and the velocity scale within the drop follows the velocity scale of the corner flow 
through the kinematic interface condition (3.4.5): 
 δ!∗~δ!∗ = !!!"!/! (3.5.7) 
The scale for pressure within the drop can be obtained from the governing 
equation for the drop (3.4.2): 
 δ!∗~ !! !"
!/! (3.5.8) 
This completes the scaling analysis for the case when corner flow dominates.  
A ratio of the velocity and pressure scales obtained when plug flow 
dominates to those obtained when corner flow dominates gives !!"!/!. This 
suggests that when !!"!/! ≫ 1 the plug flow dominates and when !!"!/! ≪ 1 
the corner flow dominates. When !!"!/! ≪ 1, δ!∗~! !!"! ! ≫ !. Thus, the 
shear stress exerted by the drop fluid on the interface at the contact-line region is 
! !!∗ !!∗~! δ!∗ !. This must be much samller than the viscous shear stress in 
the thin-film contact-line region = ! !!∗ !!∗~!"/!"2/3!  for the contact-line drag 
result for bubbles to be applicable for drops, i.e. !! !!"! !! ≪ !"/!"2/3! or 
! ≪ !!"!!/!. Since !" → 0 and ! → ∞, this constraint is not restrictive.  
Since the scales for velocity and pressure are different when plug flow 
dominates and when corner flow dominates we use !/! to make the velocity 
dimensionless and !/! to make pressure dimensionless. These scales do not 





We define a set of dimensionless variables: 
!!! = !!
∗
! ! , ! = !
!∗
! ! ,! = !
!∗
!! ,! = !
!∗
!! ,!! = !
!!∗
!! ,! = !
!∗
!/! ,! = !
!∗
!/!,!!!!!  
!!! = ! !
∗
!/! ! ,! = !
!∗
!/! ! ,! = !
!∗
!!!/! ,! = !
!∗
!!!/!!.! (3.5.9) 
We use !/! as the velocity scale because it is independent of whether corner or 
plug flow dominates (see discussion). The integral force balance (3.3.94) 
becomes  
 !! = !! + !, (3.5.10) 
where 
 !! = !! − !! /!, (3.5.11) 




! , (3.5.13) 
in which ! is the dimensionless contact-line drag per unit drop volume. The 
dimensionless drop cross-sectional area ! has been determined by Wong et al. 
(1995) for various rectangular microchannels and is listed in table 3.1. Same as 
the dimensional equation (3.3.94), ! is a positive constant, !! may be positive or 
negative, and !! is always positive.  
The Poiseuille flow equations (3.5.1) and (3.5.2) are made dimensionless: 
 !∇!! = ! + !! , (3.5.14) 
 !∇!! = !!!! , (3.5.15) 
where we have substituted !! in terms of !! in (3.5.14) using (3.5.10).  
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At the interface, (3.4.5) and (3.4.6) give 
 ! = !!, (3.5.16) 
 ∇! ⋅ ! = !!∇! ⋅ !. (3.5.17) 
The no-slip condition at the wall (3.4.7) gives 
 ! = ! = 0!, (3.5.18) 
and the symmetry condition applies at the symmetry planes. The velocities ! and 
! depend on three dimensionless parameters: !!, !, and !.  
3.6. Axial Fluid Flow Solution 
The axial velocities ! and ! depend on three independent parameters: !!, 
!, and !. Since ! and !! appear linearly in (3.5.14) and (3.5.15), we can extract 
the dependence on ! and !! by the following linear expansions: 
 ! = !!!!+ !!!!! , (3.6.1) 
 ! = !!!!+ !!!
!!
! . (3.6.2) 
The expansion coefficients !! and !! represent the corner flow driven by the 
part of !! that balances ! and !!, respectively. Similar explanation holds for !! 
and !! for the drop flow. Substituting (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) into the governing 
equations (3.5.14) and (3.5.15) and interfacial conditions (3.5.16) and (3.5.17) 
gives 
 ∇!!! = !1,                     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ⋅ ! = !!"!! ⋅ !, (3.6.3) 
 !!!! = !0,                                  !! = !! , (3.6.4) 
 ∇!!! = !1,                                   !!! ⋅ ! = !!! ⋅ !, (3.6.5) 
 !!!! = !1,!                                  !! = !!"! , (3.6.6) 
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and the no-slip condition at the wall (3.5.18) gives 
 !! = !! = !! = !! = 0!. (3.6.7) 
Thus, the expansion coefficients !!, !!, !!, and !! depend only on !. 
 The above equations show that !! and !!, and !! and !! are coupled by 
the interfacial conditions at the corner. The coupled systems are solved by a 
finite-element method using the Matlab Partial Differential Equation Toolbox 
(Mathworks, 2013), as described in Appendix C. Contours of the velocity 
coefficients !!, !!, !!, and !! are shown in figure 3.4 for ! = 0.1, 1, and 10 in a 
square pipe.  
The coupled systems of equations can be understood as follows. The 
pressure gradient !! in the carrier liquid balances the contact-line drag ! and the 
thin-film and corner shear resistance !! on the drop. The part that balances ! 
also drives a corner flow !!. This corner flow then induces a drop flow !! 
through the shear-stress and kinematic boundary conditions at the corner 
interface. Thus, when ! = 0.1, the corner flow experiences small shear stresses 
from the drop and the velocity contours are almost normal to the drop surface 
(figure 3.4(c)). As ! increases, the corner flow decreases as it is driven by the 
same pressure gradient, but it receives higher shear resistance at the corner 
interface (figure 3.4(g)). At ! = 10, the drop is so viscous that it behaves nearly 
as a solid, and the corner flow sees almost no-slip at the drop surface (figure 
3.4(k)). The drop flow !! is induced by the corner flow and decreases its 
magnitude as ! increases (figures 3.4(a), (e), and (i)). This is because the driving 
pressure gradient in the corner stays constant, but the drop becomes more 
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viscous as ! increases, resulting in smaller induced velocities. Although ! does 
not appear in the source term in (3.5.15), it does affect the drop flow through the 
coupling with the corner flow at the corner interface.  
The pressure gradient !!/!  in the drop drives the drop flow !! according 
to (3.6.6), which came from (3.5.15). The part of !! that balances !! also drives a 
corner flow !!  according to (3.6.5), which came from (3.5.14). These two flows 
are coupled at the interface. When ! = 0.1, !! ≈ 0 at the corner interface 
according to (3.6.6) because !!~1. Thus, !! behaves as flow in a tube, as 
shown in figure 3.4(b). The figure also reveals that the axial shear stress is 
almost uniform at the interface as indicated by the uniformly spaced velocity 
contours near the interface. This uniform shear stress is then imposed on the 
corner flow, resulting in the uniformly spaced velocity contours near the interface 
in figure 3.4(d). When ! = 1, the governing equations and boundary conditions 
reduce to those for a single fluid flowing in a rectangular channel. When the 
computed velocity values are compared with the analytic solution (White 1991), 
we find that the numerical solution for the center velocity is accurate to four 
significant digits. When ! = 10, the corner flow is much weaker than the drop 
flow based on (3.6.6). Thus, the corner flow velocity gradient is also much 
weaker, resulting in almost zero shear stress in the drop flow at the corner 
interface. Consequently, the drop flow velocity contours are almost normal to the 






















Figure 3.4. Contours of the velocity expansion coefficients !!, !!, !!, and !! in 

























































































































































3.6.1. Asymptotic Solution as ! → ! 
We expand the velocity coefficients as asymptotic series in !:  
 ! ! = !!! + !!!! +⋯, (3.6.8) 
 ! ! = !!! + !!!! +⋯, (3.6.9) 
 ! ! = !!! + !!!! +⋯ ,! (3.6.10) 
 ! ! = !!! + !!!! +⋯ .! (3.6.11) 
The expansions !!, !!, !!, !!, and !!, !!, !!, and !! are independent of ! and 
obey the following differential equations and interfacial conditions: 
 ∇!!! = !1                     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!∇!! ⋅ ! = 0 (3.6.12) 
 ∇!!! = !0                                              !! = !! (3.6.13) 
 ∇!!! = !0                                              ∇!! ⋅ ! = ∇!! ⋅ ! (3.6.14) 
 ∇!!! = !0                                              !! = !! (3.6.15) 
 ∇!!! = !1                                              !! = 0! (3.6.16) 
 ∇!!! = !1                                               ∇!! ⋅ ! = ∇!! ⋅ !  (3.6.17) 
 ∇!!! = !0                                              !! = !!  (3.6.18) 
 ∇!!! = !0                                              ∇!! ⋅ ! = ∇!! ⋅ !  (3.6.19) 
Further, the expansions also satisfy no-slip at the wall and zero normal gradient 
at the symmetry boundaries. The above equations can be separated into two 
sets of coupled equations: (3.6.12)-(3.6.15) and (3.6.16)-(3.6.19). The two sets of 
equations are solved sequentially using the numerical technique described 
earlier (Appendix C). Contours of the velocity coefficients !!, !!, !!, !!, !!, !!, !! 
and !! are shown in figure 3.5 for a square pipe. The asymptotic solution helps to 
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understand the effect of drop viscosity on the flow in the drop and corner regions 
as follows. 
We first study the simple case of ! = 0. The corner flow !! driven by a 
pressure gradient experiences no shear stress at the interface as seen in 
(3.6.12). The contours are presented in figure 3.5(e). The corner flow drives a 
flow (!!) within the drop as seen in (3.6.13) and figure 3.5(a). Further, there is a 
pressure gradient driving a flow !! within the drop as seen in (3.6.17). The 
velocity field is shown in figure 3.5(c). Interestingly, a velocity exists within the 
drop even when ! = 0. Next, we study the effect of ! through the first-order 
solution. The corner flow becomes weak with drop viscosity as seen in figure 
3.5(f) where the first-order term !! in (3.6.8) is positive whereas !! is negative. 
This is because of the coupling between the drop and corner flows through the 
shear stress balance in (3.6.14) which enters when the viscosity ratio is finite. 
Further, the corner flow is driven by a pressure gradient which increases with ! 
to maintain steady drop motion. This effect of viscosity is captured by !! in 
(3.6.18). The contours are shown in figure 3.5(g). The drop velocity !! weakens 
the flow within the drop because it is coupled to the corner flow through the 
kinematic condition in (3.6.15) which comes in as a first-order effect. This is seen 
in figures 3.5(a) and (b) where !! is negative and !! is positive. The drop velocity 
!! strengthens the flow in the drop as seen in figures 3.5(c) and (d) where both 
!! and !! are negative. This is due to the corner flow !! which drives a flow 
within the drop through the interface condition in (3.6.19). This explains the first-



















Figure 3.5. Contours of the velocity expansion coefficients !!, !!, !!, !!, !!, !!, 






























































































3.7. Volume Flow Rates 




= !−!!". (3.7.1) 
Substitution of ! in (3.6.2) yields  
 ! = ! !! +
!!
! !! = −!!" (3.7.2a) 
 




!! = ! !!!"!#
!
.! (3.7.2c) 
Therefore, the plug flow integral constraint (3.7.2a) gives !! in terms of ! and !. 





Similar substitution of ! in (3.6.1) yields 
 ! = ! !! + !!!!! (3.7.4a) 
 




!! = ! !!!"!#
!
. (3.7.4c) 
The volume flow rate coefficients !!, !!, !!, and !! are determined numerically 
as detailed in Appendix C. The coefficients depend on the aspect ratio ! and the 
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viscosity ratio !. They are presented in table 3.2 and plotted in figure 3.5 for ! = 
1, 1.2, 1.5, and 2 and for ! = 0.001 to 100. The coefficients are all negative. 
The volume flow rate coefficients !!!, !!!, !!!, !!!, !!!, !!!, !!!, and 
!!! corresponding to !!, !!, !!, !!, !!, !!, !! and !!, respectively, are 
determined numerically using the numerical technique described in Appendix C. 
The coefficients depend on the aspect ratio of the pipe and are presented in table 
3.3 for ! = 1, 1.2, 1.5, and 2 and are plotted along with the general solution in 
figure 3.6.  It shows that our asymptotic solution holds until ! ≈ 0.2. The 
comparison validates both, our numerical method to solve the coupled problems: 
(3.6.3) and (3.6.4), and (3.6.5) and (3.6.6), and the asymptotic solution. 
The coefficient !! is the corner volume flow rate driven by the part of !! 
that balances !. As shown in figure 3.6(a), for fixed !, !!  decreases as ! 
increases because the driving force !  is constant, but the axial shear 
resistance at the drop surface rises with drop viscosity leading to lower !! . For 
! ≪ 1, the shear resistance is negligible and the corner flow sees an almost 
inviscid drop so that !! becomes independent of !. For ! ≫ 1, the drop is so 
viscous that it behaves like a solid and imposes no-slip on the corner flow. 
Hence, !! becomes independent of ! again. If ! is fixed, !!  increases with ! 
because the corner flow area increases (!! in table 3.1), despite that the driving 
force !  actually decreases a little (!! ! in table 3.1). Since Poiseuille flow is 
sensitive to the flow cross-sectional area, the area increase has larger impact on 
the flow rate than the driving force.  
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The coefficient !! in figure 3.5(b) is the drop volume flow rate induced by 
the corner flow !! through the interfacial boundary conditions. As a result, !! 
follows the trend of !!; it decreases as ! increases for fixed !, and increases 
with ! for fixed !. For ! ≪ 1, !! becomes constant because !! is constant and 
the interfacial kinematic condition drives !!. For ! ≫ 1, !!  decreases as 1/! 
(figure 3.5(b)) despite that !! approaches a constant. This is because !! is 
driven by the axial shear stress of the carrier liquid at the interface which varies 
as 1/! as shown in (3.6.3).  
The coefficient !! in figure 3.6(c) is the corner volume flow rate driven by 
the part of !! that balances the thin-film and corner shear resistance !! . For 
fixed !, !!  is independent of ! for ! ≪ 1. This is because the drop behaves as 
inviscid for ! ≪ 1, so that it has no effect on the corner flow. As ! increases, the 
drop exerts more viscous shear resistance on the corner flow and !!  
decreases. For ! ≫ 1, the drop is so viscous that it behaves like a solid and 
imposes no-slip on the corner flow. Hence, !! becomes independent of ! again. 
For constant !, !!  increases with ! owing to the larger flow area. 
The coefficient !! in figure 3.6(d) is the drop volume flow rate driven by 
!!/!. The driving force is constant as shown in (3.6.6). Thus, for fixed !, !! is 
constant for ! ≪ 1 since the drop flow sees almost no slip at the corner interface 
as shown by (3.6.6). For ! ≫ 1, the corner flow is weak and imposes negligible 
shear stress at the drop surface (figure 3.4(j)). Thus, !!  increases with !. If ! is 





Figure 3.6. Volume flow rate coefficients versus viscosity ratio ! for various 
aspect ratio ! alongwith the asymptotic solutions: (a) !!, and (b) !!. 




































Figure 3.6. Volume flow rate coefficients versus viscosity ratio ! for various 
aspect ratio ! alongwith the asymptotic solutions: (c) !!, and (d) !!. 






































Table 3.2. Numerical solution of volume flow rate constants !!, !!, !! and !! for various viscosity ratios in 






0.001' 0.01' 0.1' 0.2' 0.5' 1' 2' 5' 10' 20' 50' 100'
B'='1.0' !!' 30.7420' 30.7401' 30.7224' 30.7046' 30.6604' 30.6068' 30.5386' 30.4440' 30.3840' 30.3402' 30.3052' 30.2912'
!!' 34.044' 34.032' 33.914' 33.794' 33.491' 33.110' 32.602' 31.849' 31.334' 30.9332' 30.5935' 30.4491'
!!' 33.302' 33.292' 33.192' 33.090' 32.830' 32.503' 32.064' 31.405' 30.9496' 30.5930' 30.2882' 30.1580'
!!' 3534.8' 3535.1' 3537.8' 3540.6' 3548.3' 3559.2' 3576.3' 3609.1' 3639.5' 3670.6' 3706.9' 3728.0'
B'='1.2' !!' 31.049' 31.046' 31.021' 30.9958' 30.9334' 30.8576' 30.7612' 30.6275' 30.5427' 30.4808' 30.4314' 30.4115'
!!' 35.690' 35.673' 35.507' 35.339' 34.911' 34.375' 33.662' 32.603' 31.878' 31.314' 30.8367' 30.6336'
!!' 34.641' 34.627' 34.486' 34.343' 33.978' 33.518' 32.901' 31.975' 31.335' 30.8336' 30.4053' 30.2221'
!!' 3758.9' 3759.3' 3763.0' 3767.0' 3777.7' 3793.0' 3816.9' 3862.8' 3905.2' 3948.8' 3999.6' 31029'
B'='1.5' !!' 31.523' 31.519' 31.483' 31.446' 31.356' 31.246' 31.106' 30.9116' 30.7884' 30.6984' 30.6267' 30.5977'
!!' 38.130' 38.105' 37.869' 37.628' 37.019' 36.254' 35.236' 33.725' 32.690' 31.887' 31.205' 30.9144'
!!' 36.607' 36.586' 36.386' 36.182' 35.663' 35.008' 34.130' 32.813' 31.902' 31.188' 30.5779' 30.3168'
!!' 31121' 31121' 31126' 31132' 31147' 31168' 31202' 31266' 31325' 31386' 31457' 31499'
B'='2.0' !!' 32.280' 32.274' 32.220' 32.165' 32.030' 31.865' 31.656' 31.366' 31.181' 31.046' 30.9387' 30.8951'
!!' 311.79' 311.75' 311.41' 311.07' 310.19' 39.080' 37.610' 35.426' 33.930' 32.766' 31.776' 31.355'
!!' 39.510' 39.480' 39.193' 38.900' 38.155' 37.215' 35.953' 34.060' 32.748' 31.719' 30.8374' 30.4595'






Table 3.3. Numerical solution of volume flow rate coefficients !!!, !!!, !!!, !!!, 




B!=!1.0! B!!=!1.2! B!=!1.5! B!=!2.0!
!!!! /0.7422! /1.049! /1.523! /2.280!
!!!! 0.2094! 0.2959! 0.4295! 0.6416!
!!!! /4.046! /5.692! /8.133! /11.79!
!!!! 1.383! 1.945! 2.776! 4.011!
!!!! /3.303! /4.643! /6.609! /9.514!
!!!! 1.174! 1.650! 2.347! 3.369!
!!!! /534.8! /758.9! /1121! /1754!
!!!! /30.59! /42.78! /59.80! /83.07!
 
3.7.1 Total Volume Flow Rate 
The drop volume flow rate is constant since the drop is moving at constant 




−!!" − !!! . (3.7.5) 
Thus, we find the pressure gradient !! inside the drop. As ! → 0, !! → 0, which 
recovers the inviscid bubble solution (Wong et al. 1995). Since !~!"!/!, the 
solution in (3.7.5) captures the two leading orders. The term containing ! is 
interesting because the drop does not experience the contact-line drag at the 
thin-film surface. However, the contact-line drag affects the corner flow through 
!!, which then affects the drop flow through the coupling at the corner interface.  
 When !! in (3.7.5) is substituted into (3.7.4a), the corner volume flow rate 





Thus, the total volume flow rate in the direction of drop motion is  
!! = − ! + ! =
!!
!"#!/! + !! !" (3.7.6a) 
where   









are both positive coefficients and are plotted in figure 3.7 (a) and (b) as a function 
of ! for various aspect ratio !. The coefficient !! represents the part of the 
corner flow that is driven by a pressure gradient that balances contact-line drag, 
!. We will call this the drag component for the rest of this work. It gives the 
corner flow. The second term in !! represents the corner flow in the absence of 
interfacial coupling with the drop flow. The first term in !! represents the 
modification to the corner flow due to coupling at the interface. As ! → 0, the 
corner flow experiences no shear stress at the interface and is almost decoupled 
from the drop flow. Thus, it is nearly constant as shown in figure 3.7(a). As ! 
increases, the resistance to corner flow increases and !! decreases, for fixed !. 
As ! → ∞, the corner flow experiences no-slip at the drop surface and is once 
again decoupled from the drop flow. Thus, it is again approaches a constant as 
seen in figure 3.7(a). For fixed !, the corner flow increases with ! because of the 





Figure 3.7. Total volume flow rate coefficients plotted versus viscosity ratio ! for 
various aspect ratio !. (a) !!, and (b) !!. 






































The !! term represents the the plug flow rate (first term) and the part of 
the corner flow generated by !! that balances the rest of the shear resistance 
other than the contact-line drag (second term). However, since !!! !! ≪ 1, this 
flow is dominated by the plug flow. Thus, we call it the plug component for the 
rest of this work.The corner flow term approaches zero as ! → 0, and 
approaches a finite value as ! → ∞. As ! increases, the shear stress around the 
drop increases. Since the drop speed is constant, the pressure gradient in the 
channel should be higher. This drives a higher flow rate through the corners. 
However, this increase in flow rate is small compared to the plug flow rate. Thus, 
as shown in figure 3.7(b), !! = ! for ! ≪ 1 and increases slightly with ! for fixed 
!.  
Equation (3.7.6a) shows that the value of !"#!/! determines whether the 






Thus, for extremely small !" (!" ≪ !!!), the total flow rate varies nonlinearly with 
the drop velocity. For !"#!/! ≫ 1, the plug flow dominates and  
  !! → !!!"!. (3.7.8) 
Thus, for moderately small !" (!!! ≪ !" ≪ 1), the total flow rate varies linearly 
with the drop velocity. In figure 3.8(a), !!/!" is plotted versus !"#!/! for aspect 
ratio ! = 1 and 2 and viscosity ratio ! = 0.001 and 100. It shows that when 
!"#!/! ≪ 1 for a fixed !, the total flow rate decreases as ! increases. As ! 
increases, the resistance to corner flow increases and the corner flow rate (!!) 
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decreases. Since the drop velocity and length is maintained constant (!"#!/! = 
constant) the total flow rate decreases. When !"#!/! ≫ 1 for a fixed !, the total 
flow rate increases slightly with !. This is because, as the drop viscosity 
increases, the pressure gradient required to maintain steady drop motion also 
increases leading to an increase in the corner flow rate. Thus, the total flow rate 
increases with !. For a fixed !, the total flow rate increases with ! for all !"#!/!. 
This is because of the increase in corner flow area, which results in an increase 
in the corner flow rate.  
 
Figure 3.8. (a) Total flow rate versus !!"!/!.  
 

















Figure 3.8. (b) Mobility versus !!"!/!. 
3.7.2 Coefficient of Mobility 
The ratio of drop velocity to average velocity of the flow in the channel is 
commonly known as the coefficient of mobility (Jakiela et al. 2011): 




A plot of ! versus !"#!/! is shown in figure 3.8(b) for aspect ratios ! = 1 and 2, 
and viscosity ratio ! = 0.001 and 100. When !"#!/! ≪ 1 and fixed !, the total 
flow rate decreases with ! (figure 3.8(a)), and mobility increases as shown in 
figure 3.8(b). When !"#!/! ≫ 1 and fixed !, the total flow rate increases with ! 
(figure 3.8(a)), and mobility decreases. For a fixed !, the mobility always 
decreases as the aspect ratio ! increases (figure 3.8(b)) because the total flow 
rate increases (figure 3.8(a)). Further, when !"#!/! ≫ 1, !~4!/!!~1. 


















3.8. Pressure Gradients 
The pressure gradient in the drop in (3.7.5) can be written as 
 !! = −
!!










are positive constants that depend on ! and ! and are plotted in figures 3.9(a) 
and (b) against ! for ! = 1, 1.2, 1.5, and 2. For fixed !, !! follows the behavior of 
!!; it approaches a constant as ! → 0 and varies as 1/! as!! → ∞. Since !! is 
proportional to !!/!, it is the drag component. The drop flow !! is induced by 
the corner flow !!, which is driven by the part of !! that balances the contact-line 
drag, !. The corner flow !! bypasses the drop and induces a drop flow !!  
towards the front of the drop. Since the drop is closed, this induced flow will be 
stopped at the drop tip and raises the pressure there. This high pressure will 
drive a drop flow from the front end towards the back end along the center of the 
drop (see section 3.11). Since the resulting flow is opposite to the direction of 
drop motion, the drag component is negative. The !! term represents the 
pressure gradient required to overcome the shear resistance on the drop other 
than the contact-line drag to generate the plug flow. Hence, this term is the plug 
component, which drives the drop fluid forward and is positive (figure 3.9(b)). For 
!"#!/! ≪ 1, the drag component dominates and !!~!"!/!. For !"#!/! ≫ 1, the 
plug component dominates and !!~!". When !" = !!/ !!!
!, the two 
components balance and !! = 0.  
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Figure 3.9. Drop pressure gradient coefficients plotted versus viscosity ratio ! for 
various aspect ratio !. (a) !!, and (b) !!. 
 

































Substituting !! in (3.8.1a) into the integral force balance (3.5.10) gives the 
pressure gradient in the channel as 
 !! =
!!














are positive constants that depend on ! and ! and are plotted in figures 3.10(a) 
and (b) against ! for ! = 1, 1.2, 1.5, and 2.The coefficient !! is positive as 
shown in figure 3.10(a) because !! !! ≪ 1. As ! → 0, !! → !! !. As ! → ∞, !! 
is finite because !!~1/! as ! → ∞ (figure 3.6(b)). The !! term in (3.8.2a) 
represents the pressure gradient required to overcome the contact-line drag ! 
and is therefore the drag component. The coefficient !! decreases slightly as ! 
increases because of the drag component of !!, which is negative. The !! term 
represents the pressure gradient required to overcome the viscous shear 
resistance on the drop other than the contact-line drag and is the plug 
component. Thus, !! increases basically linearly with ! because !! is insensitive 
to variation in ! as shown in figure 3.10(b). When !"#!/! ≪ 1, the drag 
component dominates and !!~!"!/!. When !"#!/! ≫ 1, the plug component 





Figure 3.10. Channel pressure gradient coefficients plotted versus viscosity ratio 
! for various aspect ratio !. (a) !!, and (b) !!. 
 




































3.8.1 Excess Pressure Gradient 
We have determined the pressure gradient !! required to drive a long drop 
surrounded by a carrier liquid through a rectangular microchannel at the volume 
flow rate !!. The carrier liquid far away from the drop is also moving with the 
volume flow rate !! and is driven by a pressure gradient !!": 














where !!" is the pressure gradient made dimensionless by !/!!!, and !! is the 
dimensionless hydraulic resistance for Poiseuille flow through a rectangular duct 
(White 1991). Thus, we define an excess pressure gradient as  
 ∆!! = !! − !!" =
!!
!!"!/! + !! !!!, (3.8.4a) 
 !! = !! − !!!!!, (3.8.4b) 
 !! = !! − !!!!!.! (3.8.4c) 
The coefficient !! follows !! because !!~1 and !! ≪ !! (see figures 3.7(a) and 
3.10(a)). Thus, it is always positive. The coefficient !! can be positive or 
negative. When ! ≪ 1 !!~1 and !!~1. Since !!~1, !! can be negative. For !~1 
or higher, !! ≫ 1 and !!~1. Thus, !! follows !! and is positive. The coefficient 
!! reveals that the excess pressure gradient, ∆!! can be negative when 
!!"!/! ≫ 1 and ! ≪ 1. Thus, when plug flow dominates, the pressure gradient 
required to drive long bubbles could be lower than that to drive single phase flow 
of the carrier liquid.  
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3.9. Pressure-Flow Rate Relation 
The primary objective of this work was to determine a relation between the 
total flow rate and pressure gradient across a steadily moving long drop. Dividing 
the result of !! in (3.7.6a) by !! in (3.8.2a) gives 
 !! = !"! ! (3.9.1a) 







as the dimensionless hydraulic resistance of drop flow. When !!"!/! ≪ 1, 
 ! → !! = !
!!
!!
! .! (3.9.2) 
When !!"!/! ≫ 1, 
 ! → !! = !
!!
!!
! .! (3.9.3) 
The hydraulic resistance for the two limiting cases are plotted in figures 3.11 (a) 
and (b).  
Figure 3.11(a) shows that when corner flow dominates, the hydraulic 
resistance increases non-linearly with ! for a fixed !. When corner flow 
dominates (drag component) the main contribution from drag comes from the 
contact-line drag which is ~!"!/!. Since !! depends on !", a non-linear relation 
is obtained. The hydraulic resistance increases with ! because of the increase in 
shear stress at the corner interface.   
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Figure 3.11. Dimensionless hydraulic resistance coefficients plotted versus 
viscosity ratio ! for various aspect ratio !. (a) !!, and (b) !!. 
 





































Figure 3.11(a) shows that for a fixed !, the hydraulic resistance decreases as ! 
increases. This is because the larger corner area offers lower resistance to flow.  
Figure 3.11(b) shows that when plug flow dominates (plug component), 
the hydraulic resistance increases linearly with ! for a fixed !. When plug flow 
dominates the main contribution from drag comes from viscous shear stress 
around the drop which is ~!". Thus, a linear relation is obtained. The hydraulic 
resistance increases with ! because of the increase in shear stress around the 
drop. Figure 3.11(b) also shows that for a fixed !, the hydraulic resistance 
decreases as ! increases. Once again, this is because the larger corner area 
offers lower resistance to flow. 
 
Figure 3.12. Dimensionless hydraulic resistance of drop flow, ! versus !!"!/! for 
viscosity ratio, ! = 0.001 and 100, and aspect ratio, ! = 1 and 2.  
 















 When !!"!/!~1, the pressure-flow rate relation is as shown in figure 3.12 
where ! in (3.9.1b) is plotted versus !!"!/! . It shows that the hydraulic 
resistance decreases non-linearly as !!"!/! increases, i.e. in going from corner 
flow to plug flow. Thus, if !, !", !, and ! are known, the pressure gradient 
required to drive a desired flow rate can be determined from figure 3.12. This 
quantifies the pressure-flow rate relation. 
By eliminating !" from equations (3.7.6a) and (3.8.2a) we get a cubic 
equation relating !! to !! as 
!!! + ℎ!!! + !!! + ! = 0 (3.9.4a) 
where  






















! − ℎ  (3.9.5a) 
where 
! = 12 3 3 27!






Figure 3.13 shows the pressure-flow rate relation in (3.9.5a) for ! = 10, 
and various ! in a square microchannel where the dotted line is the pressure-
flow rate relation for the single-phase carrier liquid. It shows that as !! → 0, the 
pressure gradient required to drive drop flow is always higher than the pressure 
gradient required to drive single phase flow to achieve the same flow rate, 
irrespective of the viscosity ratio. For larger !!, figure 3.13 shows that driving 
drops with !~1 or less requires a smaller pressure gradient as compared to 
single-phase flow.  
 
Figure 3.13. Pressure-flow rate relation across a drop for ! = 10 and various ! in 


























3.10. Drop length versus Drop Velocity 
3.10.1 Constant Volume Flow Rate 
Consider two drops of length !! and !! (≥ !!) moving at velocity !! and 
!!, respectively, in a microchannel. The two drops contain the same fluid and are 
sufficiently far apart that they do not influence each other. Since the drops are 
driven by the same carrier liquid, the volume flow rate !! is the same, and 
(3.7.6a) gives  
 !!
!!!"!!/!
+ !! !! =
!!
!!!"!!/!
+ !! !!!. (3.10.1) 




















is a dimensionless parameter that depends on the configuration of the first drop: 
!!, !"!, and the viscosity ratio ! and aspect ratio ! in !! !!. If !! ≪ 1, then 
(3.10.2a) gives 
 !! = !!!/!. (3.10.3) 
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Thus, the drop speed increases non-linearly with drop length. If !! ≫ 1, then 
(3.10.2a) gives 
 !! = 1. (3.10.4) 
These limiting results are independent of ! and !. For !!~1, the relation is 
shown in figure 3.14 where !! is plotted against !! for various !!.  
3.10.2 Constant Channel Pressure Gradient 
Consider two identical microchannels containing the same carrier and 
drop liquids, each having a single drop. One microchannel has a drop of length 
!! moving at velocity !!. The other microchannel has a drop of length !! (≥ !!) 




+ !! !! =
!!
!!!"!!/!
+ !! !!! (3.10.5) 











The results for !! ≪ 1 and ≫ 1 are the same as those where the flow rate is 
constant. The general solution is also the same and is shown in figure 3.14. 
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Figure 3.14. Drop length versus drop velocity. 
3.11. Flow Patterns 
An interesting finding from our work is the flow pattern inside long drops 
particularly when corner flow dominates. This is discussed along with the velocity 
contours in the drop and corner channels described below. 
Substituting the solution of !! obtained in (3.8.1a) into (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) 
gives the velocity field in the carrier liquid and drop as 
 




! = !! ! !! − !!!!!!"!/! !+ !!!! !"!. 
  
(3.11.2) 
Equation (3.8.1a) gives a critical value for !!"!/! as !!"!/!! = !!/!! at which 
the drop pressure gradient is zero. When !!"!/! ≪ !!"!/!!, the drag component 
























dominates, thus corner flow dominates. When !!"!/! ≫ !!"!/!!, the plug 
component dominates, thus plug flow dominates. Figure 3.15(a) shows contour 
plots of the velocity field !/!" and !/!" for various !!"!/! about !!"!/!! for 
! = 0.001, 1, and 100. The critical value of !!"!/!! for ! = 0.001, 1, and 100 is 
0.0031, 0.0024, and 0.00015, respectively.  
Let us first study figure 3.15(a) where ! = 0.001. When !!"!/! ≪ !!"!/!!, 
corner flow dominates and the shear stress at the interface experienced by the 
corner flow is small and the corner flow rate is high. The flow in the corner drives 
a flow within the drop due to the coupling at the interface. However, since corner 
flow dominates, the drop itself is moving slowly relative to the flow in the corners. 
Thus, in order to satisfy the plug flow rate condition in (3.7.2a) there exists a 
pressure gradient within the drop to drive a flow in the center of the drop in the 
direction opposite to the corner flow as seen in figure 3.15(a) for !!"!/! =
0.01!!"!/!!. Thus, the flow in the drop near the corner regions is in the direction 
of corner flow (negative), while the flow in the core of the drop is in the opposite 
direction (positive). Therefore, the pressure gradient in the drop !!, is negative 
when corner flow dominates as shown in (3.8.1a). This idea is illustrated in figure 
3.16, where the length of the arrows depict the velocity magnitude. As plug flow 
dominates, the flow in the drop is maximum in the center and decays towards the 
walls of the pipe because of the high shear stress resistance in the thin films 
surrounding the drop. The flow within the drop is in the direction of drop motion 
(negative). In order to satisfy the plug flow rate condition in (3.7.2a), the pressure 
gradient in the drop is positive to drive a flow in the core of the drop in the 
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direction of drop motion. This idea is illustrated in figure 3.16, where the length of 
the arrows depict the velocity magnitude. For !!"!/! = 100!!"!/!!, we find that 
the drop flow is decoupled from the corner flow because it imposes no shear 
stress on the carrier liquid in the corners. 
Let us examine the effect of viscosity ratio when corner flow dominates. 
As the viscosity ratio ! increases the corner flow rate decreases because the 
interfacial shear stress increases. Thus, the flow within the drop driven by corner 
flow also decreases. Hence, the pressure gradient within the drop and the 
resulting flow in the center of the drop also decrease with ! as seen in figure 
3.15(c). When ! = 100 there is nearly no flow within the drop when corner flow 
dominates !!"!/! = 0.01!!"!/!! !as seen in figure 3.15(c). Finally, we examine 
the effect of viscosity ratio when plug flow dominates. As ! increases, the 
pressure gradient in the channel required to maintain steady drop motion 
increases. This is seen in (3.8.2a) where the second term !! dominates when 
plug flow dominates. It increases with ! as shown in (3.8.2c). Thus, the increase 
in the pressure gradient of the carrier liquid leads to a high corner flow rate. 
When ! = 100 the corner flow velocity is nearly of the same magnitude as the 









































































































































































Figure 3.15. Contours of the velocity field in the drop and corner channels for 
























































































Figure 3.16. The flow pattern inside a moving drop along a diagonal cross-
sectional plane when (a) corner flow dominates, and (b) plug flow dominates. 
 
To improve clarity on the flow direction within the drop when corner flow 
dominates we plot the drop and carrier liquid velocities along the diagonal of the 
unit cell as shown in figure 3.17, where !! = !! + !! !/! is the coordinate along 
the diagonal of the unit cell. Figure 3.17 shows that the velocity field in the 
corners and in the core of the drop is strongest for ! = 0.001 and becomes 
weaker with !. It also shows that the point at which the velocities change sign is 
nearly the same for drops of different viscosity and lies at the midway point along 







Figure 3.17. Axial velocity profile along the diagonal of a unit cell of a square 
microchannel for various ! when corner flow dominates. 
 
3.12. Discussion 
 The objective of this work was to understand and capture the fluid 
mechanics of the motion of long drops in rectangular microchannels at low 
capillary numbers. The goal of this work was to derive a pressure-flow rate 
relation which we determine analytically. In doing so we make some simplifying 
assumptions which are summarized below. Our model requires !" → 0. As 
capillary number decreases, the thin film thickness around the drop, which scales 
as !"!/! also decreases. Thus, for small capillary numbers disjoining pressure 
and moelcular forces may become important. Further, wall roughness, may 
become important at these scales and cause the thin film to break. In this work, 
we assume that the film is sufficiently thick so that these effects do not play an 






















important role. In using the solution for contact-line drag derived by Wong et al. 
(1995) for the motion of long bubbles we assume that ! ≪ !"!!/! when plug flow 
dominates, and ! ≪ !"!!/!! when corner flow dominates. Further, we assume 
that the drops are long, i.e. ! → ∞, the corners of the channel are sharp, and that 
the interface is clean. In making the above assumptions we do not impose any 
theoretical limit on the parameter  !"#!/!.  
3.12.1 Drop Trains 
In this work we derive a pressure-flow rate relation across a single drop 
with a goal to understand key physics of drop motion in rectangular 
microchannels. The motion of a train of drops is however relevant in many 
practical applications. Driving drop trains consisting of millions of drops demands 
high pressure gradients. Small fluctuations of pressure could disrupt the steady 
motion of the drop train causing drops to merge leading to an uncontrollable 
system. Thus, predicting the pressure-flow rate relation for drop trains is 
important. Here we demonstrate how our model can be extended to study a 
steady train of drops.  
!
Figure 3.18. Unit cell of a train of drops. 
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Consider a steady train of drops of equal length and uniform spacing 
between them. The problem simplifies to studying the unit cell as shown in figure 
3.18, where !!! is the length of the unit cell. The spacing !!! between drops is 
large compared to the channel width: !! ≫ 1. Thus, the flow is mainly 
unidirectional between drops and the Poiseuille flow relation applies: !!" = !!!!, 
where !! is the dimensionless hydraulic resistance for the carrier liquid in 








where !! = ! + !! is the total length of the unit cell as shown in figure 3.18. The 
first term in (3.12.1) represents the pressure drop across the drop and the 
second term represents the pressure drop in the carrier liquid between two 
drops. Their sum gives the total pressure drop written in terms of a pressure 
gradient over the length of the unit cell. Substituting !! from (3.9.1a) gives 
 !!" = !!!! , (3.12.2) 
where we define  
 !! = !" + 1− ! !!, (3.12.3) 
as the dimensionless hydraulic resistance of drop trains. In (3.12.1), ! = !/!! is 
the dispersed phase length fraction. When !!"!/! ≪ 1, 
 !! → !!! = !!!! + 1− α !!!,! (3.12.4) 
where !! is defined in (3.9.2). When !!"!/! ≫ 1, 
 !! → !!! = !!!! + 1− α !!!,! (3.12.5) 
where !! is defined in (3.9.3). Thus, the pressure flow rate relation for various 
systems may be analyzed by studying the effect of drop spacing, drop length, 
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etc. These studies are relevant in experiments because they relate to the drop 
injection volume and frequency that affect the pressure-flow rate relation.  
3.12.2 Comparison with Experiments 
Kim et al. (2014) study the motion of deionized water drops in 
Perfluorocarbon containing 10% (v/v) of a nonionic fluoro-soluble surfactant. The 
microchannels are machined in polycarbonate and a serpentine test channel was 
used for compactness. The channel walls were treated to improve wettability. We 
study the experiment performed on the ER4 chip described in the paper because 
this test configuration supported the formation of long drops. The authors define 
a carrier fluid volumetric flow ratio: 
 !! =
!∗




where !! = !∗/!!∗ and !! = !∗/!!∗ are the superficial velocities of the carrier 
liquid and drop, respectively. For a given !!, and drop length !, !! is known from 
the experiment. Using !! and !!, !! can be determined from (3.12.6). This can be 
used to determine the capillary number, !" = !!/! !!!/! . Thus, for a given 
!! and !, !" can be determined. Also, ! and ! are known from the channel 
geometry and carrier liquid and drop viscosities. This completely characterizes 
our model and we can determine the mobility from (3.7.9). Using (3.12.6) we can 
derive a relation for mobility in terms of !!: 
 !!"# = 1− !!
!!
!  (3.12.7) 
The comparison is shown in table 3.4. The high magnitude of !!"!/! suggests 
that plug flow dominates leading to !~1.  
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Table 3.4. Comparison of mobility and pressure gradient ratio to the experiments 
by Kim et al. (2014). ! = 1 for all experiments. 







Kim (a) 0.53 2.59 30.8 4.23 0.946 1.06 0.946 12.7 9.15 
Kim (b) 0.53 1.95 24.6 3.07 0.913 1.06 0.913 9.01 7.14 
Kim (c) 0.53 1.61 23.2 2.72 0.886 1.06 0.886 7.52 5.96 
 
Further, differential pressure transducers connected across the test 
section determined the pressure drop. Since measurements were done at steady 
state where drop length and spacing were maintained constant, the pressure 
gradient in the channel is equal to the pressure gradient in a unit cell shown in 
figure 3.18. The ratio of the two-phase pressure gradient !!" (3.12.2) for a unit 
cell to the single phase pressure gradient based on the carrier liquid volume flow 
rate: !!" = !!!!, where !! = 4! !!!/! , is obtained from the experiment. To 
compare with our model we need to determine the dispersed phase length 
fraction ! for the unit cell. This is derived in terms of !! as 
 ! = 4! 1− !!! ! (3.12.8) 
A comparison of the pressure gradient ratio is shown in table 3.4. The average 
error is 23%. Considering the simplifying assumptions made in our model we find 
the above predictions encouraging. 
Jakiela et al. (2011) study the mobility of drops in square microchannels 
for ! = 0.3, 1, 3, and 33.2, each for various ! and !"! = !"/!. The 
microchannels are milled in polycarbonate and treated with dodecylamine to 
ensure good wettability. Hexadecane is used as the carrier liquid while distilled 
water-glycerine mixtures are used as the drop liquid. To determine mobility using 
our model we first determine !" from !"! using the result of mobility in (3.7.9). 
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The experimental data for ! = 0.3 and 1 shows that when !!"!/!~1 or higher the 
mobility !~1. For ! = 3 and 33.2, the mobility is found to decrease significantly 
with !!"!/!. For example, when !!"!/! ≈ 2, ! ≈ 0.6. This suggests that an 
increase in drop length of a steadily moving viscous drop leads to higher corner 
flow rate resulting in lower mobility. This is counterintuitive since an increase in 
drop length must result in an increased resistance to corner flow thereby 
reducing the corner flow rate and increasing mobility.  
Cherlo et al. (2010) study the motion of water drops in kerosene in 
rectangular microchannels fabricated in PMMA. The drop length ! is plotted as a 
function of the carrier liquid volume flow rate !∗ for a given drop volume flow rate, 
!∗. The total volume flow rate !!∗ = − !∗ + !∗  gives the average flow velocity 
!! = !!∗/!!∗. The drop speed is determined: ! = !∗/!∗ . Thus, mobility, 
! = !/!! is determined from the experiment data. Further, we determine ! from 
the channel geometry and ! from the fluid viscosities. Since ! and !" are known 
from the experiment, the mobility in (3.7.9) is determined. A comparison is shown 
in table 3.5. It shows that when !!"!/!~1 there still exists significant corner flow 
leading to lower mobility. Further, the paper shows that for a fixed !, !, and !", 
the flow rate of the carrier liquid increases with !. Thus, the total flow rate 
increases and the mobility decreases with !. This agrees with our model 





Table 3.5. Comparison of mobility with the experiments by Cherlo et al. (2010), 
and Dessimoz et al. (2008). 
Exp. ! ! !" ×10!!  ! !!"!/! ! (Exp.) 
! 
(Model) 
Cherlo (a) 1 0.61 0.108 16.3 0.776 0.709 1.06 
Cherlo (b) 1.2 0.61 0.359 20.4 1.45 0.709 1.06 
Dessimoz (a) 1 0.59 0.0996 18.8 0.871 0.709 1.06 
Dessimoz (b) 1 0.59 0.199 32.5 1.90 0.851 1.06 
 
  Vanapalli et al. (2009) study the hydrodynamic resistance of a single 
moving drop in a rectangular microchannel fabricated in PDMS. The carrier fluid 
is mineral oil and the drop liquid is deionized water. The aspect ratio of the 
channels is 1.67. The data shows that !!"!/!~1 or higher suggesting that plug 
flow dominates in these experiments. This is confirmed by the coefficient of 
mobility which is shown to be !(1). Further, the excess pressure drop defined in 
(3.8.4) is plotted against the drop length for different !"! and !. The experimental 
data shows that ∆!! decreases with !!"!/!. This agrees with our solution given in 
(3.8.4a). The experiment also shows that for a fixed !!"!/! ≫ 1, ∆!! increases 
with !. Our model captures this behavior. When the plug component dominates 
in (3.8.4a), the excess pressure gradient is determined by !! which follows !! 
since !~1 in those experiments. Figure 3.10(b) shows that !! increases with !. 
Thus, the excess pressure gradient increases with ! similar to the experiment. 
Further, the experiment shows that for a fixed !!"!/!~1, ∆!! decreases with !. 
Our model predicts this behavior at !!"!/!~10!!. Thus, from the experimental 
data it appears as though the drag component (or corner flow) is significant even 
when !!"!/!~1. However, the experimental results for mobility suggest that plug 
flow dominates. The results seem contradictory the reason for which is not clear. 
We also attempt a direct comparison of the excess pressure drop results. While 
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our model predicts that the excess pressure drop for long drops of low viscosity 
to be negative, the experiments indicate that it is positive. Once again, the 
reason for this difference is not clear. 
  Dessimoz et al. (2008) study the motion of toluene drops in water. Sodium 
hydroxide is added to the water to stabilize the slug flow regime. The rectangular 
microchannels were fabricated in glass. The results of the experiment show the 
volumetric flow rate of the drop against the volumetric flow rate of the carrier 
liquid where each point on the plot is for a different drop length. The drop length 
is shown pictorially along with a scale bar in that paper, which we use to 
determine the drop length. The mobility was determined from the experiment and 
compared with our model using the method described in the comparison with 
Cherlo et al. (2010). The comparison is shown in table 3.5. Once again it shows 
that when !!"!/!~1 there still exists significant corner flow leading to lower 
mobility.  
3.13. Conclusions 
The flow patterns and corresponding pressure drops in two-phase 
microfluidic devices is of significant practical interest and is not well understood. 
Here we model the motion of a long drop in a rectangular microchannel at low 
capillary numbers to understand the fluid mechanics of drop motion with a goal to 
derive a pressure-flow rate relation. We perform an integral force balance on the 
carrier liquid and drop fluid. The contact-line drag appears in the integral force 
balance, which we take to be the same as that for long bubbles which has been 
derived by Wong et al. (1995). This assumption holds as long as ! ≪ !"!!/! 
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when plug flow dominates and ! ≪ !"!!/!! when corner flow dominates. The 
integral force balance relates the pressure gradient in the channel to that within 
the drop. We use this relation in solving the coupled fluid flow problem where the 
liquid flow through the drop and corner channels is modeled as uni-directional 
because the long drop deviates infinitesimally from the static drop shape in the 
limit of zero capillary number and because the drop is long (! ≫ 1). The coupled 
fluid flow problem is solved numerically using a finite-element method. The 
numerical solution gives us the total volume flow rate in the channel. It is the sum 
of the plug flow rate and corner flow rate, both driven by the same pressure 
gradient. A dimensionless parameter !!"!/! appears which we find to be 
important in characterizing the motion of long drops. When !!"!/! ≪ 1, corner 
flow dominates, and when !!"!/! >> 1 plug flow dominates. From the total 
volume flow rate, we derive an expression for mobility, which it the ratio of the 
drop velocity to the average velocity of flow in the channel. The solution reveals 
that when !!"!/! ≪ 1, more viscous drops are more mobile; when !!"!/! ≫ 1, 
less viscous drops are more mobile. The solution for mobility is useful in practical 
applications where drop control is important. Furthermore, a mass balance within 
the drop gives the pressure gradient within the drop. Substituting the pressure 
gradient in the drop into the integral force balance gives the pressure gradient in 
the channel. From the volume flow rate and pressure gradient solutions we 
derive a pressure-flow rate relation for the carrier liquid. It shows a linear relation 
for !!"!/! ≪ 1 and !!"!/! ≫ 1, and non-linear otherwise. The solution also 
shows that the pressure gradient across a long drop could be higher or lower 
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than the single phase pressure gradient of the carrier liquid, depending on drop 
length and viscosity ratio, !. The pressure-flow rate solution is useful towards 
manufacturing more energy efficient fluidic processors. Further, from the volume 
flow rate and pressure gradient solutions we derive a relation between drop 
length and velocity for two cases: one in which the flow rate is maintained 
constant, and the other in which the pressure gradient in the channel is 
maintained constant. The result shows that the drop speed increases non-linearly 
with drop length and then approaches a constant. An intereting result from our 
model is the flow pattern inside long drops. When !!"!/! ≪ 1, i.e. corner flow 
dominates, our solution shows that the pressure gradient inside the drop is 
positive, and when !!"!/! ≫ 1, i.e. plug flow dominates, the pressure gradient in 
the drop is negative. Thus, the flow in the core of the drop can change direction 
depending on the magnitude of !!"!/!. These predictive capabilities are useful in 
micromixers and microreactors where the flow pattern inside the drop plays a 
crucial role. Finally, we highlight the applicatbility of our model to study the 
motion of drop trains and perform a comparison with experiments. We have 
obtained solutions for rectangular microchannels with aspect ratios 1, 1.2, 1.5 







CHAPTER 4. BOUNDARY LAYER ON A SEMI-INFINITE FLAT PLATE UNDER 
FORCED UNIFORM FLOW AT THE LEADING EDGE 
 
4.1. Introduction 
Boundary layer flow over a flat plate is a classical fluid mechanics problem 
that has received significant attention. A comprehensive collection of boundary 
layer theory is presented in the book by Schlichting, Gersten, and Gersten 
(2000). In essence, the theory of Prandtl’s (1921) boundary layer provides the 
leading order solution of the asymptotic expansion of the Navier-Stokes 
equations for large Reynolds numbers. The classical boundary layer solution was 
derived by Blasius (1908) does not apply as the leading edge is approached. An 
accurate representation of the flow field at the leading edge is important in 
correctly predicting the development of the boundary layer. Carrier & Lin (1948) 
studied the flow in the neighborhood of the leading edge of a flat plate assuming 
an incoming potential flow far upstream from the leading edge. They expand the 
stream function in an asymptotic series and derive the leading and first-order 
terms. They guess a form for the leading order stream function that satisfies the 
governing equation. The leading order solution has an unknown coefficient. To 
determine the coefficient, they expand the Blasius solution in a power series near 
the leading edge and match it with their asymptotic expansion. Jain (1961) 
extend the work of Carrier and Lin (1948) by including suction at the leading 
edge which is relevant in practical applications where the flow separates at the 
leading edge. Several attempts have also been made to extend the Blasius’ 
solution to the leading edge. Alden (1948) included higher order terms to obtain 
the first-order solution. The difference from the leading order solution is in 
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including the pressure distribution, which is neglected in classical boundary layer 
theory. Alden also obtained the skin friction along the plate but it was non-
integrable. Lighthill (1949) proposed a technique by which the solution of an 
approximated non-linear equation can be extended in the neighborhood of the 
singularity merely by straining the argument of the solution. Kuo (1953) used this 
technique to improve the Blasius solution so as to extend its validity up to the 
leading edge. However, Kuo’s approximation is one order lower than that 
obtained by Alden because he neglected the pressure gradients in the flow. Imai 
(1956) also derived a first-order solution to Prandtl’s boundary layer solution. He 
could circumvent the difficulty in determining the skin friction at the leading edge 
by using a theorem of momentum employed in studying viscous flows past finite 
bodies (Imai 1951). Imai also found the vorticity to decay exponentially with 
distance from the plate, which could not be captured by Alden’s solution.  
The boundary layer flow over a semi-infinite flat plate has no physical 
length scales, thus attracting a self-similar approach to seek a solution. However, 
there exists a length scale given by !/!", where ! is the density, ! is the 
viscosity, and ! is the velocity of the uniform incoming stream. At this length 
scale, inertia, pressure and viscous effects become equally important as shown 
in previous works. (Alden 1948; Jain 1961). Because of the presence of this 
length scale in the problem, obtaining a self-similar solution in the region where 
this scale applies is not possible. However, away from this length scale, i.e. when 
viscous forces dominate near the leading edge, or inertia forces dominate far 
downstream of the leading edge, there is no length scale and we can seek a self-
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similar solution. Far downstream of the leading edge, the famous Blasius length 
scale appears, but near the leading edge there is no known self-similar solution. 
In this work, we reveal the existence of a new self-similar variable at the 
leading edge. We transform the governing equations and boundary conditions to 
a self-similar form. We solve the resulting problem as an asymptotic series in the 
local Reynolds number, !"! = !!"#/!. A coordinate system is defined at the 
leading edge with ! pointing along the plate, and ! pointing normal to the plate. 
We obtain leading-order analytic solutions for the velocity and pressure. We 
compare the analytic solution to a numerical solution where the Navier-Stokes 
equations are solved using FLUENT retaining the inertia, pressure and viscous 
terms, but neglecting the effect of gravity. 
4.2. Problem Definition 
Consider a uniform stream of an incompressible, Newtonian fluid flowing 
with velocity ! forced onto the leading edge of a semi-infinite flat plate as shown 
in figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1. Sketch of boundary layer flow over a semi-infinite flat plate. 
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!" = 0!, (4.2.1) 








!"! !, (4.2.2) 








!"! !. (4.2.3) 
The boundary conditions are as follows. At the plate, ! = 0, the fluid does not 
slip:  
 ! = 0, (4.2.4) 
and the plate is impermeable: 
 ! = 0. (4.2.5) 
Far from the plate, as ! → ∞,  
 ! → !, (4.2.6) 
 !! → 0.! (4.2.7) 
At the leading edge, ! = 0, a uniform stream is imposed: 
 ! = !, (4.2.8) 
 !! = 0.! (4.2.9) 
The boundary conditions are shown in figure 4.1. 
4.3. Velocity Field 
We define a stream function as 
 ! = !"!" !, (4.3.1) 
 ! = − !"!" !. (4.3.2) 
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The continuity equation (4.2.1) is satisfied identically. The momentum equations 
(4.2.2) and (4.2.3) become: 
 ! !!!!" − !!!!! = −!! + ! !!!" + !!!! , (4.3.3) 
 ! −!!!!! + !!!!" = −!! − ! !!!! + !!"" , (4.3.4) 
where the subscript denotes differentiation. Differentiating (4.3.3) w.r.t. ! and 
(4.3.4) w.r.t. !, and eliminating pressure from the resulting equations gives 
 ! !!∇!!! − !!∇!!! = !∇!!!, (4.3.5) 
where ∇= ∂/ ∂x!!+ ∂/ ∂y!!. The boundary conditions in the stream function follow. 
At the plate, ! = 0, (4.2.4) and (4.2.5) become 
 !! = 0, (4.3.6) 
 !! = 0.! (4.3.7) 
Far from the plate, as ! → ∞, (4.2.6) and (4.2.7) become 
 !! → !, (4.3.8) 
 !! → 0.! (4.3.9) 
At the leading edge, ! = 0, (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) become 
 !! = !, (4.3.10) 
 !! = 0.! (4.3.11) 
4.3.1. Self-Similar Transformation 
In the vicinity of the leading edge viscous forces dominate. A scaling 
analysis of the viscous terms in the governing equation (4.3.5) suggests that 
!~!. Thus, we define a self-similar variable: 
 ! = !!!, (4.3.12) 
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and a self-similar function: 
 ! !,! = !!" ! ,! (4.3.13) 
where!! is used to represent !"! = !"#/! though the analytic solution. 
The transformed governing equation (4.3.5) is 
1+ !! !!!!!! + 8! 1+ !! !!!! + 4 1+ 3!! !!! +  
2!"!! + 1+ !! !!!!! + !!!!! − 4 1+ 3!! !!!" − 4! 1+ !! !!!!" ! + 
2! !!!!! − !!!!" − 1+ !! !!!!!" − !!!!!! + 2 1+ 3!! !!!"" !! +!  
2! !!!!"" − !!!!!" + !!!"" − 3!!!!! + 4!!!! − 4!!!""" !! +!  
!!!!! + !!!!"" − !!!!!! !! = 0.! (4.3.14) 
The boundary conditions in the self-similar variables follow. At the plate, ! = 0, 
(4.3.6) and (4.3.7) give 
 !! = 0, (4.3.15) 
 ! + !!! = 0. (4.3.16) 
The far-field boundary conditions (4.3.8) and (4.3.9), and the boundary conditions 
at the leading edge (4.3.10) and (4.3.11) combine as ! → ∞ to give 
 !! → 1, (4.3.17) 
 ! + !!! → !.! (4.3.18) 
The governing equation (4.3.12) and boundary conditions (4.3.15) – (4.3.18) 





4.3.2. Asymptotic Expansion 
We expand the self-similar function ! as an asymptotic series in !. To 
leading order, 
 ! !,! = !! ! + ! ! . (4.3.19) 
Substituting (4.3.19) into (4.3.14) gives the governing equation, to leading order: 
1+ !! !!!!!!! + 8! 1+ !! !!!!! + 4 1+ 3!! !!!! = 0. (4.3.20) 
Next, the expansion (4.3.19) is substituted into the boundary conditions (4.3.15) 
– (4.3.18). At ! = 0, (4.3.15) and (4.3.15) give 
 !!! = 0, (4.3.21) 
 !! = 0. (4.3.22) 
As ! → ∞, (4.3.17) and (4.3.18) give 
 !!! → 1, (4.3.23) 
 !! − !!!! → 0 (4.3.24) 
4.3.3. Leading Order Velocities 







!! ! + !!,! (4.3.25) 
where !, !, and ! are the integration constants. Substituting the no-slip 
boundary condition (4.3.21) into (4.3.25) gives 




Integrating (4.3.25) once after substituting the result in (4.3.27) gives 
 !! =
1
2 !" − ! tan
−1 ! + !2 ! + !! (4.3.27) 
where ! is an integration constant. Substituting the no penetration boundary 
condition (4.3.22) into (4.3.27) gives 
 ! = 0!. (4.3.28) 
The remaining constants ! and ! are determined using the far-field conditions as 
follows. Taking the limit as ! → ∞ on (4.3.25) yields 
 !!! =
1




!! ,! (4.3.29) 
Substituting the boundary condition (4.3.23) into (4.3.29) gives 
 1
4 2! + !" = 1. (4.3.30) 
Taking the limit as ! → ∞ on (4.3.27) yields 
 !! =
!
4 2! + !" −
1




!! . (4.3.31) 
Imposing the other far-field condition (4.3.24) on (4.3.29) and (4.3.31) gives 
 !" + 2! = 0. (4.3.32) 
Solving (4.3.30) and (4.3.32) simultaneously gives 
 ! = − 8!! − 4 ! , ! =
4!






Thus, all constants are determined in (4.3.26), (4.3.28), and (4.3.33), which on 
substitution into (4.3.25) and (4.3.27) give 
 
!!! =










! − 1+ !2 ! tan
−1 !
1− !2
! !. (4.3.35) 
The solutions in (4.3.34) and (4.3.35) are plotted in figure 4.2. They show that the 
boundary conditions (4.3.21) – (4.3.24) are satisfied.  
The velocity components are given by: 
 !
! = !!! !, (4.3.36) 
 !
! = !!!! − !! =





This describes the velocity field.  
 
Figure 4.2. Solution. (a) !! versus !. (b) !!! versus !. 























4.4. Pressure Field 
We have the pressure gradients in the x and y directions in (4.3.3) and 
(4.3.4), respectively. We define a self-similar function for pressure as 
 ! !,! = !!"/! ! ,! (4.4.1) 
where the scale for pressure comes by balancing the pressure term with the 
viscous term in (4.3.3) (or (4.3.4)). The momentum equations (4.3.3) and (4.3.4) 
are transformed into a self-similar form: 
! + ! !!!" − !
!!
!" = − 2!!!! + 1+ !
! !!! − !!!! − 2!!!!" !  
− !!"" − !!!!! + !!!!! !!,! (4.4.2) 
!!
!" = 1+ 3!
! !!! + 1+ !! !!!!! + !"!!! − 1+ 3!! !!!" !  
+ −3!!! + 3!!!"" − !!!" − !!!!!" + 2!!!! + !!!!!! !!!  
+ −!!!! + !!!!! − !!"!! !!.! (4.4.3) 
Eliminating !! !" from (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) gives 
! − ! !!!" = − 1+ !
! !!!!! − 3! 1+ !! !!!   
+ − 1+ !! !!!! + 3! 1+ !! !!!" ! + [− 1+ 3!! !!"" + !!!!! − 1+ !! !!!!! 
+3!!!! + !"!!" + !!!!!!" − 2!!!!!]!! + η!!!! − η!!!!! + η!!"!! !!.! (4.4.4) 
We expand the self-similar function for pressure, ! as an asymptotic 
series in !. To leading order, 
 ! !,! = !! ! + ! ! !. (4.4.5) 
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Substituting (4.4.5) and the expansion for ! in (4.3.19) into (4.4.4) gives, to 
leading order 
!! = − 1+ !! !!!!!! + 3! 1+ !! !!!! !. (4.4.6) 
Substituting the solution for !! derived in (4.3.35) into (4.4.6) gives 
!! =
4 2+ !"
1+ !! !! − 4 !. (4.4.7) 
This determines the pressure field. It shows that as ! → ∞, !! → 0. By setting 
! = 0 in (4.4.7) we obtain the pressure acting on the plate: 
!!"#$% = 1.363!. (4.4.8) 
4.5. Numerical Solution 
The problem is solved numerically after non-dimensionalizing the 
governing equation and boundary conditions (4.2.1) – (4.2.9) by defining a set of 
dimensionless variables as 
!∗ = !"#! , !
∗ = !"#! , !
∗ = !! ! , !
∗ = !! ! , !
∗ = !!!!!. (4.5.1) 
The scale for pressure is obtained by balancing the pressure term in the 
momentum equation (4.2.2) (or (4.2.3)) with either the viscous or inertia terms 
since they are both of the same order in the region where the length scale !/!", 
defined in (4.5.1), applies. The length scale also gives the dimensionless length 
in the ! and ! directions as !"! and !!!, respectively, as shown in (4.5.1).  




























!!∗! !. (4.5.4) 
The boundary conditions are non-dimensionalized as follows. At the plate, 
!"! = 0, the no-slip and no-penetration conditions (4.2.4) and (4.2.5) give 
 !∗ = 0,! (4.5.5) 
 !!∗ = 0!, (4.5.6) 
respectively. Far from the plate, as !"! → ∞, (4.2.6) and (4.2.7) give 
 !∗ → 1,! (4.5.7) 
 !!∗ → 0.! (4.5.8) 
These conditions are imposed through the symmetry (i.e. no shear stress) 
condition at the far-field boundary of the computational domain. Thus, as 






= 0.!! (4.5.9) 
At the leading edge, at !"! = 0, (4.2.8) and (4.2.9) give 
 !∗ = 1,! (4.5.10) 
 !!∗ = 0.! (4.5.11) 
At the outlet boundary, !"! = !"!, a uniform pressure is specified 
 !∗ = 0.! (4.5.12) 
The velocity values at the outlet boundary are extrapolated from the interior 
nodes. The computational domain and boundary conditions are shown in figure 
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4.3. The problem is solved using the commercial CFD package ANSYS FLUENT 
13.0, which solves the fluid flow problem using the finite-volume method. 
 
Figure 4.3. Computational domain and boundary conditions.! !
4.5.1. Numerical Method 
The computational domain shown in figure 4.3 is created using the 
‘Design Modeler’ component of the software package. The length and height of 
the domain are specified by !"! and !"!, which are the Reynolds numbers 
corresponding to the dimensional length and height of the computational domain, 
respectively. The geometry is meshed using the ‘Mesh’ component of the 
software package. The mesh consists of a Cartesian grid, which is highly refined 
near the leading edge and becomes progressively coarser downstream since we 
are interested in studying low Reynolds number flows. The reason for using a 
non-uniform grid is as follows. For each simulation the domain length is 
determined by !"!. Since we are interested in studying the flow as !"! → 0, we 
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would have preferred to set !"! to be small (~1 or less). However, the uniform 
pressure boundary condition (4.5.12) at the exit holds good only when !"! is 
large. In order to record the velocities and pressures at !"! ≪ 1, for large !"!, we 
would need to go very close to the leading edge. This is the reason for using a 
refined grid near the leading edge. In the software, this non-uniformity in the grid 
is controlled by a bias factor (BF). It is the ratio of the last element length to the 
first element length. The relation between the bias factor and the length of the 










where !! is the number of elements in the !"! direction. Further, the lengths of 
successive elements can be determined because the ratio of successive element 
lengths is given by a growth rate (GR) ,which is related to the bias factor by  
 !" = !"
!
!!!!!.! (4.5.14) 
Relations similar to (4.5.13) and (4.5.14) apply in the !"! direction. These 
relations help us control the mesh near the leading edge where we study the flow 
field. We take measurements of the flow field starting at least 20 elements away 
from the leading edge in the !"! direction. This is because at the leading edge 
there is a singularity in velocity, which induces some local error. Further, we 
maintain the same bias factor in the !"! and !"! directions so as to obtain 
square elements close to the leading edge since both, the axial and normal 
velocities, are important in this region. The discretization error from the finite-
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volume method is smaller for a square mesh as compared to a rectangular mesh. 
However, using a refined square mesh for the entire computational domain is 
expensive. Hence, the need for a non-uniform grid. 
Once the mesh is created, the governing equations (4.5.2) - (4.5.4) 
together with the boundary conditions (4.5.5), (4.5.6), (4.5.9), (4.5.10), (4.5.11) 
and (4.5.12) are solved using FLUENT with the following settings. To solve the 
dimensionless governing equations (4.5.2) - (4.5.4) in FLUENT we set ! = 1, and 
! = 1. Further, the inlet velocity ! = 1 as determined by the boundary condition 
(4.5.10). Thus, the only parameter that is varied in the numerical framework is 
the domain length, which determines !"!. A pressure-based solver was set up to 
model the incompressible laminar flow. The SIMPLE algorithm was used to solve 
for the pressure-velocity coupling. Second order methods were used for pressure 
and momentum (upwind). A least-squares cell-based method was used to 
interpolate the mesh face values for the spatial gradient. The default under-
relaxation factors of 0.3 for pressure, 0.7 for momentum, and 1 for density were 
retained to stabilize convergence. The solution is initialized by setting !∗ = 1, 
!∗ = 0 and !∗ = 0. The solver marches across the domain and keeps iterating 
until the velocities converge.  
We find that there exists a delicate balance in choosing !"! and the mesh 
parameters, while keeping in mind the computational expense. After some 
numerical experiments we find that !"! = 100 or higher, and a mesh with a bias 
factor of 100,000 in both directions is suitable for our study. The number of mesh 
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divisions per unit length in each direction is maintained constant and is 
determined by the convergence study that follows. 
4.5.2. Convergence 
The problem is solved for !"! = 100 and 10,000 for various mesh. The 
height of the domain, !"! is determined at which the influence of the symmetry 
condition on the flow field is negligible. For each mesh, the program iterates until 
the velocities converge to five significant digits. For each !"!, the number of 
elements along the plate !! is increased as 20, 50, 100, and 200. The number of 
elements normal to the plate depends on !"!. Convergence is monitored by 
determining the difference between the mass flow rates at the inlet to that at the 
exit. The error was found to be less than 10!!. The axial and normal velocities 
are plotted at !"! = 1 and 10 for the various mesh as shown in figure 4.4 (a), (b), 
(c), and (d). It shows that the solution has converged for !! = 200. We quantify 
the convergence by monitoring the maximum axial and normal velocity values for 
each mesh. This data is presented in table 4.1. Since for each mesh the nodes 
are distributed differently, the location of the maximum value also changes. 
However, the difference between the locations keeps decreasing with mesh 
refinement. We find that when the coordinate is accurate to two significant digits, 
the maximum velocity is accurate to four significant digits for ! = 200. Thus, we 
choose this mesh refinement to obtain our results. From table 4.1, the 






Figure 4.4. Convergence study of the axial and normal velocities for a fixed !"! 
from the !"! = 100, and 10000 simulations, for various mesh refinements. (a) !∗ 
versus !"! for !"! = 1.  (b) !∗ versus !"! for !"! = 1.  























































Figure 4.4. Convergence study of the axial and normal velocities for a fixed !"! 
from the !"! = 100, and 10000 simulations, for various mesh refinements. (c) !∗ 
versus !"! for !"! = 10. (d) !∗ versus !"! for !"! = 10. 





















































Table 4.1. Convergence study of the maximum axial and normal velocities for 
!"! = 1, and 10 from the !"! = 100, and 10000 simulations. !
  !"! = 100 !"! = 10,000 
!"! ! !∗!"# !"! !∗!"# !"! !∗!"# !"! !∗!"# !"! 
1 20 1.079 1.543 0.3132 1.269 1.084 1.490 0.3146 1.182 
50 1.100 1.448 0.3346 1.340 1.101 1.364 0.3349 1.242 
100 1.104 1.418 0.3385 1.313 1.104 1.408 0.3381 1.282 
200 1.105 1.404 0.3393 1.300 1.105 1.398 0.3393 1.303 
10 20 1.123 8.945 0.1972 7.359 1.117 8.029 0.1906 8.029 
50 1.157 7.939 0.2061 7.939 1.157 8.041 0.2053 8.041 
100 1.163 8.036 0.2081 8.036 1.163 8.262 0.2080 7.939 
200 1.165 8.242 0.2086 8.085 1.165 8.208 0.2086 8.046 
 
The reason for choosing for !"! = 1 and 10 to study convergence is as 
follows. Since our solution of !"! = 1 is accurate when !"! = 10,000 (see table 
4.1) it suggests that our velocity field is accurate at a location 0.0001!"! from the 
leading edge. Since our solution of !"! = 10 is accurate when !"! =100 (see 
table 4.1) it suggests that our solution is accurate at a location 0.1!"! from the 
leading edge. Thus, this convergence study shows that for 100 ≤ !"! ≤ 10, 000, 
for the given mesh of !! = 200, our solution is accurate for 0.0001!"! ≤ !"! ≤
0.1!"!. Thus, our framework allows us to accurately study 0.01 ≤ !"! ≤ 1000. To 
study the problem for small !"! we choose !"! =100. This allows us study !"! 
from 0.01 to 10. 
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4.6. Comparison and Discussion 
The leading-order analytic solutions of !∗ and !∗ derived in (4.3.36) and 
(4.3.37), respectively, are plotted in figures 4.5(a) and (b) together with their 
numerical solution for various !"!. The error between the analytic and numerical 





!/ !! + 1
!!"#$%&'()!"# − !!"#$%&'()!"# /2
= !!"#!!"#$
!,! (4.6.1) 
where ! denotes the solution variable whose error is being computed at each 
node, and !! is the number of elements in the ! coordinate which is determined 
by the mesh. The error is presented in table 4.2 for various !"!. The comparison 
shows that the analytic solution of !∗ is more accurate than that of !∗. The error 
is <1% up to !"! = 0.01. 
Table 4.2. Normalized root-mean-square-error of !∗, !∗, and !∗. 
!"!! !!"#/!!"#$(%)! !!"#/!!"#$(%)! !!"#/!!"#$(%)!
0.01! 0.034! 0.91! 0.20!
0.1! 0.32! 6.0! 1.5!
0.2! 0.64! 10.0! 2.9!
0.3! 0.96! 13! 4.3!
0.4! 1.3! 16! 5.7!








Figure 4.5. Comparison of the leading-order analytic solution to the numerical 
solutions of the axial and normal velocities. (a) !∗ versus ! for various !"!. (b) !∗ 
versus ! for various !"!. 




















































The solution to !∗ in figure 4.5(a) shows a velocity overshoot. The cause 
for the overshoot can be understood as follows. At low !"! the boundary layer 
near the leading edge has significant thickness and Stokes flow occurs in this 
viscous region. Thus, the incoming flow sees this as a blockage and is diverted 
by the viscous region to flow over it. However, the flow must now travel a longer 
distance for a given length along the plate. Thus, the flow accelerates in order to 
satisfy a mass conservation at every plane normal to the plate. This can be 
referred to as the displacement effect. This causes the velocity to be higher than 
the free stream velocity in this region just outside the viscous boundary layer as 
shown in figure 4.5(a). As !"! increases, the thickness of the boundary layer is 
found to decrease, but the velocity overshoot is found to increase. This can be 
understood as follows. As !"! increases, the viscous forces decrease relative to 
the inertia forces. The smaller effect of viscous forces results in the boundary 
thickness to decrease. Therefore, the displacement effect decreases. However, 
the acceleration of the flow increases because of the increase in the inertia 
forces. Thus, the overshoot increases. As !"! keeps increasing, the boundary 
layer thickness will keep decreasing. A point will be reached where the 
displacement effect is negligible. Thus, there will be no need for any acceleration 
and the velocity overshoot must decrease and eventually disappear with !"!. 
This idea is captured in figure 4.6 where the numerical solutions of !∗ are plotted 
against ! for various !"!. As is well known, when !"! → ∞, the Blasius’ solution 
will apply where there is no velocity overshoot. This is not shown in figure 4.6 
because Blasius’ solution and ours have different definitions for the self-similar 
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variable. In summary, the overshoot, which is a physical effect, appears at low 
!"! but disappears as !"! → ∞ because the boundary layer becomes thin. 
Hence, the overshoot could not be captured by classical boundary layer theory.  
!
Figure 4.6. Numerical solutions of !∗ versus ! for various !"!. 
We also compare our solution for the pressure distribution in (4.4.7) with 
the numerical solution for various !"!. The normalized root-mean-square-error is 
presented in table 4.2 for various !"!. The error is <1% up to !"! = 0.01. We 
also calculate the pressure on the plate from the numerical solution and compare 
it to the analytic solution in (4.4.8). We find that the solutions are accurate to 
within 1% for !"! up to 0.1. 
Before we conclude, it is important to illustrate how the current problem 
differs from a practical problem of flow over a flat plate. In practice a uniform 





















stream is imposed far upstream of the leading edge. Due to the elliptic nature of 
the Navier-Stokes equations the effect of the leading edge is felt globally in all 
directions and is therefore felt upstream as well. This causes the incoming 
uniform stream to get disturbed and the velocity profile is no longer uniform by 
the time it reaches the leading edge. This effect is magnified as the Reynolds 
number decreases and viscous forces increase because the governing equation 
becomes more elliptic as the viscous terms become dominant. It is also unknown 
at this time if there is any practical means of imposing a uniform stream of fluid at 
the leading edge of a flat plate. However, the current problem is of theoretical 
interest in fluid mechanics and can lay a foundation for further analysis of 
boundary layer flows at low Reynolds numbers. 
!
Figure!4.7.!Comparison!of!the!analytic!and!numerical!solutions!of!the!pressure!field!for!
various!various !"!.  

























In this work, we study the incompressible flow near the leading edge of a 
flat plate. We find that in the limit !"! → 0, there is no length scale in the problem 
and the governing equations reveal the existence of a self-similar variable, 
! = !/!. We transform the Navier-Stokes equations using this self-similar 
variable to find that the self-similar transformation works. Thus, we derive 
analytic solutions, to leading order, for the velocity and pressure fields near the 
leading edge. Our solution reveals the existence of a velocity overshoot in the 
axial velocity. This physical effect, which appears in numerical solutions could not 
be captured by the classical theory and is revealed here for the first time. We 
compare our leading order solutions to numerical solutions obtained by solving 
the full Navier-Stokes equations. We find good agreement up to !"! = 0.01. The 
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APPENDIX A. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE DECOUPLED AXIAL VAPOR 
AND LIQUID FLOWS IN A POLYGONAL MICRO HEAT PIPE 
 
The coupled fluid-flow problem is solved by a finite-element method using 
the Matlab Partial Differential Equation Toolbox (2013) as follows. First, the flow 
domain shown in figure 2.2 is described. Then the governing equation (Poisson 
or Laplace) is discretized on a mesh composed of constant-strain triangular 
elements. The vertices of the elements form nodes. The liquid and vapor 
domains are meshed separately. However, the mesh is controlled so as to have 
common nodes at the liquid-vapor interface. This simplifies the sharing of 
velocities and velocity gradients between the liquid and vapor at the interface. 
The wall, symmetry, and interface boundary conditions are imposed. The 
streamwise velocities at the nodes form a linear system of equations. The linear 
system is solved by matrix inversion. Once the velocities have been determined 
at the nodes, the velocity gradient at an interface node is found by fitting a 
second-order bi-polynomial to the velocities at the node and four nearest nodes. 
The bi-polynomial is also required to satisfy the governing equation. The velocity 
gradient at the interface node is determined by taking the derivative of the 
polynomial in the direction normal to the interface. Thus, the gradient interfacial 
boundary conditions in (2.3.23), (2.3.25) and (2.3.28) can be imposed.  
Once the velocities have been determined at the nodes, the 
dimensionless volume flow rate is obtained as follows. The average velocity of 
the three nodes in each triangular element is computed and then multiplied with 
the area of that element to obtain the elemental volume flow rate. The process is 
repeated for all elements and the elemental volume flow rates are summed. The 
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summed result is then multiplied by the number of unit cells per cross-sectional 
plane to get the total volume flow rate in the vapor and liquid domains. The mesh 
is refined until the volume flow rate is accurate to four significant digits.  
The coupled fluid-flow problem (2.3.22)-(2.3.28) is also solved by a 
second-order finite-difference method as follows. For each set, the velocity in the 
flow domain shown in figure 2.2 is discritized on a uniform grid. Extra boundary 
nodes are created at the symmetry plane and the circular-arc interface since they 
may not lie on the grid. The velocities at these nodes are fitted by a second-order 
bi-polynomial so that the boundary conditions can be imposed. The velocity at 
the interior and boundary nodes are solved by sweeping iteratively. Once the 
velocities have been determined at the nodes, the dimensionless volume flow 
rate is obtained using the method described above. For each mesh, sweeping 
continues until the velocity converges to 8 significant digits. The mesh is refined 
until the solution is accurate to four significant digits. A detailed description of the 
numerical method is presented in Rao & Wong (2012).  
We find that the results calculated by the finite-element method agrees 
with that by the finite-difference method. However, the finite-element program 







APPENDIX B. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE COUPLED AXIAL VAPOR 
AND LIQUID FLOWS IN A RECTANGULAR MICRO HEAT PIPE 
 
We solve numerically the coupled system of governing equations (2.3.9) 
and (2.3.10) with the interfacial conditions (2.3.14) and (2.3.15) for rectangular 
pipes. The inputs to the numerical program are ! and !. We solve this coupled 
problem iteratively by first solving the liquid velocity by imposing a no-stress 
condition at the interface. The calculated liquid velocity at the interface is used in 
(2.3.14) to solve for the vapor flow. The vapor velocity gradient at the interface is 
then calculated using a second-order bi-polynomial interpolation method 
described eariler. The vapor velocity gradient at the interface is then imposed in 
(2.3.15) to solve for the liquid flow. The computed liquid velocity at the interface 
is once again substituted into (2.3.14) to solve for the vapor flow and the program 
iterates between the vapor and liquid domains until the the volume flow rate in 
each domain calculated using the method described in section 2.3.4 converges 
to eight significant digits. The mesh is refined until the volume flow rate is 
accurate to four significant digits. Once we obtain !! and !!, the kinematic 
viscosity ratio ! can be determined using ! = !!!/!! from (2.3.13). We substitute 
! and ! into (2.3.32) and (2.3.33) to obtain the dimensionless flow rates from our 
analytical model. We find that the numerical and asypmtotic solutions match to 
four significant digits for ! = 0.1 and 0.2, and for ! as high as 0.06. The 




APPENDIX C. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE COUPLED AXIAL FLUID 
FLOW PROBLEM PERTAINING TO THE MOTION OF LONG DROPS IN 
RECTANGULAR MICROCHANNELS 
 
The solution procedure begins with a description of the geometry of the 
flow domain as shown in figure 3.3. Then the governing equation (Poisson or 
Laplace) is discretized on a mesh composed of constant-strain triangular 
elements. The vertices of the elements form nodes. The drop and carrier liquid 
domains are meshed separately. However, the mesh is controlled so as to have 
common nodes at the interface. This simplifies the sharing of velocities and 
velocity gradients between the two fluids at the interface. The wall, symmetry, 
and interface boundary conditions are imposed. The streamwise velocities at the 
nodes form a linear system of equations. The linear system is solved by matrix 
inversion. Once the velocities have been determined at the nodes, the velocity 
gradient at an interface node is found by fitting a second-order bi-polynomial to 
the velocities at the node and four nearest nodes. The bi-polynomial is also 
required to satisfy the governing equation. The velocity gradient at the interface 
node is determined by taking the derivative of the polynomial in the direction 
normal to the interface. Thus, the gradient interfacial boundary conditions in 
(3.6.3) and (3.6.5) can be imposed.  
 The system of equations (3.6.3)-(3.6.6) contains two sets of equations 
(3.6.3, 3.6.4) containing !! and !!, and (3.6.5, 3.6.6) containing !! and !!. 
Each set forms a coupled system. The coupled system containing !! and !! is 
solved numerically in the following iterative sequence. The carrier liquid velocity 
!! governed by (3.6.3) is first solved using a no stress interface condition. The 
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velocity at the interface is then shared with the drop through the kinematic 
condition in (3.6.4). This interface condition is used to solve for the velocity in the 
drop !! that is governed by (3.6.4). The velocity gradient at the interface is 
determined for the drop. This velocity gradient is shared with the carrier liquid 
through the interfacial shear stress balance in (3.6.3). This interface condition is 
used to solve for the new velocity in the carrier liquid using the governing 
equation in (3.6.3). Once again the carrier liquid velocity is shared with the drop 
through the kinematic condition in (3.6.4) and the process repeats by iterating 
between the drop and capillary liquid until the velocity values in both domains 
converge to 8 significant digits. The same procedure is used to solve for the 
coupled system containing !! and !!. 
The volume flow rate coefficients !!, !!, !! and !! are determined as 
follows. The average velocity of the three nodes in each triangular element is 
computed and multiplied with the area of that element to obtain the elemental 
volume flow rate. The process is repeated for all elements and the elemental 
volume flow rates are summed. The summed result is then multiplied by the 
number of unit cells per cross-sectional plane (= 4 for rectangular capillaries) to 
get the total volume flow rate in the carrier liquid and drop domains. The mesh is 
refined until the volume flow rate is accurate to four significant digits. The volume 
flow rate coefficients are computed for a range of viscosity ratios in rectangular 
microchannels with different aspect ratios. 
The numerical program is checked by performing a line integral of the 
velocity gradient around the drop domain and using the result in Green’s theorem 
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to compare with the area integral of the Laplacian of velocity over the drop 
domain. We find our results to be accurate to four significant digits. This check is 
performed for !! and !! for all viscosity ratios and channel aspect ratios studied. 
Further, by setting ! = 1 in the coupled system (3.6.5) and (3.6.6) we recover the 
solution for single phase Poiseuille flow in a rectangular channel. Our solution is 
accurate to four significant digits for all the aspect ratios studied. We also 
compare our solution for the carrier liquid flow rate !! in the corners for ! = 0, 
i.e. the bubble solution, with that listed by Wong et al. (1995) where they use the 
numerical solution obtained by Ransohoff and Radke (1988). Our solution agress 
to only one significant digit. However, the solutions obtained by Ransohoff & 
Radke (1988) are not quite converged because of the coarser grid used at that 
time as pointed out by Patzek & Kristensen (2001) who obtain a more accurate 
solution. We compare our results to those obtained by Patzek & Kristensen 
(2001) for a square pipe and find they match to two significant digits. Patzek & 
Kristensen (2001) used about 3000 triangular elements in their numerical 
solution for the corner flow. Using a similar number of elements in our program 
we find our solutions agree better. However, with the current computational 
capabilities we have been able to go to 170,000 elements for the corner flow 






APPENDIX D. MATLAB PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE DECOUPLED AXIAL 
VAPOR AND LIQUID FLOWS IN A POLYGONAL MICRO HEAT PIPE 
D1. Main Program to Solve Equations 2.3.22, 2.3.23, 2.3.24, and 2.3.25 in 
Regular-Polygonal Pipes (Triangular, Square and Hexagonal) 
 
%Project: Two-phase flow in Regular-Polygonal Micro Heat Pipes (2-D 
code) 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Equation Set 2 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Written by: 
%Sai Sashankh Rao 
%Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
%Louisiana State University 
%Baton Rouge, Louisiana, LA 70803 
%last updated - 23rd July, 2013 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Algorithm: This algorithm begins with no slip on the vapour which 
serves 
%as an interface boundary condition to solve the vapour flow. The 
velocity 
%gradient at the interface is then shared with the liquid. The liquid 
flow is then 
%solved using this interface condition. The velocity at the interface 
is determined for the liquid.  
%This velocity is shared with the vapour which serves as a boundary 
%condition for the vapour flow. The vapour flow is solved. 
  
%FEM Solution: This program is solved using the finite element method 
using subroutines from the Matlab PDE Toolbox. The 
%constant strain triangular element is used. The geometry of the flow 
%domain is described in the [g] matrix. The geometry is meshed using 
%initmesh, refinemesh and jigglemesh. The geometry is meshed in a way 
as to 
%obtain equal number of elements at the interface of the two fluids. 
This 
%way the nodes will lie at exactly the same position and no 
interpolation 
%is required to share information at the boundary. This is possible 
because the mesh initiates from the interface.  
%Therefore if there are the same number of nodes at the interface it 
must also mean that they are at the same location.  
%Therefore, there is no error in sharing of interface conditions. The 
boundary conditions are 
%defined in pdebound.m. The stiffness matrix is assembled and solved 
using 
%the assempde function of the pde toolbox and the velocity at all nodes 
is 
%obtained. The assembly of the stiffness matrix is described in chapter 
4 
%of the pde toolbox tutorial. 
  
%Gradient is determined using second order interpolation: 
%u = ax^2 + bxy + cy^2 + dx + ey + f.  
%Line integral of velocity gradient (used to check in Green's theorem) 







%Global definition of variables that are used across subroutines: 
global u2bn loc2 u3b loc3 u4bn loc4 
  
%Program controls: 
N = 6.0; %aspect-ratio of rectangular pipes 
refine = 0; %mesh refinement level 
refine1 = refine; 
refine2 = refine; 
restart = 0; %code restart - 1 for yes, 0 for no 
counter = 1000000000000; %iteration counter 
error = 1e-15; %error 
  
%Gradient determination method: 
% - Using shape functions: 
%this is used to find the gradient of velocity using the shape function 
of 
%the linear triangular element (constant strain triangle). It is 
therefore first order accurate but is a stable method to find the 
gradient. 
linear = 0;  
% - Using polynomial interpolation 
%this us used to find the gradient of velocity using a second-order 
%bi-polynomial as shown in the program notes (above). The gradient 
obtained is therefore second order accurate but is not very stable. 
poly = 1;  
  
%Initialization 
flag1 = 0;  
flag2 = 0; 
Cdrop = 0; 
Cliq = 0; 
  
%Program restart (incomplete): 
if(restart == 1) 
    load sash 
end 
  
%Geometry data (assuming W = 1): 
R0 = 1/(((pi/N)/tan(pi/N))^0.5+1); %radius of curvature of interface 
w1 = (1-R0); %unwetted wall lengths 
w2 = w1*tan(pi/N); %unwetted wall lengths 
ylen = tan(pi/N); %height of unit cell with width, W = 1 
xlimit = w1 + (R0*cos(pi/N)); 





%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g2 = [2 2 1;1 1 1;1 xlimit xlimit;w2 ylen w2;ylen ylimit ylimit;1 1 0;0 
0 1;0 0 w1;0 0 w2;0 0 R0;0 0 0;0 0 0]; 







ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine2) 
    [p2,e2,t2] = refinemesh(g2,p2,e2,t2); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p2,e2,t2, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Liquid side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p2,2); 
count2 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == xlimit && y == ylimit) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
    end 
end 
count2 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && x>xlimit && (((x-w1)^2) + ((y-
w2)^2))<((R0^2)+(10^-15))) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
        count2 = count2+1; 
    end 
end 
count2 = count2; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
! 193 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 







%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g1 = [2 2 2 1;xlimit 0 1 1;0 1 1 xlimit;ylimit 0 0 w2;0 0 w2 ylimit;1 1 
1 1;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 w1;0 0 0 w2;0 0 0 R0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0]; 
% %plotting geometry 
% figure 
% pdegplot(g1) 




ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine1) 
    [p1,e1,t1] = refinemesh(g1,p1,e1,t1); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p1,e1,t1, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Vapour side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p1,2); 
count1 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == xlimit && y == ylimit) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
    end        
end 
count1 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
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    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && x>xlimit && (((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2))>((R0^2)-
(10^-15))) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
        count1 = count1+1; 
    end 
end 
count1 = count1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 




%Determining the normal vectors at the interface 
for i = 1:count1 
    nx(i) = (x1b(i)-w1)/R0; 
    ny(i) = (y1b(i)-w2)/R0; 
end 
  
%Searching and storing the location of nearby nodes to the interface 
%boundary nodes. These nodes will later be used in interpolation to 
%determine the velocity gradient. Since our algorithm requires the 
gradient 
%to be determined only on the vapour side we deal only with the vapour 
%domain - subscript 1. 
%Storing (x,y) location of interface nodes in p1b:  
for i = 1:count1 
    p1b(i,1) = x1b(i); 
    p1b(i,2) = y1b(i); 
end 
  
%Searching for five nearest neighbours: 
IDXX = knnsearch(p1b,p1',5); 
  
%Storing the (x,y) coordinate of k-nearest neighbours in x1bidxx and 
%y1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        x1bidxx(i,j) = p1(1,IDXX(i,j)); 
        y1bidxx(i,j) = p1(2,IDXX(i,j)); 







%Part A - Solving the vapour with no-slip 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Pde coefficients: 
c1 = 1.0; 
a1 = 0.0; 
f1 = 1.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p1,e1,t1,'xydata',u1,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
%Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t1,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea = 0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p1(1,t1(1,i)); 
    y1 = p1(2,t1(1,i)); 
    x2 = p1(1,t1(2,i)); 
    y2 = p1(2,t1(2,i)); 
    x3 = p1(1,t1(3,i)); 
    y3 = p1(2,t1(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
    %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u1(t1(1,i)) + u1(t1(2,i)) + u1(t1(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the (area)X(average velocity) 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CG0 = sum*2*N; 
Adrop = droparea*2*N;   
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  





%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 






%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p1brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p1brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p1brw,p1',12); 
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%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxrw(i,j) = u1(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 




    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxrw(i,1);u1bidxxrw(i,2);u1bidxxrw(i,3);u1bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e1,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p1(1,e1(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p1(1,e1(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p1(2,e1(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p1(2,e1(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e1(5,k) 
         case {3} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {4} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
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                    const2 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
whiskey1 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 2 - Equal Velocity Gradient Condition 
  
%Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
%order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) viscosity 
ratios. 
if(linear == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
functions: 
    [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p1,t1,u1); 
    %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
    unx = pdeprtni(p1,t1,ux); 
    uny = pdeprtni(p1,t1,uy); 
  
    %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface nodes 
in u1bnx and u1bny: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        u1bnx(i) = unx(loc1(i)); 
        u1bny(i) = uny(loc1(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
    u2bnx = u1bnx; 
    u2bny = u1bny; 
  
    %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the liquid 
    %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the normal 
    %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u2bn(i) = -((u2bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u2bny(i)*ny(i))); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for description. 
%Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
if(poly == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        for j = 1:5 
            u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
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        end 
    end 
  
    %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
    for i = 1:count1 
        A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
        A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
        A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
        A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
        A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
        A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
        BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
        z = A\BB; 
        u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 








c2 = 1.0; 
a2 = 0.0; 
f2 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b2 = @pdebound2; 
  
%Solver 
u2 = assempde(b2,p2,e2,t2,c2,a2,f2); 
  
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p2,e2,t2,'xydata',u2,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
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k = size(t2,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p2(1,t2(1,i)); 
    y1 = p2(2,t2(1,i)); 
    x2 = p2(1,t2(2,i)); 
    y2 = p2(2,t2(2,i)); 
    x3 = p2(1,t2(3,i)); 
    y3 = p2(2,t2(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u2(t2(1,i)) + u2(t2(2,i)) + u2(t2(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CF0B = -(sum*2*N); 
Acap = caparea*2*N;  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 1 - Equal Velocity Condition 
  
%Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u2b: 
for i = 1:count2 
    u2b(i) = u2(loc2(i)); 
end 
  
%Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
u3b = u2b; 
  
  
%Part C - Solving the vapour domain using equal velocity condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g3 = g1; 
p3 = p1; 
e3 = e1; 
t3 = t1; 
loc3 = loc1; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c3 = 1.0; 
a3 = 0.0; 
f3 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 







% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p3,e3,t3,'xydata',u3,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Vapour to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t3,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p3(1,t3(1,i)); 
    y1 = p3(2,t3(1,i)); 
    x2 = p3(1,t3(2,i)); 
    y2 = p3(2,t3(2,i)); 
    x3 = p3(1,t3(3,i)); 
    y3 = p3(2,t3(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u3(t3(1,i)) + u3(t3(2,i)) + u3(t3(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CG1A = sum*2*N; 
Adrop = droparea*2*N; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u3bidxx(i,j) = u3(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
! 203 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u3bidxx(i,1);u3bidxx(i,2);u3bidxx(i,3);u3bidxx(i,4);u3bidxx(i,5);-f3]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u3bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 






%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p3(1,i); 
    y = p3(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p3brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p3brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p3brw,p3',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
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    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p3(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p3(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u3bidxxrw(i,j) = u3(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u3bidxxrw(i,1);u3bidxxrw(i,2);u3bidxxrw(i,3);u3bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f3]; 
    z = A\BB; 





%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e3,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p3(1,e3(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p3(1,e3(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p3(2,e3(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p3(2,e3(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e3(5,k) 
        case {3} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e3(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e3(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {4} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc3); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e3(1,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e3(2,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 




%Coupler 2 - Equal Velocity Gradient Condition 
  
%Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
%order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) viscosity 
ratios. 
if(linear == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
functions: 
    [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p3,t3,u3); 
    %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
    unx = pdeprtni(p3,t3,ux); 
    uny = pdeprtni(p3,t3,uy); 
  
    %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface nodes 
in u1bnx and u1bny: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        u3bnx(i) = unx(loc3(i)); 
        u3bny(i) = uny(loc3(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
    u4bnx = u3bnx; 
    u4bny = u3bny; 
  
    %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the liquid 
    %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the normal 
    %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u4bn(i) = -((u4bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u4bny(i)*ny(i))); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for description. 
%Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
if(poly == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        for j = 1:5 
            u3bidxx(i,j) = u3(IDXX(i,j)); 
        end 
    end 
  
    %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
    for i = 1:count1 
        A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 




        A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
        A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
        A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
        A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
        BB = 
[u3bidxx(i,1);u3bidxx(i,2);u3bidxx(i,3);u3bidxx(i,4);u3bidxx(i,5);-f3]; 
        z = A\BB; 
        u3bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 




% Part D - Solving the liquid domain using equal gradient condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g4 = g2; 
p4 = p2; 
e4 = e2; 
t4 = t2; 
loc4 = loc2; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c4 = 1.0; 
a4 = 0.0; 
f4 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b4 = @pdebound4; 
  
%Solver 
u4 = assempde(b4,p4,e4,t4,c4,a4,f4); 
  
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p4,e4,t4,'xydata',u4,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t4,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
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for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p4(1,t4(1,i)); 
    y1 = p4(2,t4(1,i)); 
    x2 = p4(1,t4(2,i)); 
    y2 = p4(2,t4(2,i)); 
    x3 = p4(1,t4(3,i)); 
    y3 = p4(2,t4(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2; 
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle 
    uavg = (u4(t4(1,i)) + u4(t4(2,i)) + u4(t4(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CF1B = -(sum*2*N); 
Acap = caparea*2*N; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Results and Saving all Data: 
display('-------------------------------------------------------'); 
% Data summary: 
Dropnodes = size(p1) 
Liqnodes = size(p2) 
Dropinterf = count1 
Liqinterf = count2 
esize = (pi*R0/2)/(count1-1) 
%Triangular Mesh Quality: 
q1 = pdetriq(p1,t1); 
qual1 = min(q1) 
q2 = pdetriq(p2,t2); 
qual2 = min(q2) 
  
%Final Results: 
CG0 %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
CG1A %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
CF0B %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
CF1B %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
Adrop %Area of Drop 
Acap %Area of Capillary 
  
whiskey1 %Line Integral of drop domain 
whiskey2 %Line Integral of drop domain 
  
save sash p1 e1 t1 p2 e2 t2 u1 u2 u3 CG0 CG1A CF0B CF1B Adrop Acap 
whiskey1 whiskey2 
  




fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Results:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, CG0:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CG0); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, CG1A:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CG1A); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, CF0B:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CF0B); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, CF1B:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CF1B); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 1:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey1); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 2:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey2); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop C/S Area, Adrop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Adrop);                 












fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Refinement Level:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',refine);         
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Drop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Capillary:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Drop Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropinterf);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Capillary Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqinterf); 





%Pdebound1 - this applies the no-slip condition at the interface for 
the 
%vapour to start to scheme. Based on the subdomain boundary number I 
impose appropriate boundary conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound1(p,e,u,time) 
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ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {3,4} % walls_dirichlet boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {1,2} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
    end 
end                 
 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Pdebound2 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound2(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u2bn loc2 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {2} % Symmetry Plane - Neumann Boundarie (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc2); 
            flag1 = 0; 
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            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc2(j)) 
                    const1 = u2bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc2(j)) 
                    const2 = u2bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 




%Pdebound3 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound3(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u3b loc3 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {3} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {1,2} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {4} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
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            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
             
            count1 = length(loc3); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u3b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u3b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 




%Pdebound4 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound4(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u4bn loc4 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {2} % Symmetry Plane - Neumann Boundarie (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
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            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc4); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 
    end 
end 
 
D2. Main Program to Solve Equations 2.3.26, 2.3.27, and 2.3.28 in Regular-
Polygonal Pipes (Triangular, Square and Hexagonal) 
 
%Project: Two-phase flow in Regular-Polygonal Micro Heat Pipes (2-D 
code) 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Equation Set 1 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Written by: 
%Sai Sashankh Rao 
%Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
%Louisiana State University 
%Baton Rouge, Louisiana, LA 70803 
%last updated - 23rd July, 2013 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Algorithm: This algorithm begins with no stress on the liquid which 
serves 
%as an interface boundary condition to solve the liquid flow. The 
velocity 
%at the interface is then shared with the vapour. The vapour flow is 
then 
%solved using this interface condition. The velocity gradient at the 
%interface is determined for the vapour. This gradient is shared with 
the 
%liquid which serves a the boundary condition for the liquid flow. The 
velocity 
%at the interface is once again shared with the vapour. The vapour flow 
is then 
%solved using this interface condition. 
  
%FEM Solution: This program is solved using the finite element method 
using subroutines from the Matlab PDE Toolbox. The 
%constant strain triangular element is used. The geometry of the flow 
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%domain is described in the [g] matrix. The geometry is meshed using 
%initmesh, refinemesh and jigglemesh. The geometry is meshed in a way 
as to 
%obtain equal number of elements at the interface of the two fluids. 
This 
%way the nodes will lie at exactly the same position and no 
interpolation 
%is required to share information at the boundary. This is possible 
because the mesh initiates from the interface.  
%Therefore if there are the same number of nodes at the interface it 
must also mean that they are at the same location.  
%Therefore, there is no error in sharing of interface conditions. The 
boundary conditions are 
%defined in pdebound.m. The stiffness matrix is assembled and solved 
using 
%the assempde function of the pde toolbox and the velocity at all nodes 
is 
%obtained. The assembly of the stiffness matrix is described in chapter 
4 
%of the pde toolbox tutorial. 
  
%Gradient is determined using second order interpolation: 
%u = ax^2 + bxy + cy^2 + dx + ey + f.  
%Line integral of velocity gradient (used to check in Green's theorem) 






%Global definition of variables that are used across subroutines: 
global u1b loc1 u3bn loc3 u4b loc4 
  
%Program controls: 
N = 4.0; % N = 3 (triangular), N = 4 (square), N = 6 (hexagonal) 
refine = 0; %mesh refinement level 
refine1 = refine; 
refine2 = refine; 
restart = 0; %code restart - 1 for yes, 0 for no 
counter = 1000000000000; %iteration counter 
error = 1e-15; %error 
  
%Gradient determination method: 
% - Using shape functions: 
%this is used to find the gradient of velocity using the shape function 
of 
%the linear triangular element (constant strain triangle). It is 
therefore first order accurate but is a stable method to find the 
gradient. 
linear = 0;  
% - Using polynomial interpolation 
%this us used to find the gradient of velocity using a second-order 
%bi-polynomial as shown in the program notes (above). The gradient 
obtained is therefore second order accurate but is not very stable. 




flag1 = 0;  
flag2 = 0; 
Cdrop = 0; 
Cliq = 0; 
  
%Program restart (incomplete): 
if(restart == 1) 
    load sash 
end 
  
%Geometry data (assuming W = 1): 
R0 = 1/(((pi/N)/tan(pi/N))^0.5+1); %radius of curvature of interface 
w1 = (1-R0); %unwetted wall lengths 
w2 = w1*tan(pi/N); %unwetted wall lengths 
ylen = tan(pi/N); %height of unit cell with width, W = 1 
xlimit = w1 + (R0*cos(pi/N)); 





%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g2 = [2 2 1;1 1 1;1 xlimit xlimit;w2 ylen w2;ylen ylimit ylimit;1 1 0;0 
0 1;0 0 w1;0 0 w2;0 0 R0;0 0 0;0 0 0]; 






ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine2) 
    [p2,e2,t2] = refinemesh(g2,p2,e2,t2); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p2,e2,t2, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Liquid side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p2,2); 
count2 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == xlimit && y == ylimit) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
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    end 
end 
count2 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && x>xlimit && (((x-w1)^2) + ((y-
w2)^2))<((R0^2)+(10^-15)))    
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
        count2 = count2+1; 
    end 
end 
count2 = count2; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 







%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g1 = [2 2 2 1;xlimit 0 1 1;0 1 1 xlimit;ylimit 0 0 w2;0 0 w2 ylimit;1 1 
1 1;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 w1;0 0 0 w2;0 0 0 R0;0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0]; 
% %plotting geometry 
% figure 
% pdegplot(g1) 




ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine1) 
    [p1,e1,t1] = refinemesh(g1,p1,e1,t1); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p1,e1,t1, 'Opt','mean'); 





%Vapour side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p1,2); 
count1 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == xlimit && y == ylimit) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
    end        
end 
count1 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && x>xlimit && (((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2))>((R0^2)-
(10^-15))) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
        count1 = count1+1; 
    end 
end 
count1 = count1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 




%Determining the normal vectors at the interface 
for i = 1:count1 
    nx(i) = (x1b(i)-w1)/R0; 
    ny(i) = (y1b(i)-w2)/R0; 
end 
  
%Searching and storing the location of nearby nodes to the interface 
%boundary nodes. These nodes will later be used in interpolation to 
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%determine the velocity gradient. Since our algorithm requires the 
gradient 
%to be determined only on the vapour side we deal only with the vapour 
%domain - subscript 1. 
%Storing (x,y) location of interface nodes in p1b:  
for i = 1:count1 
    p1b(i,1) = x1b(i); 
    p1b(i,2) = y1b(i); 
end 
  
%Searching for five nearest neighbours: 
IDXX = knnsearch(p1b,p1',5); 
  
%Storing the (x,y) coordinate of k-nearest neighbours in x1bidxx and 
%y1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        x1bidxx(i,j) = p1(1,IDXX(i,j)); 
        y1bidxx(i,j) = p1(2,IDXX(i,j)); 










c2 = 1.0; 
a2 = 0.0; 
f2 = -1.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b2 = @pdebound2; 
  
%Solver 






v = [-0.006;-0.005;-0.003;-0.001]; 
[C1,h] = pdeplot(p2,e2,t2,'xydata',u2,'mesh','off','contour','off'); 







%     if(Domain==1) 
% %         %UG0a 
% %         v = [0.05;0.10;0.15;0.20;0.25;0.30];         
% %         %UG0b 
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% %         v = [-0.0001;-0.0003;-0.0005;-0.0007;-0.0008;-0.001;-
0.0012;-0.0015;-0.002;-0.003];         
% %         %UG1a 
% %         v = 
[0.001;0.003;0.005;0.006;0.007;0.008;0.01;0.012;0.015;0.02;0.03]; 
% %         %UG1b 
% %         v = 
[0.002;0.0012;0.0008;0.0005;0.0004;0.0003;0.0002;0.0001;0.0;-0.0001]; 
%         [C1,h] = contour(x2,y2,-ug',v); 
%         axis equal; 
%         clabel(C1,h,'manual','fontsize',12,'linewidth',1); 
%         hold on; 
%     end 
%     if(Domain==2) 
% %         %V0 
% %         v = [-0.006;-0.005;-0.003;-0.001];         
% %         %V1a 
% %         v = [-0.0001;0;0.0001;0.0005;0.001;0.002]; 
%         %V1b 
%         v = [0.002;0.01;0.02;0.03];         
%         [C1,h] = contour(x2,y2,-uf',v); 
%         axis equal; 
%         clabel(C1,h,'manual','fontsize',12,'linewidth',1); 
%         hold on; 








%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t2,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p2(1,t2(1,i)); 
    y1 = p2(2,t2(1,i)); 
    x2 = p2(1,t2(2,i)); 
    y2 = p2(2,t2(2,i)); 
    x3 = p2(1,t2(3,i)); 
    y3 = p2(2,t2(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u2(t2(1,i)) + u2(t2(2,i)) + u2(t2(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
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    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CF0A = -(sum*2*N); 
Acap = caparea*2*N;    
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 1 - Equal Velocity Condition 
  
%Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u2b: 
for i = 1:count2 
    u2b(i) = u2(loc2(i)); 
end 
  
%Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
u1b = u2b; 
  




c1 = 1.0; 
a1 = 0.0; 
f1 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p1,e1,t1,'xydata',u1,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t1,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea = 0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p1(1,t1(1,i)); 
    y1 = p1(2,t1(1,i)); 
    x2 = p1(1,t1(2,i)); 
    y2 = p1(2,t1(2,i)); 
    x3 = p1(1,t1(3,i)); 
    y3 = p1(2,t1(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
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    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
    %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u1(t1(1,i)) + u1(t1(2,i)) + u1(t1(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the (area)X(average velocity) 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CG1B = sum*2*N; 
Adrop = droparea*2*N;   
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 






%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
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    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p1brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p1brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p1brw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxrw(i,j) = u1(IDXXrw(i,j)); 




%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxrw(i,1);u1bidxxrw(i,2);u1bidxxrw(i,3);u1bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e1,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p1(1,e1(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p1(1,e1(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p1(2,e1(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p1(2,e1(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e1(5,k) 
        case {3} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
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                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {4} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
whiskey1 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 2 - Equal Velocity Gradient Condition 
  
%Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
%order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) viscosity 
ratios. 
if(linear == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
functions: 
    [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p1,t1,u1); 
    %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
    unx = pdeprtni(p1,t1,ux); 
    uny = pdeprtni(p1,t1,uy); 
  
    %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface nodes 
in u1bnx and u1bny: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        u1bnx(i) = unx(loc1(i)); 
        u1bny(i) = uny(loc1(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
    u3bnx = u1bnx; 
    u3bny = u1bny; 
  
    %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the liquid 
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    %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the normal 
    %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u3bn(i) = -((u3bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u3bny(i)*ny(i))); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for description. 
%Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
if(poly == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        for j = 1:5 
            u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
        end 
    end 
  
    %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
    for i = 1:count1 
        A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
        A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
        A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
        A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
        A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
        A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
        BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
        z = A\BB; 
        u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 




% Part C - Solving the liquid with equal gradient condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g3 = g2; 
p3 = p2; 
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e3 = e2; 
t3 = t2; 
loc3 = loc2; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c3 = 1.0; 
a3 = 0.0; 
f3 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b3 = @pdebound3; 
  
%Solver 
u3 = assempde(b3,p3,e3,t3,c3,a3,f3); 
  
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p3,e3,t3,'xydata',u3,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t3,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p3(1,t3(1,i)); 
    y1 = p3(2,t3(1,i)); 
    x2 = p3(1,t3(2,i)); 
    y2 = p3(2,t3(2,i)); 
    x3 = p3(1,t3(3,i)); 
    y3 = p3(2,t3(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u3(t3(1,i)) + u3(t3(2,i)) + u3(t3(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CF1A = -(sum*2*N); 
Acap = caparea*2*N; 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 3 - Equal Velocity Condition 
  
%Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u3b: 
for i = 1:count2 




%Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
u4b = u3b; 
  
%Part D - Solving the vapour domain using equal velocity condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g4 = g1; 
p4 = p1; 
e4 = e1; 
t4 = t1; 
loc4 = loc1; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c4 = 1.0; 
a4 = 0.0; 
f4 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p4,e4,t4,'xydata',u4,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t4,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p4(1,t4(1,i)); 
    y1 = p4(2,t4(1,i)); 
    x2 = p4(1,t4(2,i)); 
    y2 = p4(2,t4(2,i)); 
    x3 = p4(1,t4(3,i)); 
    y3 = p4(2,t4(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u4(t4(1,i)) + u4(t4(2,i)) + u4(t4(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
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end 
CG2B = sum*2*N; 
Adrop = droparea*2*N;     
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u4bidxx(i,j) = u4(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u4bidxx(i,1);u4bidxx(i,2);u4bidxx(i,3);u4bidxx(i,4);u4bidxx(i,5);-f4]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u4bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 






%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p4(1,i); 
    y = p4(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
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end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p4brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p4brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p4brw,p4',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p4(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p4(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u4bidxxrw(i,j) = u4(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
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    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u4bidxxrw(i,1);u4bidxxrw(i,2);u4bidxxrw(i,3);u4bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f4]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e4,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p4(1,e4(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p4(1,e4(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p4(2,e4(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p4(2,e4(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e4(5,k) 
        case {3} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e4(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e4(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {4} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc4); 
            flag1 = 0; 
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            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e4(1,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e4(2,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
whiskey2 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Results and Saving all Data: 
display('-------------------------------------------------------');             
% Data summary: 
Dropnodes = size(p1) 
Liqnodes = size(p2) 
Dropinterf = count1 
Liqinterf = count2 
esize = (pi*R0/2)/(count1-1) 
%Triangular Mesh Quality: 
q1 = pdetriq(p1,t1); 
qual1 = min(q1) 
q2 = pdetriq(p2,t2); 
qual2 = min(q2) 
  
%Final Results: 
CG1B %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
CG2B %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
CF0A %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
CF1A %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
Adrop %Area of Drop 
Acap %Area of Capillary 
  
whiskey1 %Line Integral of drop domain 
whiskey2 %Line Integral of drop domain 
  
save sash p1 e1 t1 p2 e2 t2 u1 u2 u3 u4 CG1B CG2B CF0A CF1A Adrop Acap 
whiskey1 whiskey2 
  
%Writing Results to Text File 
fid=fopen('mldr0a.txt','w'); 
  
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Results:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, CG1B:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CG1B); 
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fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, CG2B:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CG2B); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, CF0A:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CF0A);  
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, CF1A:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CF1A); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 1:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey1); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 2:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey2); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop C/S Area, Adrop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Adrop);                 












fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Refinement Level:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',refine);         
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Drop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Capillary:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Drop Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropinterf);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Capillary Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqinterf); 






%Pdebound1 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound1(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u1b loc1 
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ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {3} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {1,2} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {4} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
             
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
             
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u1b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u1b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 




%Pdebound2 - this applies the no-stress condition at the interface for 
the 
%liquid to start to iterative scheme. Based on the subdomain boundary 
number I impose appropriate boundary conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound2(p,e,u,time) 
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ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {2,3} % Interface - Neumann boundary (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 




%Pdebound3 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound3(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u3bn loc3 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {2} % Symmetry Plane - Neumann Boundarie (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc3); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
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            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 




%Pdebound4 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound4(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u4b loc4 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {3} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {1,2} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {4} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
             
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
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            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
             
            count1 = length(loc4); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u4b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u4b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
    end 
end 
 
D3. Main Program to Solve Equations 2.3.22, 2.3.23, 2.3.24, and 2.3.25 in 
Rectangular Pipes 
  
%Project: Two-phase flow in Rectangular Micro Heat Pipes (2-D code) 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Equation Set 2 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Written by: 
%Sai Sashankh Rao 
%Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
%Louisiana State University 
%Baton Rouge, Louisiana, LA 70803 
%last updated - 23rd July, 2013 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Algorithm: This algorithm begins with no slip on the vapour which 
serves 
%as an interface boundary condition to solve the vapour flow. The 
velocity 
%gradient at the interface is then shared with the liquid. The liquid 
flow is then 
%solved using this interface condition. The velocity at the interface 
is determined for the liquid.  
%This velocity is shared with the vapour which serves as a boundary 
%condition for the vapour flow. The vapour flow is solved. 
  
%FEM Solution: This program is solved using the finite element method 
using subroutines from the Matlab PDE Toolbox. The 
%constant strain triangular element is used. The geometry of the flow 
%domain is described in the [g] matrix. The geometry is meshed using 
%initmesh, refinemesh and jigglemesh. The geometry is meshed in a way 
as to 
%obtain equal number of elements at the interface of the two fluids. 
This 
%way the nodes will lie at exactly the same position and no 
interpolation 
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%is required to share information at the boundary. This is possible 
because the mesh initiates from the interface.  
%Therefore if there are the same number of nodes at the interface it 
must also mean that they are at the same location.  
%Therefore, there is no error in sharing of interface conditions. The 
boundary conditions are 
%defined in pdebound.m. The stiffness matrix is assembled and solved 
using 
%the assempde function of the pde toolbox and the velocity at all nodes 
is 
%obtained. The assembly of the stiffness matrix is described in chapter 
4 
%of the pde toolbox tutorial. 
  
%Gradient is determined using second order interpolation: 
%u = ax^2 + bxy + cy^2 + dx + ey + f.  
%Line integral of velocity gradient (used to check in Green's theorem) 






%Global definition of variables that are used across subroutines: 
global u2bn loc2 u3b loc3 u4bn loc4 
  
%Program controls: 
B = 1.0; %aspect-ratio of rectangular pipes 
refine = 0; %mesh refinement level 
refine1 = refine; 
refine2 = refine; 
restart = 0; %code restart - 1 for yes, 0 for no 
counter = 1000000000000; %iteration counter 
error = 1e-15; %error 
  
%Gradient determination method: 
% - Using shape functions: 
%this is used to find the gradient of velocity using the shape function 
of 
%the linear triangular element (constant strain triangle). It is 
therefore first order accurate but is a stable method to find the 
gradient. 
linear = 0;  
% - Using polynomial interpolation 
%this us used to find the gradient of velocity using a second-order 
%bi-polynomial as shown in the program notes (above). The gradient 
obtained is therefore second order accurate but is not very stable. 
poly = 1;  
  
%Initialization 
flag1 = 0;  
flag2 = 0; 
Cdrop = 0; 
Cliq = 0; 
  
%Program restart (incomplete): 
if(restart == 1) 
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    load sash 
end 
  
%Geometry data (assuming W = 1): 
R0 = 2*B/(B+1+((((B-1)^2)+(pi*B))^0.5)); %radius of curvature of 
interface 
w1 = (1-R0); %unwetted wall lengths 





%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g2 = [2 2 1;1 1 1;1 w1 w1;w2 B w2;B B B;1 1 0;0 0 1;0 0 w1;0 0 w2;0 0 
R0;0 0 0;0 0 0]; 






ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine2) 
    [p2,e2,t2] = refinemesh(g2,p2,e2,t2); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p2,e2,t2, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Liquid side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p2,2); 
count2 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
    end 
end 
count2 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
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    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
        count2 = count2+1; 
    end 
end 
count2 = count2; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 







%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g1 = [2 2 2 2 1;w1 0 0 1 1;0 0 1 1 w1;B B 0 0 w2;B 0 0 w2 B;1 1 1 1 1;0 
0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 w1;0 0 0 0 w2;0 0 0 0 R0;0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0]; 
% %plotting geometry 
% figure 
% pdegplot(g1) 




ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine1) 
    [p1,e1,t1] = refinemesh(g1,p1,e1,t1); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p1,e1,t1, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Vapour side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p1,2); 
count1 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
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for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
    end        
end 
count1 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
        count1 = count1+1; 
    end 
end 
count1 = count1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 




%Determining the normal vectors at the interface 
for i = 1:count1 
    nx(i) = (x1b(i)-w1)/R0; 
    ny(i) = (y1b(i)-w2)/R0; 
end 
  
%Searching and storing the location of nearby nodes to the interface 
%boundary nodes. These nodes will later be used in interpolation to 
%determine the velocity gradient. Since our algorithm requires the 
gradient 
%to be determined only on the vapour side we deal only with the vapour 
%domain - subscript 1. 
%Storing (x,y) location of interface nodes in p1b:  
for i = 1:count1 
    p1b(i,1) = x1b(i); 




%Searching for five nearest neighbours: 
IDXX = knnsearch(p1b,p1',5); 
  
%Storing the (x,y) coordinate of k-nearest neighbours in x1bidxx and 
%y1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        x1bidxx(i,j) = p1(1,IDXX(i,j)); 
        y1bidxx(i,j) = p1(2,IDXX(i,j)); 











c1 = 1.0; 
a1 = 0.0; 
f1 = 1.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p1,e1,t1,'xydata',u1,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t1,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea = 0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p1(1,t1(1,i)); 
    y1 = p1(2,t1(1,i)); 
    x2 = p1(1,t1(2,i)); 
    y2 = p1(2,t1(2,i)); 
    x3 = p1(1,t1(3,i)); 
    y3 = p1(2,t1(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
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    %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u1(t1(1,i)) + u1(t1(2,i)) + u1(t1(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the (area)X(average velocity) 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CG0 = sum*4; 
Adrop = droparea*4;   
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
counttw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x<=w1 && y == B) 
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        x1btw(counttw) = x; 
        y1btw(counttw) = y; 
        loctw(counttw) = i; 
        counttw = counttw + 1; 
    end 
end 
counttw = counttw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    p1btw(i,1) = x1btw(i); 
    p1btw(i,2) = y1btw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXtw = knnsearch(p1btw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the top wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dx = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the top wall. 
for i = 1:counttw 
    IDXXtw(i,1)=IDXtw(i,1); 
    countidxxtw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:counttw 
            if(IDXtw(i,j) == loctw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXtw(i,countidxxtw) = IDXtw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxtw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxtw = countidxxtw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxtw(i,j) = u1(IDXXtw(i,j)); 




%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dx 
%= 0 at the top wall: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,1)*y1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,2)*y1bidxxtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,3)*y1bidxxtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,4)*y1bidxxtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [2*x1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),0,1,0,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxtw(i,1);u1bidxxtw(i,2);u1bidxxtw(i,3);u1bidxxtw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p1brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p1brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p1brw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
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    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxrw(i,j) = u1(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxrw(i,1);u1bidxxrw(i,2);u1bidxxrw(i,3);u1bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 





%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e1,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p1(1,e1(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p1(1,e1(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p1(2,e1(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p1(2,e1(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e1(5,k) 
        case {1} % Top Wall 
            1; 
            counttw = length(loctw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(1,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(2,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1)                 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2);                     
            end 
        case {4} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {5} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc1); 
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            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
whiskey1 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 2 - Equal Velocity Gradient Condition 
  
%Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
%order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) viscosity 
ratios. 
if(linear == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
functions: 
    [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p1,t1,u1); 
    %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
    unx = pdeprtni(p1,t1,ux); 
    uny = pdeprtni(p1,t1,uy); 
  
    %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface nodes 
in u1bnx and u1bny: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        u1bnx(i) = unx(loc1(i)); 
        u1bny(i) = uny(loc1(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
    u2bnx = u1bnx; 
    u2bny = u1bny; 
  
    %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the liquid 
    %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the normal 
    %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u2bn(i) = -((u2bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u2bny(i)*ny(i))); 
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    end 
end 
  
%Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for description. 
%Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
if(poly == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        for j = 1:5 
            u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
        end 
    end 
  
    %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
    for i = 1:count1 
        A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
        A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
        A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
        A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
        A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
        A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
        BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
        z = A\BB; 
        u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 








c2 = 1.0; 
a2 = 0.0; 
f2 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
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b2 = @pdebound2; 
  
%Solver 
u2 = assempde(b2,p2,e2,t2,c2,a2,f2); 
  
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p2,e2,t2,'xydata',u2,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t2,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p2(1,t2(1,i)); 
    y1 = p2(2,t2(1,i)); 
    x2 = p2(1,t2(2,i)); 
    y2 = p2(2,t2(2,i)); 
    x3 = p2(1,t2(3,i)); 
    y3 = p2(2,t2(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u2(t2(1,i)) + u2(t2(2,i)) + u2(t2(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CF0B = -(sum*4); 
Acap = caparea*4;  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 1 - Equal Velocity Condition 
  
%Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u2b: 
for i = 1:count2 
    u2b(i) = u2(loc2(i)); 
end 
  
%Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
u3b = u2b; 
  
  
%Part C - Solving the vapour domain using equal velocity condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g3 = g1; 
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p3 = p1; 
e3 = e1; 
t3 = t1; 
loc3 = loc1; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c3 = 1.0; 
a3 = 0.0; 
f3 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p3,e3,t3,'xydata',u3,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Vapour to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t3,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p3(1,t3(1,i)); 
    y1 = p3(2,t3(1,i)); 
    x2 = p3(1,t3(2,i)); 
    y2 = p3(2,t3(2,i)); 
    x3 = p3(1,t3(3,i)); 
    y3 = p3(2,t3(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u3(t3(1,i)) + u3(t3(2,i)) + u3(t3(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CG1A = sum*4; 
Adrop = droparea*4; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
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%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u3bidxx(i,j) = u3(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u3bidxx(i,1);u3bidxx(i,2);u3bidxx(i,3);u3bidxx(i,4);u3bidxx(i,5);-f3]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u3bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
counttw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p3(1,i); 
    y = p3(2,i); 
    if(x<=w1 && y == B) 
        x1btw(counttw) = x; 
        y1btw(counttw) = y; 
        loctw(counttw) = i; 
        counttw = counttw + 1; 
    end 
end 
counttw = counttw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    p3btw(i,1) = x1btw(i); 
    p3btw(i,2) = y1btw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
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IDXtw = knnsearch(p3btw,p3',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the top wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dx = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the top wall. 
for i = 1:counttw 
    IDXXtw(i,1)=IDXtw(i,1); 
    countidxxtw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:counttw 
            if(IDXtw(i,j) == loctw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXtw(i,countidxxtw) = IDXtw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxtw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxtw = countidxxtw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxtw(i,j) = p3(1,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxtw(i,j) = p3(2,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u3bidxxtw(i,j) = u3(IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dx 
%= 0 at the top wall: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,1)*y1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,2)*y1bidxxtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,3)*y1bidxxtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3),1]; 




    A(5,:) = [2*x1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),0,1,0,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u3bidxxtw(i,1);u3bidxxtw(i,2);u3bidxxtw(i,3);u3bidxxtw(i,4);0;-f3]; 
    z = A\BB; 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p3(1,i); 
    y = p3(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p3brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p3brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p3brw,p3',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
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    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p3(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p3(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u3bidxxrw(i,j) = u3(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u3bidxxrw(i,1);u3bidxxrw(i,2);u3bidxxrw(i,3);u3bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f3]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e3,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p3(1,e3(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p3(1,e3(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p3(2,e3(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p3(2,e3(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e3(5,k) 
        case {1} % Top Wall 
            1; 
            counttw = length(loctw); 
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            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e3(1,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bntw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e3(2,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bntw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1)                 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2);                     
            end 
        case {4} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e3(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e3(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {5} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc3); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e3(1,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e3(2,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
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                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
whiskey2 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 2 - Equal Velocity Gradient Condition 
  
%Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
%order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) viscosity 
ratios. 
if(linear == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
functions: 
    [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p3,t3,u3); 
    %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
    unx = pdeprtni(p3,t3,ux); 
    uny = pdeprtni(p3,t3,uy); 
  
    %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface nodes 
in u1bnx and u1bny: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        u3bnx(i) = unx(loc3(i)); 
        u3bny(i) = uny(loc3(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
    u4bnx = u3bnx; 
    u4bny = u3bny; 
  
    %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the liquid 
    %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the normal 
    %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u4bn(i) = -((u4bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u4bny(i)*ny(i))); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for description. 
%Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
if(poly == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        for j = 1:5 
            u3bidxx(i,j) = u3(IDXX(i,j)); 
        end 
    end 
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    %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
    for i = 1:count1 
        A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
        A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
        A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
        A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
        A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
        A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
        BB = 
[u3bidxx(i,1);u3bidxx(i,2);u3bidxx(i,3);u3bidxx(i,4);u3bidxx(i,5);-f3]; 
        z = A\BB; 
        u3bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 




% Part D - Solving the liquid domain using equal gradient condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g4 = g2; 
p4 = p2; 
e4 = e2; 
t4 = t2; 
loc4 = loc2; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c4 = 1.0; 
a4 = 0.0; 
f4 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b4 = @pdebound4; 
  
%Solver 
u4 = assempde(b4,p4,e4,t4,c4,a4,f4); 
  
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p4,e4,t4,'xydata',u4,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 




%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t4,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p4(1,t4(1,i)); 
    y1 = p4(2,t4(1,i)); 
    x2 = p4(1,t4(2,i)); 
    y2 = p4(2,t4(2,i)); 
    x3 = p4(1,t4(3,i)); 
    y3 = p4(2,t4(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u4(t4(1,i)) + u4(t4(2,i)) + u4(t4(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CF1B = -(sum*4); 
Acap = caparea*4;  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Results and Saving all Data: 
display('-------------------------------------------------------');             
% Data summary: 
Dropnodes = size(p1) 
Liqnodes = size(p2) 
Dropinterf = count1 
Liqinterf = count2 
esize = (pi*R0/2)/(count1-1) 
%Triangular Mesh Quality: 
q1 = pdetriq(p1,t1); 
qual1 = min(q1) 
q2 = pdetriq(p2,t2); 
qual2 = min(q2) 
  
%Final Results: 
CG0 %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
CG1A %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
CF0B %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
CF1B %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
Adrop %Area of Drop 
Acap %Area of Capillary 
  
whiskey1 %Line Integral of drop domain 
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whiskey2 %Line Integral of drop domain 
  
save sash p1 e1 t1 p2 e2 t2 u1 u2 u3 CG0 CG1A CF0B CF1B Adrop Acap 
whiskey1 whiskey2 
  
%Writing Results to Text File 
fid=fopen('mldr0b.txt','w'); 
  
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Results:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, CG0:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CG0); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, CG1A:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CG1A); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, CF0B:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CF0B); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, CF1B:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CF1B); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 1:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey1); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 2:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey2); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop C/S Area, Adrop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Adrop);                 












fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Refinement Level:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',refine);         
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Drop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Capillary:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Drop Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropinterf);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Capillary Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqinterf); 













%Pdebound1 - this applies the no-slip condition at the interface for 
the 
%vapour to start to scheme. Based on the subdomain boundary number I 
impose appropriate boundary conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound1(p,e,u,time) 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,4,5} % walls_dirichlet boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {2,3} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
    end 




%Pdebound2 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound2(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u2bn loc2 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
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for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc2); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc2(j)) 
                    const1 = u2bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc2(j)) 
                    const2 = u2bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 





%Pdebound3 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound3(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u3b loc3 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
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for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,4} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {2,3} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {5} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
             
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
             
            count1 = length(loc3); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u3b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u3b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
    end 
end   
 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
           
%Pdebound4 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound4(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u4bn loc4 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
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hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc4); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 
    end 
end 
 
D4. Main Program to Solve Equations 2.3.26, 2.3.27, and 2.3.28 in 
Rectangular Pipes 
 
%Project: Two-phase flow in Rectangular Micro Heat Pipes (2-D code) 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Equation Set 1 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Written by: 
%Sai Sashankh Rao 
%Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
%Louisiana State University 
%Baton Rouge, Louisiana, LA 70803 
%last updated - 23rd July, 2013 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Algorithm: This algorithm begins with no stress on the liquid which 
serves 
%as an interface boundary condition to solve the liquid flow. The 
velocity 
%at the interface is then shared with the vapour. The vapour flow is 
then 
%solved using this interface condition. The velocity gradient at the 
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%interface is determined for the vapour. This gradient is shared with 
the 
%liquid which serves a the boundary condition for the liquid flow. The 
velocity 
%at the interface is once again shared with the vapour. The vapour flow 
is then 
%solved using this interface condition. 
  
%FEM Solution: This program is solved using the finite element method 
using subroutines from the Matlab PDE Toolbox. The 
%constant strain triangular element is used. The geometry of the flow 
%domain is described in the [g] matrix. The geometry is meshed using 
%initmesh, refinemesh and jigglemesh. The geometry is meshed in a way 
as to 
%obtain equal number of elements at the interface of the two fluids. 
This 
%way the nodes will lie at exactly the same position and no 
interpolation 
%is required to share information at the boundary. This is possible 
because the mesh initiates from the interface.  
%Therefore if there are the same number of nodes at the interface it 
must also mean that they are at the same location.  
%Therefore, there is no error in sharing of interface conditions. The 
boundary conditions are 
%defined in pdebound.m. The stiffness matrix is assembled and solved 
using 
%the assempde function of the pde toolbox and the velocity at all nodes 
is 
%obtained. The assembly of the stiffness matrix is described in chapter 
4 
%of the pde toolbox tutorial. 
  
%Gradient is determined using second order interpolation: 
%u = ax^2 + bxy + cy^2 + dx + ey + f.  
%Line integral of velocity gradient (used to check in Green's theorem) 






%Global definition of variables that are used across subroutines: 
global u1b loc1 u3bn loc3 u4b loc4 
  
%Program controls: 
B = 5.0; %aspect-ratio of rectangular pipes 
refine = 0; %mesh refinement level 
refine1 = refine; 
refine2 = refine; 
restart = 0; %code restart - 1 for yes, 0 for no 
counter = 1000000000000; %iteration counter 
error = 1e-15; %error 
  
%Gradient determination method: 
% - Using shape functions: 
%this is used to find the gradient of velocity using the shape function 
of 
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%the linear triangular element (constant strain triangle). It is 
therefore first order accurate but is a stable method to find the 
gradient. 
linear = 0;  
% - Using polynomial interpolation 
%this us used to find the gradient of velocity using a second-order 
%bi-polynomial as shown in the program notes (above). The gradient 
obtained is therefore second order accurate but is not very stable. 
poly = 1;  
  
%Initialization 
flag1 = 0;  
flag2 = 0; 
Cdrop = 0; 
Cliq = 0; 
  
%Program restart (incomplete): 
if(restart == 1) 
    load sash 
end 
  
%Geometry data (assuming W = 1): 
R0 = 2*B/(B+1+((((B-1)^2)+(pi*B))^0.5)); %radius of curvature of 
interface 
w1 = (1-R0); %unwetted wall lengths 





%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g2 = [2 2 1;1 1 1;1 w1 w1;w2 B w2;B B B;1 1 0;0 0 1;0 0 w1;0 0 w2;0 0 
R0;0 0 0;0 0 0]; 






ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine2) 
    [p2,e2,t2] = refinemesh(g2,p2,e2,t2); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p2,e2,t2, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Liquid side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p2,2); 
count2 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
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%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
    end 
end 
count2 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
        count2 = count2+1; 
    end 
end 
count2 = count2; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 







%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g1 = [2 2 2 2 1;w1 0 0 1 1;0 0 1 1 w1;B B 0 0 w2;B 0 0 w2 B;1 1 1 1 1;0 
0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 w1;0 0 0 0 w2;0 0 0 0 R0;0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0]; 
% %plotting geometry 
% figure 
% pdegplot(g1) 




ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine1) 
    [p1,e1,t1] = refinemesh(g1,p1,e1,t1); 
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    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p1,e1,t1, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Vapour side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p1,2); 
count1 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
    end        
end 
count1 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
        count1 = count1+1; 
    end 
end 
count1 = count1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 




%Determining the normal vectors at the interface 
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for i = 1:count1 
    nx(i) = (x1b(i)-w1)/R0; 
    ny(i) = (y1b(i)-w2)/R0; 
end 
  
%Searching and storing the location of nearby nodes to the interface 
%boundary nodes. These nodes will later be used in interpolation to 
%determine the velocity gradient. Since our algorithm requires the 
gradient 
%to be determined only on the vapour side we deal only with the vapour 
%domain - subscript 1. 
%Storing (x,y) location of interface nodes in p1b:  
for i = 1:count1 
    p1b(i,1) = x1b(i); 
    p1b(i,2) = y1b(i); 
end 
  
%Searching for five nearest neighbours: 
IDXX = knnsearch(p1b,p1',5); 
  
%Storing the (x,y) coordinate of k-nearest neighbours in x1bidxx and 
%y1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        x1bidxx(i,j) = p1(1,IDXX(i,j)); 
        y1bidxx(i,j) = p1(2,IDXX(i,j)); 











c2 = 1.0; 
a2 = 0.0; 
f2 = -1.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b2 = @pdebound2; 
  
%Solver 
u2 = assempde(b2,p2,e2,t2,c2,a2,f2); 
  
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p2,e2,t2,'xydata',u2,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t2,2); 
sum = 0; 
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area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p2(1,t2(1,i)); 
    y1 = p2(2,t2(1,i)); 
    x2 = p2(1,t2(2,i)); 
    y2 = p2(2,t2(2,i)); 
    x3 = p2(1,t2(3,i)); 
    y3 = p2(2,t2(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u2(t2(1,i)) + u2(t2(2,i)) + u2(t2(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CF0A = -(sum*4); 
Acap = caparea*4;    
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 1 - Equal Velocity Condition 
  
%Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u2b: 
for i = 1:count2 
    u2b(i) = u2(loc2(i)); 
end 
  
%Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
u1b = u2b; 
  




c1 = 1.0; 
a1 = 0.0; 
f1 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p1,e1,t1,'xydata',u1,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 




%Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t1,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea = 0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p1(1,t1(1,i)); 
    y1 = p1(2,t1(1,i)); 
    x2 = p1(1,t1(2,i)); 
    y2 = p1(2,t1(2,i)); 
    x3 = p1(1,t1(3,i)); 
    y3 = p1(2,t1(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
    %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u1(t1(1,i)) + u1(t1(2,i)) + u1(t1(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the (area)X(average velocity) 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CG1B = sum*4; 
Adrop = droparea*4;   
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 




    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
counttw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x<=w1 && y == B) 
        x1btw(counttw) = x; 
        y1btw(counttw) = y; 
        loctw(counttw) = i; 
        counttw = counttw + 1; 
    end 
end 
counttw = counttw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    p1btw(i,1) = x1btw(i); 
    p1btw(i,2) = y1btw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXtw = knnsearch(p1btw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the top wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dx = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the top wall. 
for i = 1:counttw 
    IDXXtw(i,1)=IDXtw(i,1); 
    countidxxtw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:counttw 
            if(IDXtw(i,j) == loctw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXtw(i,countidxxtw) = IDXtw(i,j); 
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            if(countidxxtw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxtw = countidxxtw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxtw(i,j) = u1(IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dx 
%= 0 at the top wall: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,1)*y1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,2)*y1bidxxtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,3)*y1bidxxtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,4)*y1bidxxtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [2*x1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),0,1,0,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxtw(i,1);u1bidxxtw(i,2);u1bidxxtw(i,3);u1bidxxtw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
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        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p1brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p1brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p1brw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxrw(i,j) = u1(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
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du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxrw(i,1);u1bidxxrw(i,2);u1bidxxrw(i,3);u1bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e1,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p1(1,e1(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p1(1,e1(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p1(2,e1(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p1(2,e1(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e1(5,k) 
        case {1} % Top Wall 
            1; 
            counttw = length(loctw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(1,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(2,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1)                 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2);                     
            end 
        case {4} % Right Side Wall 
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            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {5} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
whiskey1 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 2 - Equal Velocity Gradient Condition 
  
%Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
%order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) viscosity 
ratios. 
if(linear == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
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functions: 
    [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p1,t1,u1); 
    %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
    unx = pdeprtni(p1,t1,ux); 
    uny = pdeprtni(p1,t1,uy); 
  
    %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface nodes 
in u1bnx and u1bny: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        u1bnx(i) = unx(loc1(i)); 
        u1bny(i) = uny(loc1(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
    u3bnx = u1bnx; 
    u3bny = u1bny; 
  
    %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the liquid 
    %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the normal 
    %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u3bn(i) = -((u3bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u3bny(i)*ny(i))); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for description. 
%Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
if(poly == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        for j = 1:5 
            u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
        end 
    end 
  
    %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
    for i = 1:count1 
        A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
        A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
        A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
        A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
        A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
        A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
        BB = 
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[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
        z = A\BB; 
        u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 




% Part C - Solving the liquid with equal gradient condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g3 = g2; 
p3 = p2; 
e3 = e2; 
t3 = t2; 
loc3 = loc2; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c3 = 1.0; 
a3 = 0.0; 
f3 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b3 = @pdebound3; 
  
%Solver 
u3 = assempde(b3,p3,e3,t3,c3,a3,f3); 
  
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p3,e3,t3,'xydata',u3,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t3,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p3(1,t3(1,i)); 
    y1 = p3(2,t3(1,i)); 
    x2 = p3(1,t3(2,i)); 
    y2 = p3(2,t3(2,i)); 
    x3 = p3(1,t3(3,i)); 
    y3 = p3(2,t3(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
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    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u3(t3(1,i)) + u3(t3(2,i)) + u3(t3(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CF1A = -(sum*4); 
Acap = caparea*4; 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 3 - Equal Velocity Condition 
  
%Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u3b: 
for i = 1:count2 
    u3b(i) = u3(loc3(i)); 
end 
  
%Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
u4b = u3b; 
  
%Part D - Solving the vapour domain using equal velocity condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g4 = g1; 
p4 = p1; 
e4 = e1; 
t4 = t1; 
loc4 = loc1; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c4 = 1.0; 
a4 = 0.0; 
f4 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p4,e4,t4,'xydata',u4,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t4,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p4(1,t4(1,i)); 
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    y1 = p4(2,t4(1,i)); 
    x2 = p4(1,t4(2,i)); 
    y2 = p4(2,t4(2,i)); 
    x3 = p4(1,t4(3,i)); 
    y3 = p4(2,t4(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u4(t4(1,i)) + u4(t4(2,i)) + u4(t4(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
CG2B = sum*4; 




%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u4bidxx(i,j) = u4(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u4bidxx(i,1);u4bidxx(i,2);u4bidxx(i,3);u4bidxx(i,4);u4bidxx(i,5);-f4]; 
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    z = A\BB; 
    u4bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
counttw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p4(1,i); 
    y = p4(2,i); 
    if(x<=w1 && y == B) 
        x1btw(counttw) = x; 
        y1btw(counttw) = y; 
        loctw(counttw) = i; 
        counttw = counttw + 1; 
    end 
end 
counttw = counttw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    p4btw(i,1) = x1btw(i); 
    p4btw(i,2) = y1btw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXtw = knnsearch(p4btw,p4',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the top wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dx = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the top wall. 
for i = 1:counttw 
    IDXXtw(i,1)=IDXtw(i,1); 
    countidxxtw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:counttw 
            if(IDXtw(i,j) == loctw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXtw(i,countidxxtw) = IDXtw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxtw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxtw = countidxxtw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
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    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxtw(i,j) = p4(1,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxtw(i,j) = p4(2,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u4bidxxtw(i,j) = u4(IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dx 
%= 0 at the top wall: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,1)*y1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,2)*y1bidxxtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,3)*y1bidxxtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,4)*y1bidxxtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [2*x1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),0,1,0,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u4bidxxtw(i,1);u4bidxxtw(i,2);u4bidxxtw(i,3);u4bidxxtw(i,4);0;-f4]; 
    z = A\BB; 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p4(1,i); 
    y = p4(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p4brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p4brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
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end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p4brw,p4',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p4(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p4(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u4bidxxrw(i,j) = u4(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 




    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u4bidxxrw(i,1);u4bidxxrw(i,2);u4bidxxrw(i,3);u4bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f4]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e4,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p4(1,e4(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p4(1,e4(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p4(2,e4(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p4(2,e4(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e4(5,k) 
        case {1} % Top Wall 
            1; 
            counttw = length(loctw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e4(1,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bntw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e4(2,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bntw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1)                 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2);                     
            end 
        case {4} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e4(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
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            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e4(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {5} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc4); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e4(1,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e4(2,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
whiskey2 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Results and Saving all Data: 
display('-------------------------------------------------------');             
% Data summary: 
Dropnodes = size(p1) 
Liqnodes = size(p2) 
Dropinterf = count1 
Liqinterf = count2 
esize = (pi*R0/2)/(count1-1) 
%Triangular Mesh Quality: 
q1 = pdetriq(p1,t1); 
qual1 = min(q1) 
q2 = pdetriq(p2,t2); 
qual2 = min(q2) 
  
%Final Results: 
CG1B %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
CG2B %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
CF0A %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
CF1A %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
Adrop %Area of Drop 
Acap %Area of Capillary 
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whiskey1 %Line Integral of drop domain 
whiskey2 %Line Integral of drop domain 
  
save sash p1 e1 t1 p2 e2 t2 u1 u2 u3 u4 CG1B CG2B CF0A CF1A Adrop Acap 
whiskey1 whiskey2 
  
%Writing Results to Text File 
fid=fopen('mldr0a.txt','w'); 
  
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Results:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, CG1B:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CG1B);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, CG2B:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CG2B);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, CF0A:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CF0A);  
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, CF1A:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',CF1A); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 1:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey1); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 2:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey2); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop C/S Area, Adrop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Adrop);                 












fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Refinement Level:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',refine);         
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Drop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Capillary:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Drop Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropinterf);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Capillary Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqinterf); 











%Pdebound1 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound1(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u1b loc1 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,4} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {2,3} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {5} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
             
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
             
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u1b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u1b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
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            end 
    end 
end                  
 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Pdebound2 - this applies the no-stress condition at the interface for 
the 
%liquid to start to iterative scheme. Based on the subdomain boundary 
number I impose appropriate boundary conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound2(p,e,u,time) 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann boundary (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 





%Pdebound3 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound3(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u3bn loc3 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
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hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc3); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 





%Pdebound1 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound4(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u4b loc4 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
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rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,4} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {2,3} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {5} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
             
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
             
            count1 = length(loc4); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u4b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u4b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
    end 
end  
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APPENDIX E. MATLAB PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE COUPLED AXIAL 
VAPOR AND LIQUID FLOWS IN A RECTANGULAR MICRO HEAT PIPE 
E1. Main Program to Solve Equations 2.3.9 and 2.3.10 
%Project: Two-phase flow in rectangular micro heat pipes, coupled 
system (2-D code) 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%General Case: Applies for all viscosity ratios 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Written by: 
%Sai Sashankh Rao 
%Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
%Louisiana State University 
%Baton Rouge, Louisiana, LA 70803 
%last updated - 6th July, 2013 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Algorithm: This algorithm begins with no stress on the liquid which 
serves 
%as an interface boundary condition to solve the liquid flow. The 
velocity 
%at the interface is then shared with the vapour. The vapour flow is 
then 
%solved using this interface condition. The velocity gradient at the 
%interface is determined for the vapour. This gradient is shared with 
the 
%liquid which serves a the boundary condition for the liquid flow. The 
%liquid flow is solved and the cycle repeats until convergence is 
obtained. 
  
%FEM Solution: This program is solved using the finite element method 
using subroutines from the Matlab PDE Toolbox. The 
%constant strain triangular element is used. The geometry of the flow 
%domain is described in the [g] matrix. The geometry is meshed using 
%initmesh, refinemesh and jigglemesh. The geometry is meshed in a way 
as to 
%obtain equal number of elements at the interface of the two fluids. 
This 
%way the nodes will lie at exactly the same position and no 
interpolation 
%is required to share information at the boundary. This is possible 
because the mesh initiates from the interface.  
%Therefore if there are the same number of nodes at the interface it 
must also mean that they are at the same location.  
%Therefore, there is no error in sharing of interface conditions. The 
boundary conditions are 
%defined in pdebound.m. The stiffness matrix is assembled and solved 
using 
%the assempde function of the pde toolbox and the velocity at all nodes 
is 
%obtained. The assembly of the stiffness matrix is described in chapter 
4 
%of the pde toolbox tutorial. 
  
%Gradient is determined using second order interpolation: 
%u = ax^2 + bxy + cy^2 + dx + ey + f.  
%Line integral of velocity gradient (used to check in Green's theorem) 
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%Global definition of variables that are used across subroutines: 
global u1b loc1 u2bn loc2 
  
%Program controls: 
code = 1; %problem set being solved 
B = 1.0; %aspect-ratio of rectangular pipes 
VISR = 1; % viscosity ratio of drop/bubble to surrounding fluid 
wrelax = 0.0; %successive underrelaxation factor, 0 - no 
underrelaxation and 1 - maximum underrelaxation. 
refine = 0; %mesh refinement level 
refine1 = refine; 
refine2 = refine; 
restart = 0; %code restart - 1 for yes, 0 for no 
counter = 1000000000000; %iteration counter 
error = 1e-15; %error 
e = 0.06; %viscosity ratio 
K = 0.1; %pressure gradient ratio 
  
%Gradient determination method: 
% - Using shape functions: 
%this is used to find the gradient of velocity using the shape function 
of 
%the linear triangular element (constant strain triangle). It is 
therefore first order accurate but is a stable method to find the 
gradient. 
linear = 0;  
% - Using polynomial interpolation 
%this us used to find the gradient of velocity using a second-order 
%bi-polynomial as shown in the program notes (above). The gradient 
obtained is therefore second order accurate but is not very stable. 
poly = 1;  
  
%Initialization 
flag1 = 0;  
flag2 = 0; 
Cdrop = 0; 
Cliq = 0; 
  
%Program restart: 
if(restart == 1) 
    load sash 
end 
  
%Geometry data (assuming W = 1): 
R0 = 2*B/(B+1+((((B-1)^2)+(pi*B))^0.5)); %radius of curvature of 
interface 
w1 = (1-R0); %unwetted wall lengths 






%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g2 = [2 2 1;1 1 1;1 w1 w1;w2 B w2;B B B;1 1 0;0 0 1;0 0 w1;0 0 w2;0 0 
R0;0 0 0;0 0 0]; 






ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine2) 
    [p2,e2,t2] = refinemesh(g2,p2,e2,t2); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p2,e2,t2, 'Opt','mean'); 





if(code == 1) 
    c2 = 1.0; 
    a2 = 0.0; 
    f2 = -1.0; 
end 
if (code == 2) 
    c2 = 1.0; 
    a2 = 0.0; 
    f2 = -VISR; 
end 
  
if(restart == 0) %No stress interface condition to start the numerical 
scheme 
    %Boundary condition matrix: 
    b2 = @pdebound2; %no stress interface condition 
     
    %Solver 
    u2 = assempde(b2,p2,e2,t2,c2,a2,f2); 
     
    %Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
    k = size(t2,2); 
    sum = 0; 
    area = 0; 
    uavg = 0; 
    for i = 1:k 
        %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
        x1 = p2(1,t2(1,i)); 
        y1 = p2(2,t2(1,i)); 
        x2 = p2(1,t2(2,i)); 
        y2 = p2(2,t2(2,i)); 
        x3 = p2(1,t2(3,i)); 
        y3 = p2(2,t2(3,i)); 
        %Length of each side         
        a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
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        b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
        c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
        %Area of triangle 
        s = (a+b+c)/2;         
        area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
        %Average velocity in the traingle         
        uavg = (u2(t2(1,i)) + u2(t2(2,i)) + u2(t2(3,i)))/3; 
        %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
        sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
    end 
    Cliqtemp = Cliq; 
    Cliq = -sum*4 
end 
  
%Liquid side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p2,2); 
count2 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
    end 
end 
count2 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
        count2 = count2+1; 
    end 
end 
count2 = count2; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
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%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g1 = [2 2 2 2 1;w1 0 0 1 1;0 0 1 1 w1;B B 0 0 w2;B 0 0 w2 B;1 1 1 1 1;0 
0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 w1;0 0 0 0 w2;0 0 0 0 R0;0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0]; 
% %plotting geometry 
% figure 
% pdegplot(g1) 




ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine1) 
    [p1,e1,t1] = refinemesh(g1,p1,e1,t1); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p2,e2,t2, 'Opt','mean'); 





if(code == 1) 
    c1 = 1.0; 
    a1 = 0.0; 
    f1 = 1.0; 
end 
if(code == 2) 
    c1 = 1.0; 
    a1 = 0.0; 
    f1 = -1.0; 
end 
  
%Vapour side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p1,2); 
count1 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
    end        
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end 
count1 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
        count1 = count1+1; 
    end 
end 
count1 = count1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 




%Determining the normal vectors at the interface 
for i = 1:count1 
    nx(i) = (x1b(i)-w1)/R0; 
    ny(i) = (y1b(i)-w2)/R0; 
end 
  
%Searching and storing the location of nearby nodes to the interface 
%boundary nodes. These nodes will later be used in interpolation to 
%determine the velocity gradient. Since our algorithm requires the 
gradient 
%to be determined only on the vapour side we deal only with the vapour 
%domain - subscript 1. 
%Storing (x,y) location of interface nodes in p1b:  
for i = 1:count1 
    p1b(i,1) = x1b(i); 
    p1b(i,2) = y1b(i); 
end 
  
%Searching for five nearest neighbours: 
IDXX = knnsearch(p1b,p1',5); 
  
%Storing the (x,y) coordinate of k-nearest neighbours in x1bidxx and 
%y1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
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        x1bidxx(i,j) = p1(1,IDXX(i,j)); 
        y1bidxx(i,j) = p1(2,IDXX(i,j)); 




% Data summary: 
Dropnodes = size(p1) %number of nodes in the drop 
Liqnodes = size(p2) %number of nodes in the capillary 
Dropinterf = count1 %number of nodes on the drop interface 
Liqinterf = count2 %number of nodes on the capillary interface 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Iterative Algorithm Begins 
  
%Tic-Toc Timer Start: 
% tic; 
  
iter = 1; 
  
%Program check point is count1==count2. This means that the nodes on 
the 
%interface are equal for both and no interpolation is required. This is 
%explained in the program notes. 
while(iter<=counter && count1==count2) 
    %------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    %Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u2b: 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u2b(i) = u2(loc2(i)); 
    end 
     
    %Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
    u1b = (e/K)*u2b; 
     
    %Boundary condition matrix - imposing the equal velocity at the 
interface condition for the vapour domain: 
    b1 = @pdebound1; 
     
    %Solver 
    u1=assempde(b1,p1,e1,t1,c1,a1,f1); 
     
    %Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
    %------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    %Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
    %order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) 
viscosity ratios. 
    if(linear == 1) 
        %Vapour side interface: 
        %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
functions: 
        [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p1,t1,u1); 
        %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
        unx = pdeprtni(p1,t1,ux); 
        uny = pdeprtni(p1,t1,uy); 
         
        %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface 
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nodes in u1bnx and u1bny: 
        for i = 1:count1 
            u1bnx(i) = unx(loc1(i)); 
            u1bny(i) = uny(loc1(i)); 
        end 
         
        %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
        u2bnx = u1bnx; 
        u2bny = u1bny; 
         
        %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the 
liquid 
        %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the 
normal 
        %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
        for i = 1:count2 
            u2bn(i) = (u2bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u2bny(i)*ny(i)); 
        end 
        u2bn = -VISR*u2bn;         
  
        %Under-Relaxation: 
        for i = 1:count2             
            if(iter==1 && restart==0) 
                u2bntemp(i) = 0; 
            end 
        end             
        u2bnnew = u2bn; 
        u2bn = ((1-wrelax)*u2bnnew) + wrelax*u2bntemp; 
        u2bntemp = u2bn; 
    end 
     
    %Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for 
description. 
    %Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
    if(poly == 1) 
        %Vapour side interface: 
        %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
        for i = 1:count1 
            for j = 1:5 
                u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
            end 
        end 
         
        %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
        for i = 1:count1 
            A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
            A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
            A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 




            A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
            A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
            BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
            z = A\BB; 
            u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
        end 
  
        %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 
        u2bn = -K*u1bn; 
         
        %Under-Relaxation: 
        for i = 1:count2 
            if(iter==1 && restart == 0) 
                u2bntemp(i) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
        u2bnnew = u2bn; 
        u2bn = ((1-wrelax)*u2bnnew) + wrelax*u2bntemp; 
        u2bntemp = u2bn; 
    end 
    %------------------------------------------------------------------ 
     
    %Boundary condition matrix - imposing the equal velocity gradient 
condition at the interface 
    %for the liquid domain: 
    b2 = @pdebound3; 
     
    %Solver 
    u2 = assempde(b2,p2,e2,t2,c2,a2,f2); 
     
    %Update iteration: 
    iter = iter + 1; 
     
    %------------------------------------------------------------------       
    %Restart file and program accuracy check: 
    if(rem(iter,50) == 0) 
        iter 
         
        %Saving data for restart file 
        save sash u2 u2bntemp; 
         
        %Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
        k = size(t1,2); 
        sum = 0; 
        area = 0; 
        uavg = 0; 
        droparea = 0; 
        for i = 1:k 
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            %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
            x1 = p1(1,t1(1,i)); 
            y1 = p1(2,t1(1,i)); 
            x2 = p1(1,t1(2,i)); 
            y2 = p1(2,t1(2,i)); 
            x3 = p1(1,t1(3,i)); 
            y3 = p1(2,t1(3,i)); 
            %Length of each side         
            a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
            b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
            c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
            %Area of triangle 
            s = (a+b+c)/2;         
            area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
            %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
            droparea = droparea + area; 
            %Average velocity in the traingle         
            uavg = (u1(t1(1,i)) + u1(t1(2,i)) + u1(t1(3,i)))/3; 
            %Summing the (area)X(average velocity) 
            sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
        end 
        Cdroptemp = Cdrop; 
        Cdrop = sum*4 
        Adrop = droparea*4;         
        %Drop volume flow rate accuracy check: 
        if(iter>1 && abs(Cdroptemp-Cdrop)<error) 
            flag1 = 1; 
        end 
         
        %Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
        k = size(t2,2);     
        sum = 0; 
        area = 0; 
        uavg = 0; 
        caparea = 0; 
        for i = 1:k 
            %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
            x1 = p2(1,t2(1,i)); 
            y1 = p2(2,t2(1,i)); 
            x2 = p2(1,t2(2,i)); 
            y2 = p2(2,t2(2,i)); 
            x3 = p2(1,t2(3,i)); 
            y3 = p2(2,t2(3,i)); 
            %Length of each side         
            a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
            b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
            c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
            %Area of triangle 
            s = (a+b+c)/2;         
            area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;             
            %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
            caparea = caparea + area; 
            %Average velocity in the traingle         
            uavg = (u2(t2(1,i)) + u2(t2(2,i)) + u2(t2(3,i)))/3; 
            %Summing the (area)X(average velocity) 
            sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
        end 
        Cliqtemp = Cliq; 
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        Cliq = -sum*4 
        Acap = caparea*4;         
        %Capillary volume flow rate accuracy check: 
        if(iter>1 && abs(Cliqtemp-Cliq)<error) 
            flag2 = 1; 
        end 
         
        %Program cut-off: 
        if(flag1==1 && flag2 == 1)             
            %Stopping the iterations: 
            iter = counter; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  




%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 






%Node selection to determine the gradient 
counttw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x<=w1 && y == B) 
        x1btw(counttw) = x; 
        y1btw(counttw) = y; 
        loctw(counttw) = i; 
        counttw = counttw + 1; 
    end 
end 
counttw = counttw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    p1btw(i,1) = x1btw(i); 
    p1btw(i,2) = y1btw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXtw = knnsearch(p1btw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the top wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dx = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the top wall. 
for i = 1:counttw 
    IDXXtw(i,1)=IDXtw(i,1); 
    countidxxtw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:counttw 
            if(IDXtw(i,j) == loctw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXtw(i,countidxxtw) = IDXtw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxtw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxtw = countidxxtw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXtw(i,j)); 




%Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxtw(i,j) = u1(IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dx 
%= 0 at the top wall: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,1)*y1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,2)*y1bidxxtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,3)*y1bidxxtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,4)*y1bidxxtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [2*x1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),0,1,0,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxtw(i,1);u1bidxxtw(i,2);u1bidxxtw(i,3);u1bidxxtw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p1brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p1brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p1brw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
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boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxrw(i,j) = u1(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 




    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxrw(i,1);u1bidxxrw(i,2);u1bidxxrw(i,3);u1bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e1,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p1(1,e1(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p1(1,e1(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p1(2,e1(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p1(2,e1(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e1(5,k) 
        case {1} % Top Wall 
            1; 
            counttw = length(loctw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(1,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(2,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1)                 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2);                     
            end 
        case {4} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bnrw(j); 
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                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {5} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Results and Saving all Data: 
% display('-------------------------------------------------------');             
% % Data summary: 
% Dropnodes = size(p1) 
% Liqnodes = size(p2) 
% Dropinterf = count1 
% Liqinterf = count2 
% esize = (pi*R0/2)/(count1-1) 
% %Triangular Mesh Quality: 
% q1 = pdetriq(p1,t1); 
% qual1 = min(q1) 
% q2 = pdetriq(p2,t2); 
% qual2 = min(q2) 
% if(code == 1) 
% %     %Final Results: 
% %     C0abar = Cdrop %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
% %     C0a = Cliq %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
% %     whiskey %Line Integral 
%     %Saving final data: 
%     save sash p1 e1 t1 p2 e2 t2 u1 u2 u2bntemp C0abar C0a Adrop Acap 
whiskey 
%     %Writing Results to Text File 
%     fid=fopen('mld.txt','w'); 
%  
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Results:');                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, C0abar:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C0abar);                 
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%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, C0a:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C0a);     
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop C/S Area, Adrop:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Adrop);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary C/S Area, Acap:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Acap); 
%  
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n',''); 
%  
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Case Details:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Equation set being solved:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',code);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Aspect Ratio:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',B);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Viscosity Ratio:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',VISR); 
%  
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n',''); 
%  
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Details:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Refinement Level:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',refine);         
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Drop:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropnodes);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Capillary:');                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqnodes);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Drop Interface:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropinterf);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Capillary Interface:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqinterf); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Element Edge Size on Interface:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',esize); 
%  
%     fclose(fid) 
% end             
% if(code == 2) 
%     Cbbar = Cdrop %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
%     Cb = Cliq %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
%     %Check for single fluid flow (useful only for VISR = 1 and 
%     %code = 2): 
%     total = Cdrop+Cliq 
%     whiskey %Line Integral 
%     save sash p1 e1 t1 p2 e2 t2 u1 u2 u2bntemp Cbbar Cb total Adrop 
Acap whiskey 
%     %Writing Results to Text File 
%     fid=fopen('mld.txt','w'); 
%  
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Results:');                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, Cbbar:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Cbbar);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, Cb:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Cb);     
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Total Flow Rate:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',total); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey); 
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%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop C/S Area, Adrop:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Adrop);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary C/S Area, Acap:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Acap); 
%  
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n',''); 
%  
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Case Details:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Equation set being solved:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',code);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Aspect Ratio:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',B);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Viscosity Ratio:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',VISR); 
%  
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n',''); 
%  
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Details:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Refinement Level:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',refine);         
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Drop:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropnodes);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Capillary:');                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqnodes);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Drop Interface:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropinterf);                 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Capillary Interface:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqinterf); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Element Edge Size on Interface:'); 
%     fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',esize); 
%  





CGnum = Cdrop 
CFnum = Cliq 
rbar = CFnum*e/(K*CGnum) 
r = e/rbar 
  
  
%Comparison with analytical solution 
  
CG0 = 0.5348; 
CG1A = 27.29e-3; 
CG1B = -3.303e-3; 
CF0A = 0.7422e-3; 
CF0B = -3.303e-3; 
CF1A = -0.2094e-3; 
CF1B = 1.174e-3; 
  
CG = CG0 + (e*(CG1A + (CG1B/K))) 
CF = (CF0A + (K*CF0B)) + (e*(CG1A+(K*CG1B))) 
  
rbar = CF*e/(CG*K); 
r = e/rbar; 
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A = CG0*CF0A/(CG0-(r*CF0B)); 
B = ((CG0*CF1A)+(CF0A*CG1A)-(CF0B*CG1B))/(CG0-(r*CF0B)); 
C = CG0*CF0A*(CG1A-(r*CF1B))/((CG0-(r*CF0B))^2); 
A = CG0*CF0A/(CG0-(r*CF0B)); 
B = ((CG0*CF1A) + (CF0A*CG1A) - (CF0B*CG1B))/(CG0 - (r*CF0B)); 
C = CG0*CF0A*(CG1A-(r*CF1B))/((CG0-(r*CF0B))^2); 
CF1 = A 
CF2 = (e*(B-C)) 
CF = CF1+CF2 
  
D = (CG0-(r*CF0B))*CG1B/(r*CF0A); 
CG1 = CG0 
CG2 = (e*(CG1A + D)) 
CG = CG1+CG2 
  
K = CF*r/CG 
E1.1 Subroutines 
%Pdebound1 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound1(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u1b loc1 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,4} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {2,3} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {5} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
             
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
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            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u1b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u1b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
    end 
end 
    
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
%Pdebound2 - this applies the no-stress condition at the interface for 
the 
%liquid to start to iterative scheme. Based on the subdomain boundary 
number I impose appropriate boundary conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound2(p,e,u,time) 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann boundary (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 






%Pdebound3 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound3(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u2bn loc2 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc2); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc2(j)) 
                    const1 = u2bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc2(j)) 
                    const2 = u2bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 







APPENDIX F. MATLAB PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE COUPLED AXIAL FLUID 
FLOW PROBLEM PERTAINING TO THE MOTION OF LONG DROPS IN 
RECTANGULAR MICROCHANNELS FOR VARIOUS VISCOSITY RATIOS 
F1. Main Program to Solve Equations 3.6.3 – 3.6.6 
%Project: Two-phase flow in rectangular microchannels (2-D code) 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%General Case: Applies for all viscosity ratios 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Written by: 
%Sai Sashankh Rao 
%Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
%Louisiana State University 
%Baton Rouge, Louisiana, LA 70803 
%last updated - 22nd July, 2015 
%update notes: the code was updated to the latest expansion and spot 
checked 
%with the tabulated transformed results in the paper. (22nd July 2015) 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Algorithm: This algorithm begins with no stress on the liquid which 
serves 
%as an interface boundary condition to solve the liquid flow. The 
velocity 
%at the interface is then shared with the vapour. The vapour flow is 
then 
%solved using this interface condition. The velocity gradient at the 
%interface is determined for the vapour. This gradient is shared with 
the 
%liquid which serves a the boundary condition for the liquid flow. The 
%liquid flow is solved and the cycle repeats until convergence is 
obtained. 
  
%FEM Solution: This program is solved using the finite element method 
using subroutines from the Matlab PDE Toolbox. The 
%constant strain triangular element is used. The geometry of the flow 
%domain is described in the [g] matrix. The geometry is meshed using 
%initmesh, refinemesh and jigglemesh. The geometry is meshed in a way 
as to 
%obtain equal number of elements at the interface of the two fluids. 
This 
%way the nodes will lie at exactly the same position and no 
interpolation 
%is required to share information at the boundary. This is possible 
because the mesh initiates from the interface.  
%Therefore if there are the same number of nodes at the interface it 
must also mean that they are at the same location.  
%Therefore, there is no error in sharing of interface conditions. The 
boundary conditions are 
%defined in pdebound.m. The stiffness matrix is assembled and solved 
using 
%the assempde function of the pde toolbox and the velocity at all nodes 
is 
%obtained. The assembly of the stiffness matrix is described in chapter 
4 
%of the pde toolbox tutorial. 
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%Gradient is determined using second order interpolation: 
%u = ax^2 + bxy + cy^2 + dx + ey + f.  
%Line integral of velocity gradient (used to check in Green's theorem) 






%Global definition of variables that are used across subroutines: 
global u1b loc1 u2bn loc2 
  
%Program controls: 
code = 2; %problem set being solved 
B = 1.2; %aspect-ratio of rectangular pipes 
VISR = 0.1; % viscosity ratio of drop/bubble to surrounding fluid 
wrelax = 0.0; %successive underrelaxation factor, 0 - no 
underrelaxation and 1 - maximum underrelaxation. 
refine = 2; %mesh refinement level 
refine1 = refine; 
refine2 = refine; 
restart = 0; %code restart - 1 for yes, 0 for no 
counter = 1000000000000; %iteration counter 
error = 1e-15; %error 
  
%Gradient determination method: 
% - Using shape functions: 
%this is used to find the gradient of velocity using the shape function 
of 
%the linear triangular element (constant strain triangle). It is 
therefore first order accurate but is a stable method to find the 
gradient. 
linear = 0;  
% - Using polynomial interpolation 
%this us used to find the gradient of velocity using a second-order 
%bi-polynomial as shown in the program notes (above). The gradient 
obtained is therefore second order accurate but is not very stable. 
poly = 1;  
  
%Initialization 
flag1 = 0;  
flag2 = 0; 
Cdrop = 0; 
Cliq = 0; 
  
%Program restart: 
if(restart == 1) 
    load sash 
end 
  
%Geometry data (assuming W = 1): 
R0 = 2*B/(B+1+((((B-1)^2)+(pi*B))^0.5)); %radius of curvature of 
interface 
w1 = (1-R0); %unwetted wall lengths 






%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g2 = [2 2 1;1 1 1;1 w1 w1;w2 B w2;B B B;1 1 0;0 0 1;0 0 w1;0 0 w2;0 0 
R0;0 0 0;0 0 0]; 






ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine2) 
    [p2,e2,t2] = refinemesh(g2,p2,e2,t2); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p2,e2,t2, 'Opt','mean'); 





if(code == 1) 
    c2 = 1.0; 
    a2 = 0.0; 
    f2 = -1.0; 
end 
if (code == 2) 
    c2 = 1.0; 
    a2 = 0.0; 
    f2 = -1; 
end 
  
if(restart == 0) %No stress interface condition to start the numerical 
scheme 
    %Boundary condition matrix: 
    b2 = @pdebound2; %no stress interface condition 
     
    %Solver 
    u2 = assempde(b2,p2,e2,t2,c2,a2,f2); 
     
    %Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
    k = size(t2,2); 
    sum = 0; 
    area = 0; 
    uavg = 0; 
    for i = 1:k 
        %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
        x1 = p2(1,t2(1,i)); 
        y1 = p2(2,t2(1,i)); 
        x2 = p2(1,t2(2,i)); 
        y2 = p2(2,t2(2,i)); 
        x3 = p2(1,t2(3,i)); 
        y3 = p2(2,t2(3,i)); 
        %Length of each side         
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        a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
        b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
        c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
        %Area of triangle 
        s = (a+b+c)/2;         
        area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
        %Average velocity in the traingle         
        uavg = (u2(t2(1,i)) + u2(t2(2,i)) + u2(t2(3,i)))/3; 
        %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
        sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
    end 
    Cliqtemp = Cliq; 
    Cliq = sum*4 
end 
  
%Liquid side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p2,2); 
count2 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
    end 
end 
count2 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
        count2 = count2+1; 
    end 
end 
count2 = count2; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
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        loc2(count2) = i; 







%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g1 = [2 2 2 2 1;w1 0 0 1 1;0 0 1 1 w1;B B 0 0 w2;B 0 0 w2 B;1 1 1 1 1;0 
0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 w1;0 0 0 0 w2;0 0 0 0 R0;0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0]; 
% %plotting geometry 
% figure 
% pdegplot(g1) 




ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine1) 
    [p1,e1,t1] = refinemesh(g1,p1,e1,t1); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p2,e2,t2, 'Opt','mean'); 





if(code == 1) 
    c1 = 1.0; 
    a1 = 0.0; 
    f1 = 0.0; 
end 
if(code == 2) 
    c1 = 1.0; 
    a1 = 0.0; 
    f1 = -1.0; 
end 
  
%Vapour side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p1,2); 
count1 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
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    end        
end 
count1 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
        count1 = count1+1; 
    end 
end 
count1 = count1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 




%Determining the normal vectors at the interface 
for i = 1:count1 
    nx(i) = (x1b(i)-w1)/R0; 
    ny(i) = (y1b(i)-w2)/R0; 
end 
  
%Searching and storing the location of nearby nodes to the interface 
%boundary nodes. These nodes will later be used in interpolation to 
%determine the velocity gradient. Since our algorithm requires the 
gradient 
%to be determined only on the vapour side we deal only with the vapour 
%domain - subscript 1. 
%Storing (x,y) location of interface nodes in p1b:  
for i = 1:count1 
    p1b(i,1) = x1b(i); 
    p1b(i,2) = y1b(i); 
end 
  
%Searching for five nearest neighbours: 
IDXX = knnsearch(p1b,p1',5); 
  
%Storing the (x,y) coordinate of k-nearest neighbours in x1bidxx and 
%y1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
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    for j = 1:5 
        x1bidxx(i,j) = p1(1,IDXX(i,j)); 
        y1bidxx(i,j) = p1(2,IDXX(i,j)); 




% Data summary: 
Dropnodes = size(p1) %number of nodes in the drop 
Liqnodes = size(p2) %number of nodes in the capillary 
Dropinterf = count1 %number of nodes on the drop interface 
Liqinterf = count2 %number of nodes on the capillary interface 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Iterative Algorithm Begins 
  
%Tic-Toc Timer Start: 
% tic; 
  
iter = 1; 
  
%Program check point is count1==count2. This means that the nodes on 
the 
%interface are equal for both and no interpolation is required. This is 
%explained in the program notes. 
while(iter<=counter && count1==count2) 
    %------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    %Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u2b: 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u2b(i) = u2(loc2(i)); 
    end 
     
    %Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
    if(code == 1) 
        u1b = u2b; 
    end 
    if(code == 2) 
        u1b = u2b*VISR; 
    end 
     
    %Boundary condition matrix - imposing the equal velocity at the 
interface condition for the vapour domain: 
    b1 = @pdebound1; 
     
    %Solver 
    u1=assempde(b1,p1,e1,t1,c1,a1,f1); 
     
    %Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
    %------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    %Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
    %order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) 
viscosity ratios. 
    if(linear == 1) 
        %Vapour side interface: 
        %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
functions: 
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        [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p1,t1,u1); 
        %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
        unx = pdeprtni(p1,t1,ux); 
        uny = pdeprtni(p1,t1,uy); 
         
        %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface 
nodes in u1bnx and u1bny: 
        for i = 1:count1 
            u1bnx(i) = unx(loc1(i)); 
            u1bny(i) = uny(loc1(i)); 
        end 
         
        %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
        u2bnx = u1bnx; 
        u2bny = u1bny; 
         
        %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the 
liquid 
        %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the 
normal 
        %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
        for i = 1:count2 
            u2bn(i) = (u2bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u2bny(i)*ny(i)); 
        end         
        if(code == 1) 
            u2bn = -VISR*u2bn; 
        end 
        if(code == 2) 
            u2bn = -u2bn; 
        end         
  
        %Under-Relaxation: 
        for i = 1:count2             
            if(iter==1 && restart==0) 
                u2bntemp(i) = 0; 
            end 
        end             
        u2bnnew = u2bn; 
        u2bn = ((1-wrelax)*u2bnnew) + wrelax*u2bntemp; 
        u2bntemp = u2bn; 
    end 
     
    %Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for 
description. 
    %Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
    if(poly == 1) 
        %Vapour side interface: 
        %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
        for i = 1:count1 
            for j = 1:5 
                u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
            end 
        end 
         
        %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
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        for i = 1:count1 
            A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
            A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
            A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
            A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
            A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
            A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
            BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
            z = A\BB; 
            u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
        end 
  
        %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 
        if(code == 1) 
            u2bn = -VISR*u1bn; 
        end 
        if(code == 2) 
            u2bn = -u1bn; 
        end         
         
        %Under-Relaxation: 
        for i = 1:count2 
            if(iter==1 && restart == 0) 
                u2bntemp(i) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
        u2bnnew = u2bn; 
        u2bn = ((1-wrelax)*u2bnnew) + wrelax*u2bntemp; 
        u2bntemp = u2bn; 
    end 
    %------------------------------------------------------------------ 
     
    %Boundary condition matrix - imposing the equal velocity gradient 
condition at the interface 
    %for the liquid domain: 
    b2 = @pdebound3; 
     
    %Solver 
    u2 = assempde(b2,p2,e2,t2,c2,a2,f2); 
     
    %Update iteration: 
    iter = iter + 1; 
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    %------------------------------------------------------------------       
    %Restart file and program accuracy check: 
    if(rem(iter,50) == 0) 
        iter 
         
        %Saving data for restart file 
        save sash u2 u2bntemp; 
         
        %Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
        k = size(t1,2); 
        sum = 0; 
        area = 0; 
        uavg = 0; 
        droparea = 0; 
        for i = 1:k 
            %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
            x1 = p1(1,t1(1,i)); 
            y1 = p1(2,t1(1,i)); 
            x2 = p1(1,t1(2,i)); 
            y2 = p1(2,t1(2,i)); 
            x3 = p1(1,t1(3,i)); 
            y3 = p1(2,t1(3,i)); 
            %Length of each side         
            a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
            b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
            c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
            %Area of triangle 
            s = (a+b+c)/2;         
            area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
            %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
            droparea = droparea + area; 
            %Average velocity in the traingle         
            uavg = (u1(t1(1,i)) + u1(t1(2,i)) + u1(t1(3,i)))/3; 
            %Summing the (area)X(average velocity) 
            sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
        end 
        Cdroptemp = Cdrop; 
        Cdrop = sum*4 
        Adrop = droparea*4;         
        %Drop volume flow rate accuracy check: 
        if(iter>1 && abs(Cdroptemp-Cdrop)<error) 
            flag1 = 1; 
        end 
         
        %Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
        k = size(t2,2);     
        sum = 0; 
        area = 0; 
        uavg = 0; 
        caparea = 0; 
        for i = 1:k 
            %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
            x1 = p2(1,t2(1,i)); 
            y1 = p2(2,t2(1,i)); 
            x2 = p2(1,t2(2,i)); 
            y2 = p2(2,t2(2,i)); 
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            x3 = p2(1,t2(3,i)); 
            y3 = p2(2,t2(3,i)); 
            %Length of each side         
            a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
            b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
            c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
            %Area of triangle 
            s = (a+b+c)/2;         
            area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;             
            %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
            caparea = caparea + area; 
            %Average velocity in the traingle         
            uavg = (u2(t2(1,i)) + u2(t2(2,i)) + u2(t2(3,i)))/3; 
            %Summing the (area)X(average velocity) 
            sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
        end 
        Cliqtemp = Cliq; 
        Cliq = sum*4 
        Acap = caparea*4;         
        %Capillary volume flow rate accuracy check: 
        if(iter>1 && abs(Cliqtemp-Cliq)<error) 
            flag2 = 1; 
        end 
         
        %Program cut-off: 
        if(flag1==1 && flag2 == 1)             
            %Stopping the iterations: 
            iter = counter; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  




%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 




    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
counttw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x<=w1 && y == B) 
        x1btw(counttw) = x; 
        y1btw(counttw) = y; 
        loctw(counttw) = i; 
        counttw = counttw + 1; 
    end 
end 
counttw = counttw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    p1btw(i,1) = x1btw(i); 
    p1btw(i,2) = y1btw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXtw = knnsearch(p1btw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the top wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dx = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the top wall. 
for i = 1:counttw 
    IDXXtw(i,1)=IDXtw(i,1); 
    countidxxtw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:counttw 
            if(IDXtw(i,j) == loctw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
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        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXtw(i,countidxxtw) = IDXtw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxtw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxtw = countidxxtw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxtw(i,j) = u1(IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dx 
%= 0 at the top wall: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,1)*y1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,2)*y1bidxxtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,3)*y1bidxxtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,4)*y1bidxxtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [2*x1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),0,1,0,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxtw(i,1);u1bidxxtw(i,2);u1bidxxtw(i,3);u1bidxxtw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
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    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p1brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p1brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p1brw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxrw(i,j) = u1(IDXXrw(i,j)); 




%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxrw(i,1);u1bidxxrw(i,2);u1bidxxrw(i,3);u1bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e1,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p1(1,e1(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p1(1,e1(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p1(2,e1(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p1(2,e1(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e1(5,k) 
        case {1} % Top Wall 
            1; 
            counttw = length(loctw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(1,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(2,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1)                 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2);                     
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            end 
        case {4} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {5} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Results and Saving all Data: 
display('-------------------------------------------------------');             
% Data summary: 
Dropnodes = size(p1) 
Liqnodes = size(p2) 
Dropinterf = count1 
Liqinterf = count2 
esize = (pi*R0/2)/(count1-1) 
%Triangular Mesh Quality: 
q1 = pdetriq(p1,t1); 
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qual1 = min(q1) 
q2 = pdetriq(p2,t2); 
qual2 = min(q2) 
if(code == 1) 
    %Final Results: 
    C0abar = Cdrop %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
    C0a = Cliq %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
    whiskey %Line Integral 
    %Saving final data: 
    save sash p1 e1 t1 p2 e2 t2 u1 u2 u2bntemp C0abar C0a Adrop Acap 
whiskey 
    %Writing Results to Text File 
    fid=fopen('mld.txt','w'); 
  
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Results:');                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, C0abar:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C0abar);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, C0a:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C0a);     
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop C/S Area, Adrop:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Adrop);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary C/S Area, Acap:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Acap); 
  
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n',''); 
  
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Case Details:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Equation set being solved:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',code);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Aspect Ratio:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',B);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Viscosity Ratio:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',VISR); 
  
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n',''); 
  
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Details:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Refinement Level:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',refine);         
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Drop:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropnodes);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Capillary:');                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqnodes);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Drop Interface:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropinterf);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Capillary Interface:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqinterf); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Element Edge Size on Interface:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',esize); 
  
    fclose(fid) 
end             
if(code == 2) 
    Cbbar = Cdrop %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
    Cb = Cliq %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
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    %Check for single fluid flow (useful only for VISR = 1 and 
    %code = 2): 
    total = Cdrop+Cliq 
    whiskey %Line Integral 
    save sash p1 e1 t1 p2 e2 t2 u1 u2 u2bntemp Cbbar Cb total Adrop 
Acap whiskey 
    %Writing Results to Text File 
    fid=fopen('mld.txt','w'); 
  
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Results:');                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, Cbbar:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Cbbar);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, Cb:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Cb);     
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Total Flow Rate:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',total); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop C/S Area, Adrop:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Adrop);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary C/S Area, Acap:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Acap); 
  
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n',''); 
  
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Case Details:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Equation set being solved:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',code);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Aspect Ratio:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',B);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Viscosity Ratio:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',VISR); 
  
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n',''); 
  
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Details:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Refinement Level:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',refine);         
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Drop:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropnodes);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Capillary:');                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqnodes);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Drop Interface:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropinterf);                 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Capillary Interface:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqinterf); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Element Edge Size on Interface:'); 
    fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',esize); 
  










%Pdebound1 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound1(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u1b loc1 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,4} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {2,3} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {5} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
             
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
             
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u1b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u1b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
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            end 





%Pdebound2 - this applies the no-stress condition at the interface for 
the 
%liquid to start to iterative scheme. Based on the subdomain boundary 
number I impose appropriate boundary conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound2(p,e,u,time) 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann boundary (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 





%Pdebound3 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound3(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u2bn loc2 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
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gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc2); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc2(j)) 
                    const1 = u2bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc2(j)) 
                    const2 = u2bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 












APPENDIX G. MATLAB PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE ASYMPTOTIC 
SOLUTION AS ! → ! FOR THE MOTION OF LONG DROPS IN 
RECTANGULAR MICROCHANNELS 
G1. Main Program to Solve Equations 3.6.12 – 3.6.15 
%Project: Two-phase flow in rectangular microchannels (2-D code) 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%R--->0 Case: Equation Set 1 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Written by: 
%Sai Sashankh Rao 
%Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
%Louisiana State University 
%Baton Rouge, Louisiana, LA 70803 
%last updated - 16th July, 2013 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Algorithm: This algorithm begins with no stress on the liquid which 
serves 
%as an interface boundary condition to solve the liquid flow. The 
velocity 
%at the interface is then shared with the vapour. The vapour flow is 
then 
%solved using this interface condition. The velocity gradient at the 
%interface is determined for the vapour. This gradient is shared with 
the 
%liquid which serves a the boundary condition for the liquid flow. The 
velocity 
%at the interface is once again shared with the vapour. The vapour flow 
is then 
%solved using this interface condition. 
  
%FEM Solution: This program is solved using the finite element method 
using subroutines from the Matlab PDE Toolbox. The 
%constant strain triangular element is used. The geometry of the flow 
%domain is described in the [g] matrix. The geometry is meshed using 
%initmesh, refinemesh and jigglemesh. The geometry is meshed in a way 
as to 
%obtain equal number of elements at the interface of the two fluids. 
This 
%way the nodes will lie at exactly the same position and no 
interpolation 
%is required to share information at the boundary. This is possible 
because the mesh initiates from the interface.  
%Therefore if there are the same number of nodes at the interface it 
must also mean that they are at the same location.  
%Therefore, there is no error in sharing of interface conditions. The 
boundary conditions are 
%defined in pdebound.m. The stiffness matrix is assembled and solved 
using 
%the assempde function of the pde toolbox and the velocity at all nodes 
is 
%obtained. The assembly of the stiffness matrix is described in chapter 
4 
%of the pde toolbox tutorial. 
  
%Gradient is determined using second order interpolation: 
! 333 
%u = ax^2 + bxy + cy^2 + dx + ey + f.  
%Line integral of velocity gradient (used to check in Green's theorem) 






%Global definition of variables that are used across subroutines: 
global u1b loc1 u3bn loc3 u4b loc4 
  
%Program controls: 
B = 1; %aspect-ratio of rectangular pipes 
refine = 3; %mesh refinement level 
refine1 = refine; 
refine2 = refine; 
restart = 0; %code restart - 1 for yes, 0 for no 
counter = 1000000000000; %iteration counter 
error = 1e-15; %error 
  
%Gradient determination method: 
% - Using shape functions: 
%this is used to find the gradient of velocity using the shape function 
of 
%the linear triangular element (constant strain triangle). It is 
therefore first order accurate but is a stable method to find the 
gradient. 
linear = 0;  
% - Using polynomial interpolation 
%this us used to find the gradient of velocity using a second-order 
%bi-polynomial as shown in the program notes (above). The gradient 
obtained is therefore second order accurate but is not very stable. 
poly = 1;  
  
%Initialization 
flag1 = 0;  
flag2 = 0; 
Cdrop = 0; 
Cliq = 0; 
  
%Program restart (incomplete): 
if(restart == 1) 
    load sash 
end 
  
%Geometry data (assuming W = 1): 
R0 = 2*B/(B+1+((((B-1)^2)+(pi*B))^0.5)); %radius of curvature of 
interface 
w1 = (1-R0); %unwetted wall lengths 





%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g2 = [2 2 1;1 1 1;1 w1 w1;w2 B w2;B B B;1 1 0;0 0 1;0 0 w1;0 0 w2;0 0 
R0;0 0 0;0 0 0]; 
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ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine2) 
    [p2,e2,t2] = refinemesh(g2,p2,e2,t2); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p2,e2,t2, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Liquid side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p2,2); 
count2 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
    end 
end 
count2 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
        count2 = count2+1; 
    end 
end 
count2 = count2; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
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    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 







%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g1 = [2 2 2 2 1;w1 0 0 1 1;0 0 1 1 w1;B B 0 0 w2;B 0 0 w2 B;1 1 1 1 1;0 
0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 w1;0 0 0 0 w2;0 0 0 0 R0;0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0]; 
% %plotting geometry 
% figure 
% pdegplot(g1) 




ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine1) 
    [p1,e1,t1] = refinemesh(g1,p1,e1,t1); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p1,e1,t1, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Vapour side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p1,2); 
count1 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
    end        
end 
count1 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
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    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
        count1 = count1+1; 
    end 
end 
count1 = count1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 




%Determining the normal vectors at the interface 
for i = 1:count1 
    nx(i) = (x1b(i)-w1)/R0; 
    ny(i) = (y1b(i)-w2)/R0; 
end 
  
%Searching and storing the location of nearby nodes to the interface 
%boundary nodes. These nodes will later be used in interpolation to 
%determine the velocity gradient. Since our algorithm requires the 
gradient 
%to be determined only on the vapour side we deal only with the vapour 
%domain - subscript 1. 
%Storing (x,y) location of interface nodes in p1b:  
for i = 1:count1 
    p1b(i,1) = x1b(i); 
    p1b(i,2) = y1b(i); 
end 
  
%Searching for five nearest neighbours: 
IDXX = knnsearch(p1b,p1',5); 
  
%Storing the (x,y) coordinate of k-nearest neighbours in x1bidxx and 
%y1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        x1bidxx(i,j) = p1(1,IDXX(i,j)); 
        y1bidxx(i,j) = p1(2,IDXX(i,j)); 












c2 = 1.0; 
a2 = 0.0; 
f2 = -1.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b2 = @pdebound2; 
  
%Solver 
u2 = assempde(b2,p2,e2,t2,c2,a2,f2); 
  
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p2,e2,t2,'xydata',u2,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t2,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p2(1,t2(1,i)); 
    y1 = p2(2,t2(1,i)); 
    x2 = p2(1,t2(2,i)); 
    y2 = p2(2,t2(2,i)); 
    x3 = p2(1,t2(3,i)); 
    y3 = p2(2,t2(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u2(t2(1,i)) + u2(t2(2,i)) + u2(t2(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
C1 = sum*4; 
Acap = caparea*4;    
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 1 - Equal Velocity Condition 
  
%Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u2b: 
for i = 1:count2 
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    u2b(i) = u2(loc2(i)); 
end 
  
%Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
u1b = u2b; 
  




c1 = 1.0; 
a1 = 0.0; 
f1 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p1,e1,t1,'xydata',u1,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t1,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea = 0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p1(1,t1(1,i)); 
    y1 = p1(2,t1(1,i)); 
    x2 = p1(1,t1(2,i)); 
    y2 = p1(2,t1(2,i)); 
    x3 = p1(1,t1(3,i)); 
    y3 = p1(2,t1(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
    %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u1(t1(1,i)) + u1(t1(2,i)) + u1(t1(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the (area)X(average velocity) 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
C1bar = sum*4; 




%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
counttw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x<=w1 && y == B) 
        x1btw(counttw) = x; 
        y1btw(counttw) = y; 
        loctw(counttw) = i; 
        counttw = counttw + 1; 
    end 
end 
counttw = counttw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
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    p1btw(i,1) = x1btw(i); 
    p1btw(i,2) = y1btw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXtw = knnsearch(p1btw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the top wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dx = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the top wall. 
for i = 1:counttw 
    IDXXtw(i,1)=IDXtw(i,1); 
    countidxxtw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:counttw 
            if(IDXtw(i,j) == loctw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXtw(i,countidxxtw) = IDXtw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxtw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxtw = countidxxtw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxtw(i,j) = u1(IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dx 
%= 0 at the top wall: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,1)*y1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),1]; 




    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,3)*y1bidxxtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,4)*y1bidxxtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [2*x1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),0,1,0,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxtw(i,1);u1bidxxtw(i,2);u1bidxxtw(i,3);u1bidxxtw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p1brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p1brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p1brw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
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                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxrw(i,j) = u1(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxrw(i,1);u1bidxxrw(i,2);u1bidxxrw(i,3);u1bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e1,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p1(1,e1(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p1(1,e1(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p1(2,e1(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p1(2,e1(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
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    switch e1(5,k) 
        case {1} % Top Wall 
            1; 
            counttw = length(loctw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(1,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(2,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1)                 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2);                     
            end 
        case {4} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {5} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
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            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
whiskey1 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 2 - Equal Velocity Gradient Condition 
  
%Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
%order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) viscosity 
ratios. 
if(linear == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
functions: 
    [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p1,t1,u1); 
    %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
    unx = pdeprtni(p1,t1,ux); 
    uny = pdeprtni(p1,t1,uy); 
  
    %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface nodes 
in u1bnx and u1bny: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        u1bnx(i) = unx(loc1(i)); 
        u1bny(i) = uny(loc1(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
    u3bnx = u1bnx; 
    u3bny = u1bny; 
  
    %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the liquid 
    %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the normal 
    %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u3bn(i) = -((u3bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u3bny(i)*ny(i))); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for description. 
%Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
if(poly == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
    for i = 1:count1 
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        for j = 1:5 
            u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
        end 
    end 
  
    %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
    for i = 1:count1 
        A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
        A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
        A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
        A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
        A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
        A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
        BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
        z = A\BB; 
        u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 




% Part C - Solving the liquid with equal gradient condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g3 = g2; 
p3 = p2; 
e3 = e2; 
t3 = t2; 
loc3 = loc2; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c3 = 1.0; 
a3 = 0.0; 
f3 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b3 = @pdebound3; 
  
%Solver 




% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p3,e3,t3,'xydata',u3,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t3,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p3(1,t3(1,i)); 
    y1 = p3(2,t3(1,i)); 
    x2 = p3(1,t3(2,i)); 
    y2 = p3(2,t3(2,i)); 
    x3 = p3(1,t3(3,i)); 
    y3 = p3(2,t3(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u3(t3(1,i)) + u3(t3(2,i)) + u3(t3(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
C2 = sum*4; 
Acap = caparea*4; 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 3 - Equal Velocity Condition 
  
%Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u3b: 
for i = 1:count2 
    u3b(i) = u3(loc3(i)); 
end 
  
%Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
u4b = u3b; 
  
%Part D - Solving the vapour domain using equal velocity condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g4 = g1; 
p4 = p1; 
e4 = e1; 
t4 = t1; 
loc4 = loc1; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c4 = 1.0; 
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a4 = 0.0; 
f4 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p4,e4,t4,'xydata',u4,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t4,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p4(1,t4(1,i)); 
    y1 = p4(2,t4(1,i)); 
    x2 = p4(1,t4(2,i)); 
    y2 = p4(2,t4(2,i)); 
    x3 = p4(1,t4(3,i)); 
    y3 = p4(2,t4(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u4(t4(1,i)) + u4(t4(2,i)) + u4(t4(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
C2bar = sum*4; 




%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
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for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u4bidxx(i,j) = u4(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u4bidxx(i,1);u4bidxx(i,2);u4bidxx(i,3);u4bidxx(i,4);u4bidxx(i,5);-f4]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u4bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
counttw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p4(1,i); 
    y = p4(2,i); 
    if(x<=w1 && y == B) 
        x1btw(counttw) = x; 
        y1btw(counttw) = y; 
        loctw(counttw) = i; 
        counttw = counttw + 1; 
    end 
end 
counttw = counttw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    p4btw(i,1) = x1btw(i); 
    p4btw(i,2) = y1btw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXtw = knnsearch(p4btw,p4',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the top wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
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%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dx = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the top wall. 
for i = 1:counttw 
    IDXXtw(i,1)=IDXtw(i,1); 
    countidxxtw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:counttw 
            if(IDXtw(i,j) == loctw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXtw(i,countidxxtw) = IDXtw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxtw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxtw = countidxxtw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxtw(i,j) = p4(1,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxtw(i,j) = p4(2,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u4bidxxtw(i,j) = u4(IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dx 
%= 0 at the top wall: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,1)*y1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,2)*y1bidxxtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,3)*y1bidxxtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,4)*y1bidxxtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [2*x1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),0,1,0,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u4bidxxtw(i,1);u4bidxxtw(i,2);u4bidxxtw(i,3);u4bidxxtw(i,4);0;-f4]; 
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    z = A\BB; 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p4(1,i); 
    y = p4(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p4brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p4brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p4brw,p4',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
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        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p4(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p4(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u4bidxxrw(i,j) = u4(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u4bidxxrw(i,1);u4bidxxrw(i,2);u4bidxxrw(i,3);u4bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f4]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e4,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p4(1,e4(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p4(1,e4(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p4(2,e4(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p4(2,e4(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e4(5,k) 
        case {1} % Top Wall 
            1; 
            counttw = length(loctw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e4(1,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bntw(j); 
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                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e4(2,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bntw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1)                 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2);                     
            end 
        case {4} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e4(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e4(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {5} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc4); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e4(1,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e4(2,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
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whiskey2 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Results and Saving all Data: 
display('-------------------------------------------------------');             
% Data summary: 
Dropnodes = size(p1) 
Liqnodes = size(p2) 
Dropinterf = count1 
Liqinterf = count2 
esize = (pi*R0/2)/(count1-1) 
%Triangular Mesh Quality: 
q1 = pdetriq(p1,t1); 
qual1 = min(q1) 
q2 = pdetriq(p2,t2); 
qual2 = min(q2) 
  
%Final Results: 
C1bar %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
C2bar %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
C1 %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
C2 %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
  
whiskey1 %Line Integral of drop domain 
whiskey2 %Line Integral of drop domain 
  
save sash p1 e1 t1 p2 e2 t2 u1 u2 u3 u4 C1 C1bar C2 C2bar Adrop Acap 
whiskey1 whiskey2 
  
%Writing Results to Text File 
fid=fopen('mldr0a.txt','w'); 
  
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Results:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, C1bar:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C1bar);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, C2bar:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C2bar);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, C1:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C1);  
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, C2:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C2); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 1:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey1); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 2:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey2); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop C/S Area, Adrop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Adrop);                 













fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Refinement Level:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',refine);         
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Drop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Capillary:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Drop Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropinterf);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Capillary Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqinterf); 






%Pdebound1 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound1(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u1b loc1 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,4} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {2,3} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {5} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
             
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
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            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
             
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u1b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u1b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
    end 
end                  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Pdebound2 - this applies the no-stress condition at the interface for 
the 
%liquid to start to iterative scheme. Based on the subdomain boundary 
number I impose appropriate boundary conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound2(p,e,u,time) 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann boundary (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
    end 
end 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Pdebound3 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
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conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound3(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u3bn loc3 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc3); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 
    end 
end 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Pdebound1 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
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%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound4(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u4b loc4 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,4} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {2,3} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {5} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
             
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
             
            count1 = length(loc4); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u4b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u4b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
    end 








G2. Main Program to Solve Equations 3.6.16 – 3.6.19 
%Project: Two-phase flow in rectangular microchannels (2-D code) 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%R--->0 Case: Equation Set 2 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Written by: 
%Sai Sashankh Rao 
%Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
%Louisiana State University 
%Baton Rouge, Louisiana, LA 70803 
%last updated - 16th July, 2013 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Algorithm: This algorithm begins with no slip on the vapour which 
serves 
%as an interface boundary condition to solve the vapour flow. The 
velocity 
%gradient at the interface is then shared with the liquid. The liquid 
flow is then 
%solved using this interface condition. The velocity at the interface 
is determined for the liquid.  
%This velocity is shared with the vapour which serves as a boundary 
%condition for the vapour flow. The vapour flow is solved. 
  
%FEM Solution: This program is solved using the finite element method 
using subroutines from the Matlab PDE Toolbox. The 
%constant strain triangular element is used. The geometry of the flow 
%domain is described in the [g] matrix. The geometry is meshed using 
%initmesh, refinemesh and jigglemesh. The geometry is meshed in a way 
as to 
%obtain equal number of elements at the interface of the two fluids. 
This 
%way the nodes will lie at exactly the same position and no 
interpolation 
%is required to share information at the boundary. This is possible 
because the mesh initiates from the interface.  
%Therefore if there are the same number of nodes at the interface it 
must also mean that they are at the same location.  
%Therefore, there is no error in sharing of interface conditions. The 
boundary conditions are 
%defined in pdebound.m. The stiffness matrix is assembled and solved 
using 
%the assempde function of the pde toolbox and the velocity at all nodes 
is 
%obtained. The assembly of the stiffness matrix is described in chapter 
4 
%of the pde toolbox tutorial. 
  
%Gradient is determined using second order interpolation: 
%u = ax^2 + bxy + cy^2 + dx + ey + f.  
%Line integral of velocity gradient (used to check in Green's theorem) 







%Global definition of variables that are used across subroutines: 
global u2bn loc2 u3b loc3 u4bn loc4 
  
%Program controls: 
B = 2.0; %aspect-ratio of rectangular pipes 
refine = 5; %mesh refinement level 
refine1 = refine; 
refine2 = refine; 
restart = 0; %code restart - 1 for yes, 0 for no 
counter = 1000000000000; %iteration counter 
error = 1e-15; %error 
  
%Gradient determination method: 
% - Using shape functions: 
%this is used to find the gradient of velocity using the shape function 
of 
%the linear triangular element (constant strain triangle). It is 
therefore first order accurate but is a stable method to find the 
gradient. 
linear = 0;  
% - Using polynomial interpolation 
%this us used to find the gradient of velocity using a second-order 
%bi-polynomial as shown in the program notes (above). The gradient 
obtained is therefore second order accurate but is not very stable. 
poly = 1;  
  
%Initialization 
flag1 = 0;  
flag2 = 0; 
Cdrop = 0; 
Cliq = 0; 
  
%Program restart (incomplete): 
if(restart == 1) 
    load sash 
end 
  
%Geometry data (assuming W = 1): 
R0 = 2*B/(B+1+((((B-1)^2)+(pi*B))^0.5)); %radius of curvature of 
interface 
w1 = (1-R0); %unwetted wall lengths 





%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g2 = [2 2 1;1 1 1;1 w1 w1;w2 B w2;B B B;1 1 0;0 0 1;0 0 w1;0 0 w2;0 0 
R0;0 0 0;0 0 0]; 






ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine2) 
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    [p2,e2,t2] = refinemesh(g2,p2,e2,t2); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p2,e2,t2, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Liquid side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p2,2); 
count2 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
    end 
end 
count2 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 
        count2 = count2+1; 
    end 
end 
count2 = count2; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x2b, y2b, respectively, and the node number in loc2 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p2(1,i); 
    y = p2(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x2b(count2) = x; 
        y2b(count2) = y; 
        loc2(count2) = i; 








%Decomposed geometry matrix: 
g1 = [2 2 2 2 1;w1 0 0 1 1;0 0 1 1 w1;B B 0 0 w2;B 0 0 w2 B;1 1 1 1 1;0 
0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 w1;0 0 0 0 w2;0 0 0 0 R0;0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 0]; 
% %plotting geometry 
% figure 
% pdegplot(g1) 




ref = 0; 
while(ref<refine1) 
    [p1,e1,t1] = refinemesh(g1,p1,e1,t1); 
    ref = ref+1; 
end 
%Jiggle Mesh - this provides marginal improvement to the quality of a 
mesh 
jigglemesh(p1,e1,t1, 'Opt','mean'); 




%Vapour side interface: 
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
np = size(p1,2); 
count1 = 1; 
%Searching for the interface corner point on top wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == w1 && y == B) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
    end        
end 
count1 = 2; 
%Searching for interface nodes other than corner nodes and storing the 
%(x,y) coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in 
loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x>w1 && y>w2 && abs(((x-w1)^2) + ((y-w2)^2) - (R0^2))<10^-15) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 
        count1 = count1+1; 
    end 
end 
count1 = count1; 
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%Searching for the interface corner point on right wall and storing the 
(x,y) 
%coordinate in x1b, y1b, respectively, and the node number in loc1 
%(location). 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y == w2) 
        x1b(count1) = x; 
        y1b(count1) = y; 
        loc1(count1) = i; 




%Determining the normal vectors at the interface 
for i = 1:count1 
    nx(i) = (x1b(i)-w1)/R0; 
    ny(i) = (y1b(i)-w2)/R0; 
end 
  
%Searching and storing the location of nearby nodes to the interface 
%boundary nodes. These nodes will later be used in interpolation to 
%determine the velocity gradient. Since our algorithm requires the 
gradient 
%to be determined only on the vapour side we deal only with the vapour 
%domain - subscript 1. 
%Storing (x,y) location of interface nodes in p1b:  
for i = 1:count1 
    p1b(i,1) = x1b(i); 
    p1b(i,2) = y1b(i); 
end 
  
%Searching for five nearest neighbours: 
IDXX = knnsearch(p1b,p1',5); 
  
%Storing the (x,y) coordinate of k-nearest neighbours in x1bidxx and 
%y1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        x1bidxx(i,j) = p1(1,IDXX(i,j)); 
        y1bidxx(i,j) = p1(2,IDXX(i,j)); 











c1 = 1.0; 
a1 = 0.0; 
f1 = -1.0; 
  
! 363 
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p1,e1,t1,'xydata',u1,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Drop to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t1,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea = 0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p1(1,t1(1,i)); 
    y1 = p1(2,t1(1,i)); 
    x2 = p1(1,t1(2,i)); 
    y2 = p1(2,t1(2,i)); 
    x3 = p1(1,t1(3,i)); 
    y3 = p1(2,t1(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5; 
    %Calculating the drop cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u1(t1(1,i)) + u1(t1(2,i)) + u1(t1(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the (area)X(average velocity) 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
C3bar = sum*4; 
Adrop = droparea*4;   
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
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end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
counttw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x<=w1 && y == B) 
        x1btw(counttw) = x; 
        y1btw(counttw) = y; 
        loctw(counttw) = i; 
        counttw = counttw + 1; 
    end 
end 
counttw = counttw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    p1btw(i,1) = x1btw(i); 
    p1btw(i,2) = y1btw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXtw = knnsearch(p1btw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the top wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dx = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the top wall. 
for i = 1:counttw 
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    IDXXtw(i,1)=IDXtw(i,1); 
    countidxxtw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:counttw 
            if(IDXtw(i,j) == loctw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXtw(i,countidxxtw) = IDXtw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxtw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxtw = countidxxtw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxtw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxtw(i,j) = u1(IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dx 
%= 0 at the top wall: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,1)*y1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,2)*y1bidxxtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,3)*y1bidxxtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,4)*y1bidxxtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [2*x1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),0,1,0,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxtw(i,1);u1bidxxtw(i,2);u1bidxxtw(i,3);u1bidxxtw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 






%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p1(1,i); 
    y = p1(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p1brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p1brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p1brw,p1',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p1(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 




%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u1bidxxrw(i,j) = u1(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,1)*y1bidxxrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,1),y1bidxxrw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u1bidxxrw(i,1);u1bidxxrw(i,2);u1bidxxrw(i,3);u1bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f1]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e1,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p1(1,e1(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p1(1,e1(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p1(2,e1(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p1(2,e1(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e1(5,k) 
        case {1} % Top Wall 
            1; 
            counttw = length(loctw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e1(1,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:counttw 
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                if(e1(2,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bntw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1)                 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2);                     
            end 
        case {4} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e1(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {5} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc1); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(1,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const1 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e1(2,k) == loc1(j)) 
                    const2 = u1bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
whiskey1 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 2 - Equal Velocity Gradient Condition 
! 369 
  
%Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
%order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) viscosity 
ratios. 
if(linear == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
functions: 
    [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p1,t1,u1); 
    %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
    unx = pdeprtni(p1,t1,ux); 
    uny = pdeprtni(p1,t1,uy); 
  
    %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface nodes 
in u1bnx and u1bny: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        u1bnx(i) = unx(loc1(i)); 
        u1bny(i) = uny(loc1(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
    u2bnx = u1bnx; 
    u2bny = u1bny; 
  
    %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the liquid 
    %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the normal 
    %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u2bn(i) = -((u2bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u2bny(i)*ny(i))); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for description. 
%Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
if(poly == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        for j = 1:5 
            u1bidxx(i,j) = u1(IDXX(i,j)); 
        end 
    end 
  
    %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
    for i = 1:count1 
        A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
        A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 




        A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
        A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
        A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
        BB = 
[u1bidxx(i,1);u1bidxx(i,2);u1bidxx(i,3);u1bidxx(i,4);u1bidxx(i,5);-f1]; 
        z = A\BB; 
        u1bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 
    u2bn = -u1bn; 
end 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 




c2 = 1.0; 
a2 = 0.0; 
f2 = -1.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b2 = @pdebound2; 
  
%Solver 
u2 = assempde(b2,p2,e2,t2,c2,a2,f2); 
  
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p2,e2,t2,'xydata',u2,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t2,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p2(1,t2(1,i)); 
    y1 = p2(2,t2(1,i)); 
    x2 = p2(1,t2(2,i)); 
    y2 = p2(2,t2(2,i)); 
    x3 = p2(1,t2(3,i)); 
    y3 = p2(2,t2(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
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    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u2(t2(1,i)) + u2(t2(2,i)) + u2(t2(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
C3 = sum*4; 
Acap = caparea*4;  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 1 - Equal Velocity Condition 
  
%Storing velocity at interface nodes of liquid in u2b: 
for i = 1:count2 
    u2b(i) = u2(loc2(i)); 
end 
  
%Coupler - equal velocity condition at interface 
u3b = u2b; 
  
  
%Part C - Solving the vapour domain using equal velocity condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g3 = g1; 
p3 = p1; 
e3 = e1; 
t3 = t1; 
loc3 = loc1; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c3 = 1.0; 
a3 = 0.0; 
f3 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 






% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p3,e3,t3,'xydata',u3,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Vapour to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t3,2); 
sum = 0; 
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area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
droparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p3(1,t3(1,i)); 
    y1 = p3(2,t3(1,i)); 
    x2 = p3(1,t3(2,i)); 
    y2 = p3(2,t3(2,i)); 
    x3 = p3(1,t3(3,i)); 
    y3 = p3(2,t3(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    droparea = droparea + area; 
    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u3(t3(1,i)) + u3(t3(2,i)) + u3(t3(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
C4bar = sum*4; 
Adrop = droparea*4; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Line integral around Vapour domain - this is done to check the 
solution using Green's Theorem: 
  




%Storing velocity values at interface boundary and neighbouring nodes 
in u1bidxx: 
for i = 1:count1 
    for j = 1:5 
        u3bidxx(i,j) = u3(IDXX(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
%Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
for i = 1:count1 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 




    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u3bidxx(i,1);u3bidxx(i,2);u3bidxx(i,3);u3bidxx(i,4);u3bidxx(i,5);-f3]; 
    z = A\BB; 
    u3bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
counttw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p3(1,i); 
    y = p3(2,i); 
    if(x<=w1 && y == B) 
        x1btw(counttw) = x; 
        y1btw(counttw) = y; 
        loctw(counttw) = i; 
        counttw = counttw + 1; 
    end 
end 
counttw = counttw-1; 
  
%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    p3btw(i,1) = x1btw(i); 
    p3btw(i,2) = y1btw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXtw = knnsearch(p3btw,p3',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the top wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dx = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the top wall. 
for i = 1:counttw 
    IDXXtw(i,1)=IDXtw(i,1); 
    countidxxtw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:counttw 
            if(IDXtw(i,j) == loctw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXtw(i,countidxxtw) = IDXtw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxtw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxtw = countidxxtw+1; 
        end 
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    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxtw(i,j) = p3(1,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxtw(i,j) = p3(2,IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u3bidxxtw(i,j) = u3(IDXXtw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dx 
%= 0 at the top wall: 
for i = 1:counttw 
    A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,1)*y1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),1]; 
    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,2)*y1bidxxtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,2),y1bidxxtw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,3)*y1bidxxtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,3),y1bidxxtw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxtw(i,4)*y1bidxxtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xtw(i,4),y1bidxxtw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [2*x1bidxxtw(i,1),y1bidxxtw(i,1),0,1,0,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u3bidxxtw(i,1);u3bidxxtw(i,2);u3bidxxtw(i,3);u3bidxxtw(i,4);0;-f3]; 
    z = A\BB; 





%Node selection to determine the gradient 
countrw = 1; 
for i = 1:np 
    x = p3(1,i); 
    y = p3(2,i); 
    if(x == 1 && y<=w2) 
        x1brw(countrw) = x; 
        y1brw(countrw) = y; 
        locrw(countrw) = i; 
        countrw = countrw + 1; 
    end 
end 
countrw = countrw-1; 
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%Searching for the boundary nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    p3brw(i,1) = x1brw(i); 
    p3brw(i,2) = y1brw(i); 
end 
%Searching nearest neighbors 
IDXrw = knnsearch(p3brw,p3',12); 
%Searching nearest neighbors (these do not lie on the right wall 
boundary) - 
%I pick only 3 surrounding points which do not lie on the boundary. The 
%other 3 equations required to solve the polynomial come from the 
velocity of the boundary 
%node under consideration, the governing equation and du/dy = 0 
condition 
%which holds true on the right wall. 
for i = 1:countrw 
    IDXXrw(i,1)=IDXrw(i,1); 
    countidxxrw = 2; 
    for j = 2:12 
        flag = 0; 
        for k = 1:countrw 
            if(IDXrw(i,j) == locrw(k)) 
                flag = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        if(flag == 0) 
            IDXXrw(i,countidxxrw) = IDXrw(i,j); 
            if(countidxxrw == 4) 
                break; 
            end 
            countidxxrw = countidxxrw+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%(x,y) coordinates of the boundary node and 3 surrounding nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        x1bidxxrw(i,j) = p3(1,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
        y1bidxxrw(i,j) = p3(2,IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Storing of velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes: 
for i = 1:countrw 
    for j = 1:4 
        u3bidxxrw(i,j) = u3(IDXXrw(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using the governing equation, boundary node, 3 surrounding nodes and 
du/dy 
%= 0 at the right wall: 
for i = 1:countrw 




    A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,2)*y1bidxxrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,2),y1bidxxrw(i,2),1]; 
    A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,3)*y1bidxxrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,3),y1bidxxrw(i,3),1]; 
    A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidxxrw(i,4)*y1bidxxrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4)^2,x1bidx
xrw(i,4),y1bidxxrw(i,4),1]; 
    A(5,:) = [0,x1bidxxrw(i,1),2*y1bidxxrw(i,1),0,1,0]; 
    A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
    BB = 
[u3bidxxrw(i,1);u3bidxxrw(i,2);u3bidxxrw(i,3);u3bidxxrw(i,4);0;-f3]; 
    z = A\BB; 




%Performing the Line Integral around the Vapour Domain: 
  
ne = size(e3,2); % number of edges 
whiskey = 0; 
for k = 1:ne     
    x1 = p3(1,e3(1,k)); % x at first point in segment 
    x2 = p3(1,e3(2,k)); % x at second point in segment 
    y1 = p3(2,e3(1,k)); % y at first point in segment 
    y2 = p3(2,e3(2,k)); % y at second point in segment 
    len = abs(sqrt(((y2-y1)^2) + ((x2-x1)^2))); 
    switch e3(5,k) 
        case {1} % Top Wall 
            1; 
            counttw = length(loctw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e3(1,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bntw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:counttw 
                if(e3(2,k) == loctw(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bntw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1)                 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2);                     
            end 
        case {4} % Right Side Wall 
            4; 
            countrw = length(locrw); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
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            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e3(1,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bnrw(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:countrw 
                if(e3(2,k) == locrw(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bnrw(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
        case {5} %interface_neumann boundary 
            5; 
            count1 = length(loc3); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e3(1,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const1 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e3(2,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    const2 = u3bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                whiskey = whiskey + (len*(const1+const2)/2); 
            end 
    end 
end 
whiskey2 = whiskey; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Coupler 4 - Equal Velocity Gradient Condition 
  
%Determining the velocity gradient at the interface - vapour side 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Using shape functions - see program notes for description.  First 
%order convergence and stable - good for all (including high) viscosity 
ratios. 
if(linear == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Determining the gradient at the element centers using shape 
functions: 
    [ux,uy] = pdegrad(p3,t3,u3); 
    %Interpolating the gradient to all nodes in the domain: 
    unx = pdeprtni(p3,t3,ux); 
    uny = pdeprtni(p3,t3,uy); 
! 378 
  
    %Storing the x and y components of gradient at the interface nodes 
in u1bnx and u1bny: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        u3bnx(i) = unx(loc3(i)); 
        u3bny(i) = uny(loc3(i)); 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface: 
    u4bnx = u3bnx; 
    u4bny = u3bny; 
  
    %Deteriming the normal gradient at an interface point on the liquid 
    %side (the sign is reversed based on the definition of the normal 
    %vector to the interface as presented in the pde toolbox 
documentation) 
    for i = 1:count2 
        u4bn(i) = -((u4bnx(i)*nx(i))+(u4bny(i)*ny(i))); 
    end 
end 
  
%Using polynomial interpolation - see program notes for description. 
%Second order convergence but unstable for high viscosity ratios. 
if(poly == 1) 
    %Vapour side interface: 
    %Storing velocity values at boundary and neighboring nodes in 
u1bidxx: 
    for i = 1:count1 
        for j = 1:5 
            u3bidxx(i,j) = u3(IDXX(i,j)); 
        end 
    end 
  
    %Using the governing equation and the boundary nodes 
    for i = 1:count1 
        A(1,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1)*y1bidxx(i,1),y1bidxx(i,1)^2,x1bidxx(i,1),y
1bidxx(i,1),1]; 
        A(2,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2)*y1bidxx(i,2),y1bidxx(i,2)^2,x1bidxx(i,2),y
1bidxx(i,2),1]; 
        A(3,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3)*y1bidxx(i,3),y1bidxx(i,3)^2,x1bidxx(i,3),y
1bidxx(i,3),1]; 
        A(4,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4)*y1bidxx(i,4),y1bidxx(i,4)^2,x1bidxx(i,4),y
1bidxx(i,4),1]; 
        A(5,:) = 
[x1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5)*y1bidxx(i,5),y1bidxx(i,5)^2,x1bidxx(i,5),y
1bidxx(i,5),1]; 
        A(6,:) = [2,0,2,0,0,0]; 
        BB = 
[u3bidxx(i,1);u3bidxx(i,2);u3bidxx(i,3);u3bidxx(i,4);u3bidxx(i,5);-f3]; 
        z = A\BB; 
        u3bn(i) = (((2*z(1)*x1bidxx(i,1)) + (z(2)*y1bidxx(i,1)) + 
z(4))*nx(i)) + (((2*z(3)*y1bidxx(i,1))+ 
(z(2)*x1bidxx(i,1))+z(5))*ny(i)); 
! 379 
    end 
  
    %Coupler 2 - Shear stress balance at interface (the sign is 
reversed based on the definition of the normal vector to the interface 
as presented in the pde toolbox documentation): 




% Part D - Solving the liquid domain using equal gradient condition 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
g4 = g2; 
p4 = p2; 
e4 = e2; 
t4 = t2; 
loc4 = loc2; 
  
%Pde coefficients: 
c4 = 1.0; 
a4 = 0.0; 
f4 = 0.0; 
  
%Boundary condition matrix: 
b4 = @pdebound4; 
  
%Solver 
u4 = assempde(b4,p4,e4,t4,c4,a4,f4); 
  
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% %Plotting Results: 
% pdeplot(p2,e2,t2,'xydata',u2,'mesh','off','contour','on'); 
% hold on 
% %-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
%Area Integral of Liquid to find the volume flow rate 
k = size(t2,2); 
sum = 0; 
area = 0; 
uavg = 0; 
caparea=0; 
for i = 1:k 
    %Defining the coordinates of a triangle 
    x1 = p4(1,t4(1,i)); 
    y1 = p4(2,t4(1,i)); 
    x2 = p4(1,t4(2,i)); 
    y2 = p4(2,t4(2,i)); 
    x3 = p4(1,t4(3,i)); 
    y3 = p4(2,t4(3,i)); 
    %Length of each side         
    a = (((x2-x1).^2) + ((y2-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    b = (((x2-x3).^2) + ((y2-y3).^2)).^0.5; 
    c = (((x3-x1).^2) + ((y3-y1).^2)).^0.5; 
    %Area of triangle 
    s = (a+b+c)/2;         
    area = (s.*(s-a).*(s-b).*(s-c)).^0.5;     
    %Calculating the capillary cross-sectional area: 
    caparea = caparea + area; 
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    %Average velocity in the traingle         
    uavg = (u4(t4(1,i)) + u4(t4(2,i)) + u4(t4(3,i)))/3; 
    %Summing the areaXaverage velocity 
    sum = sum + area.*uavg; 
end 
C4 = sum*4; 




%Results and Saving all Data: 
display('-------------------------------------------------------');             
% Data summary: 
Dropnodes = size(p1) 
Liqnodes = size(p2) 
Dropinterf = count1 
Liqinterf = count2 
esize = (pi*R0/2)/(count1-1) 
%Triangular Mesh Quality: 
q1 = pdetriq(p1,t1); 
qual1 = min(q1) 
q2 = pdetriq(p2,t2); 
qual2 = min(q2) 
  
%Final Results: 
C3bar %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
C4bar %Drop Volume Flow Rate 
C3 %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
C4 %Capillary Liquid Volume Flow Rate 
  
whiskey1 %Line Integral of drop domain 
whiskey2 %Line Integral of drop domain 
  
save sash p1 e1 t1 p2 e2 t2 u1 u2 u3 u4 C3 C4 C3bar C4bar Adrop Acap 
whiskey1 whiskey2 
  
%Writing Results to Text File 
fid=fopen('mldr0b.txt','w'); 
  
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Results:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, C3bar:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C3bar); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop Flow Rate, C4bar:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C4bar);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, C3:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C3); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Capillary Flow Rate, C4:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',C4); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 1:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey1); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Line Integral of Vapour Domain - Case 2:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',whiskey2); 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Drop C/S Area, Adrop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.15f\r\n',Adrop);                 













fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Mesh Refinement Level:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',refine);         
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Drop:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes in Capillary:');                 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqnodes);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Drop Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Dropinterf);                 
fprintf(fid,'%0s\r\n','Number of Nodes on Capillary Interface:'); 
fprintf(fid,'%0.1f\r\n',Liqinterf); 






%Pdebound1 - this applies the no-slip condition at the interface for 
the 
%vapour to start to scheme. Based on the subdomain boundary number I 
impose appropriate boundary conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound1(p,e,u,time) 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,4,5} % walls_dirichlet boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {2,3} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
    end 
! 382 
end        
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Pdebound2 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound2(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u2bn loc2 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc2); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc2(j)) 
                    const1 = u2bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc2(j)) 
                    const2 = u2bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 
    end 
end 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%Pdebound3 - this applies the liquid velocity at the interface to the 
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vapour (equal velocity condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound3(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u3b loc3 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,4} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;             
        case {2,3} % Symmetry Planes - Neumann Boundaries (No Stress) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            gmatrix(k) = 0; 
        case {5} % Interface - Direchlet Boundary (Equal Velocity) 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
             
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0;   
             
            count1 = length(loc3); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(1,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k) = u3b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count1 
                if(e(2,k) == loc3(j)) 
                    rmatrix(k+ne) = u3b(j); 
                    break; 
                end 
            end 
    end 
end                   
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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%Pdebound2 - this applies the vapour velocity gradient at the interface 
to the liquid (equal velocity gradient condition). 
%Based on the subdomain boundary number I impose appropriate boundary 
conditions.  
%Dirichlet conditions are imposed on the nodes whereas Neumann 
conditions are imposed at the element edge.  
%This requires us to compute the average Neumann condition between two 
nodes that make up the edge and then impose that value on that edge.  
%Refer notes on pdebound in pde toolbox documentation to understand how 
to impose boundary conditions on nodes. 
  
function [qmatrix,gmatrix,hmatrix,rmatrix] = pdebound4(p,e,u,time) 
  
global u4bn loc4 
  
ne = size(e,2); % number of edges 
qmatrix = zeros(1,ne); 
gmatrix = qmatrix; 
hmatrix = zeros(1,2*ne); 
rmatrix = hmatrix; 
  
for k = 1:ne 
    switch e(5,k) 
        case {1,2} % Walls - Dirichlet Boundaries 
            hmatrix(k) = 1; 
            hmatrix(k+ne) = 1; 
            rmatrix(k) = 0; 
            rmatrix(k+ne) = 0; 
        case {3} % Interface - Neumann Boundary (Equal Velocity 
Gradient) 
            qmatrix(k) = 0; 
            count2 = length(loc4); 
            flag1 = 0; 
            flag2 = 0; 
            const1 = 0; 
            const2 = 0; 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(1,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const1 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag1 = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            for j=1:count2 
                if(e(2,k) == loc4(j)) 
                    const2 = u4bn(j); 
                    flag2 = 1; 
                end 
            end                 
            if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) 
                gmatrix(k) = (const1+const2)/2; 
            end 





APPENDIX H. NEAREST NEIGHBOR SEARCH SUBROUTINE 
This subroutine is used in all the above numerical programs. 
 
function [idx,D]=knnsearch(varargin) 
% KNNSEARCH   Linear k-nearest neighbor (KNN) search 
% IDX = knnsearch(Q,R,K) searches the reference data set R (n x d array 
% representing n points in a d-dimensional space) to find the k-nearest 
% neighbors of each query point represented by eahc row of Q (m x d 
array). 
% The results are stored in the (m x K) index array, IDX.  
% 
% IDX = knnsearch(Q,R) takes the default value K=1. 
% 




% Linear KNN search is the simplest appraoch of KNN. The search is 
based on 
% calculation of all distances. Therefore, it is normally believed only 
% suitable for small data sets. However, other advanced approaches, 
such as 
% kd-tree and delaunary become inefficient when d is large comparing to 
the 
% number of data points. On the other hand, the linear search in MATLAB 
is 
% relatively insensitive to d due to the vectorization. In  this code, 
the  
% efficiency of linear search is further improved by using the JIT 
% aceeleration of MATLAB. Numerical example shows that its performance 
is 
% comparable with kd-tree algorithm in mex. 
% 
% See also, kdtree, nnsearch, delaunary, dsearch 
  
% By Yi Cao at Cranfield University on 25 March 2008 
  


































fprintf('Are both indices the same? %d\n',isequal(idx,idx1)); 
fprintf('CPU time for knnsearch = %g\n',t1-t0); 
fprintf('CPU time for delaunay  = %g\n',t2-t1); 
%} 











fprintf('Are both indices the same? %d\n',isequal(idx,idx1)); 
fprintf('CPU time for knnsearch = %g\n',t1-t0); 
fprintf('CPU time for delaunay  = %g\n',t2-t1); 
%} 














fprintf('Are both indices the same? %d\n',isequal(idx,idx1)); 
fprintf('CPU time for knnsearch = %g\n',t1-t0); 
fprintf('CPU time for delaunay  = %g\n',t2-t1); 
%} 
  
% Check inputs 
[Q,R,K,fident] = parseinputs(varargin{:}); 
  




% C2 = sum(C.*C,2)'; 
[N,M] = size(Q); 
L=size(R,1); 
idx = zeros(N,K); 
D = idx; 
  
if K==1 
    % Loop for each query point 
    for k=1:N 
        d=zeros(L,1); 
        for t=1:M 
            d=d+(R(:,t)-Q(k,t)).^2; 
        end 
        if fident 
            d(k)=inf; 
        end 
        [D(k),idx(k)]=min(d); 
    end 
else 
    for k=1:N 
        d=zeros(L,1); 
        for t=1:M 
            d=d+(R(:,t)-Q(k,t)).^2; 
        end 
        if fident 
            d(k)=inf; 
        end 
        [s,t]=sort(d); 
        idx(k,:)=t(1:K); 
        D(k,:)=s(1:K); 
    end 
end 
if nargout>1 
    D=sqrt(D); 
end 
  
function [Q,R,K,fident] = parseinputs(varargin) 






    R=Q; 
    fident = true; 
else 
    fident = false; 




    fident = true; 









    K=1; 
else 
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